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Abstract
The Fifth Generation (5G) of cellular communications will support a plethora of services, devices and
mobility patterns. The driving force behind 5G is the five core services considered in Fantastic-5G,
namely:






Mobile BroadBand (MBB)
Massive Machine Communications (MMC)
Mission Critical Communications (MCC)
Broadcast/Multicast Services (BMS)
Vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure communications (V2X)

A substantial degree of innovation is required to accomplish a common air interface capable of
supporting the heterogeneous needs of these core services. To that end, in this document we describe
the final results and innovations obtained in Work Package 4 in three major areas: (i) “Context
Information and Radio Resource Management”; (ii) Advanced Connectivity Options; and (iii)
Spectral Efficiency boosters. The proposed features within these three areas forms the projects
network design proposal for a multi-service capable air interface design,

Keywords
5G, flexibility, scalability, mobile broadband, massive machine communications, mission critical
communications, broadcast, multicast, vehicle, scenario, core service, composite service, use case,
KPI, requirement, user experience, system performance, data rate, bandwidth, data throughput,
capacity, latency, coverage, mobility, device, reliability, availability, complexity, energy, selection.
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Executive Summary
This deliverable represents the outcome from work package four (network design) for the
FANTASTIC-5G project as input to the project’s 5G air interface design and also as a solid basis
for discussions with other 5G PPP projects. The network design builds on the work package three
link layer design. A short summary of the main findings related to radio resource management
(RRM), advanced connectivity options, and spectral efficiency enablers is presented next.
Within the family of RRM mechanisms, the project has developed several promising mobility
enhancements. Those include synchronous handovers without random access procedures,
offering reduced service interruption time at each handover, as well as faster handover execution
time. For cases with multi-node connectivity, the use of terminal autonomous secondary cell
management is proposed, which results in significant air interface and backhaul signaling
reductions, as well as offloading the network from having to conduct frequent secondary cell
management decisions. The project has spent significant effort on the design of an agile multiservice scheduling framework. The scheduling framework builds on the flexible frame structure
design by work package three. It offers a plurality of attractive user-centric scheduling
enhancements, such a dynamic scheduling with variable transmission time intervals, punctured
(i.e., preemptive) scheduling for latency critical traffic, etc. A stochastic multi-service scheduling
algorithm that utilize elements of reinforcement learning and neural network methods is proposed.
Options for non-orthogonal access are explored, where multiple users can be scheduled on the
same resources, applying smart power allocation methods. To ensure proper RRM decisions in
coherence with users’ service requirements, the project has developed service classification
techniques, which are of high importance for efficient operation of a multi-service capable 5G air
interface design.
Within the advanced connectivity options, enhanced enablers for three types of connectivity have
been developed: (i) Device-to-Device (D2D) communications, (ii) massive access protocols and
(iii) broadcast and multicast communications. Several proposals are put forward for D2D
proximity discovery (in and out of coverage, including a Vehicular-to-Vehicular (V2V) setting).
Furthermore, the use of geo-location information to enhance connectivity (with a V2V focus) is
proposed, as well as a network offloading technique that takes advantage of D2D links and
localized content caching. Functional requirements that massive access protocols (from L1 to L3)
should meet are provided, as well as eight different proposals which are numerically evaluated
and compared over a wide range of access loads. The outcome of this study concludes that a final
massive access solution has to be a composite created from the different proposals. Namely, due
to the selection of the optimal access technique to be used being dependent on the access load
range being experienced by the network. Finally, efficient non-orthogonal transmissions are
enabled via beamforming and multilevel coding. In the latter, superposition coding conveying
two different messages per beam with orthogonal beamforming to separate between multicast
groups is considered. The former is based on channel coding design and modulation mapping to
the multiple antenna system operating in multiplexing mode. The main difference between these
lies on the adaptation algorithm. Furthermore, a mixed broadcast/unicast protocol is proposed,
where a user that is not able to decode a broadcasted packet can signal this event and take
advantage of unicast transmissions to recover their packets.
Within the spectral efficiency enablers area, the project has studied several techniques that
provide a substantial increase in the overall spectral efficiency. Three families of techniques were
considered: system level integration of enhanced MIMO, network based interference coordination
and advanced multi-user detection techniques. Related to system level MIMO integration, a
scalable concept framework has been developed. The concept supports flexibility with respect to
network and UE capabilities, backhaul/fronthaul availability, different antenna arrays sizes, UE
processing with/without channel prediction, etc. The concept scales from 2x2 to 8x4 MIMO with
only intra site joint-transmission (JT) Coordinated MultiPoint (CoMP) for combating intra
Dissemination level: Public
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collaboration area interference up to a full interference mitigation framework. The latter include
(i) enlarged cooperation areas, (ii) Joint Transmission CoMP, (iii) user centric clustering, (iv)
interference floor shaping, (v) Massive MIMO at the base station sites, and (vi) advanced UE
processing capabilities. Also an insightful large system analysis is presented, as well as over-theair hardware calibration procedures as a method for robust precoding to mitigate effects of
residual calibration errors. Regarding network-based Interference coordination, a set of
complementary ICIC solutions have been developed, tackling several downlink interference
problems and the uplink pilot interference. The solutions are applicable for both centralized and
distributed network architectures, and tailored to offer benefits for relevant KPIs for the service
requiring interference protection, e.g., throughput, latency or reliability. Finally, a set of advanced
receiver options have been derived and evaluated, offering promising benefits in a diversity of
scenarios. Furthermore, the large system analysis was used to study the linear multiuser detectors
of one of the waveform candidates, namely filter bank-based multicarrier/OQAM. The obtained
results in a large system regime were shown to be exploitable in real-life finite-sized systems.
Finally, the overall performance, complexity and standardization aspects required to adopt these
receivers is provided.
References to peer reviewed publications produced as part of the studies in this work package
four are included.
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1 Introduction
This is the final public deliverable describing the WP4 outcome of FANTASTIC-5G. WP4
focuses on the multi-user/multi-cell aspects such as design of the MAC, Radio Resource
Management (RRM), support for higher layer functionalities, as well as efficient cross-layer
optimization and integration with physical layer functionalities. This includes how to most
efficiently control and use the functionalities offered by the physical/link layer (developed in
WP3).
In short, the main topics covered in the work package can be summarized as follows:
 System level integration of multi-antenna concepts with/without cooperation, and
advanced multiuser detection.
 Develop a flexible MAC/RRM framework for supporting a variety of link and system
level requirements. Among others, RRM includes flexible and dynamic resource
allocation, link adaptation, power control, multi-cell/node connectivity and interference
coordination to accommodate different service mixes.
 Design a highly flexible and efficient random access scheme, comprising state-of-the-art
collision resolution techniques, offering possibilities to support scheduled and nonscheduled transmissions.
 Explore opportunities for service classification techniques (context awareness, service
identification and class formation) for improved performance.
 Flexible support for broadcast and multicast transmissions, including non-orthogonal
techniques and uplink acknowledgements for support of flexible broadcast/multicast
protocols.
 Device-to-Device (D2D) communications with varying levels of assistance from the
cellular network

1.1 Scope of the document
In line with the overall project objectives, aspects that require standardization for a new 5G air
interface are presented. Also some aspects of algorithms related to the proposed network design
features (e.g. packet scheduling) are outlined as such information is needed by the second work
package as input to system level simulations. For the sake of completeness, also some theoretical
derivations and analyses are presented for the proposed network design. Throughout the report,
the developed network design components are related to the project’s overall design targets,
requirements and use cases. The presented work in this document is also aligned with related
works of the third work package (link design) to have coherent proposals for 5G air interface
design, i.e. building on the lower-layer physical layer design of work package three (e.g. the frame
design)

1.2 Structure of the document
The structure of the report is illustrated in Figure 1-1. The main report is divided into five chapters.
Chapters 2 to 4 describe the main air interface proposals developed in work package four, while
Chapter 5 presents a summary and concluding remarks. The report aims at describing the main
developed air interface components, using pointers to references and appendices where more
detailed information can be found.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Chapter 2:
Context information and RRM

RRM:
Ressource allocation frame work
Service classification

Chapter 3: Advanced Connectivity Options
D2D

Massive access

Multicast Broadcast

System level
integration of
enhanced MIMO

Network based
interference
coordination

Advanced multiuser
detection

Chapter 4: Spectral Efficiency
Chapter 5: Summary & concluding remarks

Figure 1-1 : Structure of D4.2

Chapter 2 describes the overall radio resource management RRM frame work, and the related
assumed context information. Most of the chapter focuses on the overall radio resource allocation
method, with the main emphasis on network-controlled unicast transmission between the network
infra-structure and terminals. Among others, topics treated in Chapter 2 include RRC state
considerations, multi-node connectivity, mobility, and the agile scheduling framework.
Chapter 3 describes the current state on the advanced connectivity options proposals, which
includes D2D, Massive Access and Multicast and Broadcast. In the D2D part, the focus in this is
on proximity discovery for an autonomous V2X scenario. We introduce the massive access
protocol framework, the associated requirements and provide a high-level description of the
individual proposals. We introduce the main MMC Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), the
baseline protocol and traffic model for the evaluation. This part concludes with the numerical
results of a selected set of the proposals. In the broadcast and multicast part, we present the latest
results on the exploitation of the spatial dimensions and the inclusion of retransmission support
via mixed broadcast and unicast.
Chapter 4 presents solution components that mainly target improving the overall spectral
efficiency, but also offering benefits for other KPIs. In short, different methods for interference
mitigation are presented. System level integration of MIMO is naturally one of the important
enablers for improved spectral efficiency, especially when considering massive MIMO with
different degrees of cooperation and coordination. Secondly, five different complementary
options for network-based interference coordination are outlined. The former also include
solutions for improved network energy efficiency, protection of MCC, etc., in addition to
improvements in the overall network spectral efficiency. Finally, a variety of receiver-based
interference suppression and cancellation techniques are outlined, including both uplink and
downlink solutions, as well as linear and non-linear approaches.
Chapter 5 offers a summary and concluding remarks.
Note: in this document, we mostly use the FANTASTIC-5G service classification terms (MBB,
MCC, MMC), although sometimes the equivalent 3GPP New Radio terms eMBB (enhanced
MBB), URLLC (Ultra-Reliable Low Latency Communication), and mMTC (massive MTC) are
used.
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2 Context Information and RRM
This chapter outlines the basic RRM framework as currently assumed in the project. The chapter
is organized as follows: First the proposed RRC state framework is presented, followed by an
outline of multi-node and mobility functionalities. The air interface resource allocation (a.k.a.
scheduling) framework is thereafter presented, including a variety of options for scheduling
formats and the user-specific control channels for sending the corresponding scheduling grants.
The chapter focuses mainly on scheduled (network-controlled) unicast transmissions between the
network infrastructure and terminals (aspects related to BMS, D2D, and non-scheduled access are
treated in subsequent chapters). The presented RRM framework offers options for both
orthogonal and non-orthogonal resource allocations, as well as combinations of those. In order to
ensure efficient scheduling of users with highly diverse service requirements, it is assumed that
the scheduler is aware of the different users’ service requirements. The latter can be in the form
of QoS parameters provided by the higher layers, or using state-of-the-art service classification
methods as also outlined in this chapter. Novel multi-service scheduling algorithms based on a
stochastic optimization framework are also presented. A proposal for multi-cell uplink power
control is also reported in Annex I.

2.1 Radio resource control (RRC) state machinery
2.1.1 Introduction of RRC Extant State

UE

eNB1

MME

S-GW

RRC Idle

RACHmsg1
RA-RNTI
RACHmsg2
temp. C-RNTI
RACHmsg3

Physical Random Access Preamble
MAC PDU: Random Access Response (temporary C-RNTI)

temp. C-RNTI
RACHmsg4

MAC CE: Contention Resolution (S-TMSI) +
RRC Connection Setup ()

C-RNTI :=
temp. C-RNTI

RRC Connection Setup Complete
+ NAS Attach Request
+ ESM : PDN Connectivity Request

RRC Connection Req. (e.g. S-TMSI, cause)

S1-AP Initial UE Message (NAS Service Request)
S1-AP Initial Context Setup request

RRC Security Mode Command
C-RNTI RRC Security Mode Complete
RRC Connection Reconfiguration

C-RNTI RRC Connection Reconfiguration Complete

S1-AP Initial Context Setup Complete

RRC Connected
UL data
C-RNTI
timeout

UL data

DL data

Delete all connections and
release dedicated air
interface resources.

DL data

timeout

Delete all connections to
UE and release all air
interface resources for UE

RRC Idle

Figure 2-1: In legacy mode UE changes from RRC Connected to RRC Idle state after timeout.

In Figure 2-1 the message flow in a legacy system is shown to enable an UE to transmit at least
one data packet through the system. First the UE has to perform the initial access by transmitting
a Physical Random Access Preamble (RACHmsg1) to the eNB. When the eNB detects a
preamble, it answers by transmitting a Random Access Response (RACHmsg2) to the UE. The
answer contains a temporary C-RNTI (Cell Radio Network Temporary Identifier) for the UE and
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an uplink grant where the UE can transmit a first signalling message RACHmsg3 (RRC
Connection Request), which contains a unique identifier for the UE e.g. the S-TMSI.
With a certain probability, several UEs may transmit msg1 at the same time and a collision may
occur. To resolve the collision, the UEs include their unique S-TMSI in RACHmsg3. At that point
the eNB either is unable to decode any RACHmsg3 – then eNB will not transmit RACHmsg4 and
all the UEs will repeat initial access after a random time period, or the eNB will be able to decode
the “strongest” RACHmsg3 – then it transmits an acknowledgement RACHmsg4, which includes
a Contention Resolution MAC control element (MAC CE) to the UEs. The Contention Resolution
MAC CE contains the S-TMSI of the UE which successfully transmitted RACHmsg3 and only
this UE has successfully accessed the system. It promotes its temporary C-RNTI to its new CRNTI and from now on is allowed to use this C-RNTI for further operation, i.e. to receive DL
MAC packets addressed by C-RNTI and to use UL grants for C-RNTI to transmit UL packets. In
addition, RACHmsg4 contains an RRC Connection Setup message which provides all the
necessary configuration information for the UE, e.g. CQI reporting, scheduling request resources
or sounding.
Up to now only signalling connections (signalling bearer SRB0 and SRB1) have been established.
In the next steps authentication of the UE has to be performed, encryption keys will be generated
and a data connection (data bearer) will be established which will be used by the UE to transmit
and receive user data.
When the UE does not receive or transmit user data for a certain time period, all the connections
and radio interface resources used by the UE will be released and the UE enters RRC Idle state.
Afterwards, if the UE again wants to transmit user data, it has to repeat the whole procedure
described above.
In the following, some detailed flow diagrams are shown to explain how the UE enters the
RRC Extant state, how a UE in RRC Extant state has to proceed when it intends to transmit data
to the local eNB1 and how mobility is handled when an UE in RRC Extant state intends to
transmit data to a new target eNB2. The RRC Extant state may be useful for MMC devices which
only rarely transmit data packets. It may also be useful for MBB UEs when no data transmission
is in progress, but the MBB UE from time to time needs to transmit live check messages.
RACH (triggered by UL
data or paging)

RRC Idle

RRC Connected
RAN triggered (Release)

SPTP or RACH
(triggered by UL data or
RAN paging)

SPTP Small Packet Transmit Procedure

inactive timer
timeout

RRC Extant

Figure 2-2: RRC Extant is added to legacy RRC states RRC Idle and RRC Connected.

The RRC Extant state is a hybrid state between RRC Idle and RRC Connected as shown in Figure
2-2. The basic idea is simple. When transitioning from RRC Connected to RRC Idle, the
configured access stratum (AS) state is discarded and has to be reconfigured by signalling when
transitioning back to RRC Connected. In contrast, when transitioning from RRC Connected to
RRC Extant, the configured AS state information is retained by the UE and is stored by the eNB
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for later use. When transitioning back to RRC Connected, the AS state can be restored from the
local storage without further configuration signalling. Only the radio resources exclusively
assigned to the UE (assigned C-RNTI and PUCCH resources for periodic CSI reporting and
scheduling request) are released and can be used by other UEs when a UE enters RRC Extant. To
limit state keeping on the RAN side and allow massive scalability, the eNB is expected to store
all UE specific state information of UEs in RRC Extant in a database, freeing memory resources
in the fast (scheduler) processing space.

UE

LTE legacy mode

eNB1

UE

RRC Idle
RACHmsg1
RA-RNTI
RACHmsg2
temp. C-RNTI
RACHmsg3
temp. C-RNTI
RACHmsg4

C-RNTI :=
temp. C-RNTI

Physical Random Access Preamble
MAC PDU: Random Access Response (temporary C-RNTI)
RRC Connection Req. (e.g. S-TMSI, cause)
MAC CE: Contention Resolution (S-TMSI) +
RRC Connection Setup ()
RRC Connection Setup Complete
+ NAS Attach Request
+ ESM : PDN Connectivity Request

RRC Security Mode Command
C-RNTI RRC Security Mode Complete
RRC Connection Reconfiguration
C-RNTI RRC Connection Reconfiguration Complete

eNB1

Physical Random Access Preamble
MAC PDU: Random Access Response (temporary C-RNTI)

RACHmsg1
RA-RNTI
RACHmsg2
temp. C-RNTI
RACHmsg3
temp. C-RNTI
RACHmsg4

RRC Connection Req. (e.g. S-TMSI, cause)
MAC CE: Contention Resolution (S-TMSI) +
RRC Connection Setup (UEID§)

1) S1-AP Initial
C-RNTI :=
UE Message (NAS temp. C-RNTI
Service Request)
2) S1-AP Initial
Context Setup
request

C-RNTI

3) S1-AP Initial
Context Setup
Complete

C-RNTI

RRC Connection Setup Complete
+ NAS Attach Request
+ ESM : PDN Connectivity Request

1)

RRC Security Mode Command

2)

RRC Security Mode Complete
RRC Connection Reconfiguration

RRC Connection Reconfiguration Complete

3)

RRC Connected

RRC Connected

C-RNTI

New RRC Extant state

RRC Idle

UL data

UL data

DL data

DL data

Release dedicated air
timeout
timeout
interface resources. Delete AS
state. Delete all connections.
Release dedicated air interface
RRC Idle
resources of UE. Delete AS state of
UE. Delete all connections to UE.

C-RNTI

UL data
DL data

Release dedicated air interface
timeout
timeout
resources. Keep AS state. Keep
all connections.
Release dedicated air interface
RRC Extant
resources for UE. Store AS state of
UE under UEID1. Keep all
connections to UE.
§

a)

UL data
DL data

UEID is e.g. the tupel (eNB1-ID, eNB1 unique number)

b)

Figure 2-3: a) Legacy RRC Idle-Connected-Idle vs. b) new RRC Idle-Connected-Extant.

In Figure 2-3 the slightly modified message flow is shown in which the UE switches to
RRC Extant state – compared to the message flow for the legacy system. Only the message flow
between UE and eNB1 is shown with differences highlighted in red. The message flow to
Mobility Management Entity (MME) and Serving Gateway (S-GW) is not affected and therefore
is the same as shown in Figure 2-1.
In RRC Extant state, UE has no C-RNTI. Instead, the UE identifies itself to the RAN by a unique
UE ID. For this purpose, eNB1 provides a unique UE ID (UEID1) which may consist of a globally
unique eNB ID (eNB1-ID) and a locally unique ID (eNB1 unique number) assigned to the UE by
this eNB1. The UE ID acts as the handle to the UE specific state in the database. The UEID1 is
transmitted in a modified RRC Connection Setup message.
The connections to the Evolved Packet Core (EPC), i.e. between eNB and the EPC elements
(MME, S-GW, P-GW) remain active.

2.1.2 Transmit data in RRC Extant State
When a UE wants to transmit UL data, it uses a small packet transmit procedure (SPTP, cf. section
3.2 in [D41]), which, depending on the procedure, may involve just the data packet itself (one
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step) or may be preceded by a contention based scheduling request and grant (two step). If there
is a DL packet for the UE, RAN paging, e.g. [ABAL16], is performed to trigger the SPTP.

UE

eNB1 S-GW

RRC Extant

SPmsg1
SP-RNTI
SPmsg2
SPmsg3
SP-RNTI
SPmsg4

eNB1 S-GW

SPmsg1 Scheduling request

Scheduling request
Small Packet Block assignment

SP-RNTI Small Packet Block assignment
SPmsg2

Small Packet (UEID1,BSR,ULdata1)

Small Packet (UEID1,BSR,CRF,ULdata1)
SPmsg3
SP-RNTI Acknowledge (UEID1,RNTI1x)
SPmsg4
In eNB1: Get stored AS
state for UEID1. ULdata1

Acknowledge (UEID1,RNTI1x)
In eNB1: Get stored AS
Use RNTI1x.
state for UEID1. ULdata1
Disable DRX.
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Figure 2-4: UE in RRC Extant transmits UL data a) without and b) with successive transition into
RRC Connected.

In Figure 2-4 a message flow is shown where the UE is in RRC Extant state and uses the two step
small packet transmit procedure to transmit a user packet in uplink. First, the UE transmits a
scheduling request SPmsg1 in contention mode (the scheduling request can be e.g. a Physical
Random Access Channel (PRACH)-like CAZAC sequence or an M-sequence [R1-1609736]).
When the eNB1 recognizes the scheduling request, it transmits a small packet block assignment
SPmsg2 to the UE to reserve a data slot for it. UE transmits SPmsg3 with its UEID1 and uplink
data ULdata1 in the reserved data slot.
The receiving eNB1 retrieves the UE specific state identified by UEID1. Then, processing of the
remainder of the packet is carried out the very same as in RRC Connected, including security and
header compression. This is possible, since the full protocol stack state of PHY, MAC, RLC and
PDCP was saved by eNB1 as part of the RRC Extant state information when the UE entered
RRC Extant. eNB1 decrypts ULdata1 and forwards it to the S-GW using the still active data
bearer.
To perform contention resolution, eNB1 transmits an acknowledgement message SPmsg4, which
includes the unique UEID1 and a new C-RNTI (RNTI1x). eNB1 may send (the typically multiple,
addressed to different UEs) SPmsg4 together with SPmsg2 in a joint broadcast message sent to
SP-RNTI (small packet RNTI) that UEs currently in SPTP listen to (as an example for a minimal
adaptation of LTE RACH to realize an SPTP, i.e. without a dedicated SPTP DL PHY). The UE
which transmitted UEID1 in SPmsg3, now knows that its uplink data has successfully arrived in
the eNB1 and from now on can use the new RNT1x to receive DL data and to transmit UL data.
While RNTI1x is in use, UE disables DRX, respectively switches to a much shorter DRX cycle,
at least while UL data is pending or HARQ processes in DL or UL are running. In general, it is
beneficial to keep RNTI1x for a while, e.g. some seconds, depending on the specific service needs
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of the UE, to allow a possible response to be forwarded to the UE without the need for (RAN)
paging.
In case the amount of UL data the UE wants to transmit does not fit into the data slot reserved by
eNB1 in SPmsg2, the UE inserts a buffer status report (BSR) into SPmsg3. When eNB1 receives
the BSR it will schedule further UL grants for RNTI1x to allow the UE to transmit the remaining
UL data.
When a UE in RRC Extant transmits data in uplink, it may want to enter RRC Connected state
afterwards, e.g. when it expects further and/or larger data transmissions in uplink or downlink to
follow. Figure 2-4 a) shows a UE transmitting one UL packet without leaving RRC Extant state.
After transmitting the UL packet, the UE is still able to receive DL packets as long as its assigned
RNTI1x is valid, but the UE has no uplink resources for scheduling requests or measurement
reports. After the BSR has been fully consumed, eNB1 stops providing UL grants. When further
UL data becomes available later on, the UE again needs to use the SPTP. Alternatively, as
depicted in Figure 2-4 b), the UE may set the Connection Reconfiguration Flag in SPmsg3. Then
eNB1 may reconfigure the connection using RRC Connection Reconfiguration message as
SPmsg4b; eNB1 may do so also without being requested by UE in SPmsg3. Finally, the UE will
acknowledge the transition to RRC Connected by transmitting RRC Connection Reconfiguration
Complete as SPmsg5.
In case the UE wants to transition to RRC Connected before the first UL data, or SPTP is not
usable because of e.g. unknown UL time alignment, the UE can use the random access procedure
instead. UE sends its UEID1 (instead of its S-TMSI) and optionally BSR in a modified
RACHmsg3, which indicates to eNB1 that UE is in RRC Extant and stored AS state should be
available (at the eNB indicated by UEID). eNB1 replies in RACHmsg4 with UEID1 and RRC
Connection Reconfiguration message (or falls back to legacy RRC Connection Setup in case no
AS state for UEID1 is found). 3GPP recently integrated such a support for resuming an RRC
connection with Rel-13.2.0 [36.331a]. The major difference to RRC Extant is that there is no
small packet transmit procedure, only the random access procedure, so re-entering RRC
Connected always precedes the first (uplink) data transmission and never vice versa.
In RRC Extant, UL and DL transmissions (incl. their UL and DL control), rely on the availability
of a bidirectional communication channel associated with the SPTP. Therefore, the configuration
of the SPTP, conveyed e.g. via system information broadcast or by means of an initial access
channel, must include the configuration of this bidirectional channel. In particular, the
RRC Connection Reconfiguration message in DL, which is sent prior to transition into
RRC Connected, and the ULdata1 continuation transmissions according to the BSR from SPmsg3
(unless transition into RRC Connected takes place) assume the availability of such a channel. In
LTE, this channel is determined by the predefined PDSCH/PUSCH transmission modes to be
used for RACHmsg3 onwards. For 5G, the SPTP PHY may be reused and extended accordingly.
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2.1.3 Mobility handling in the RRC Extant State
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typically horizontal key derivation from KeNB1 (if NCC is unchanged, otherw ise vertical key derivation from NH)

Figure 2-5: UE in RRC Extant state intends to transmit UL data after handover.

When the UE is in RRC Extant state and moves to another eNB, here eNB2, and intends to
transmit data in uplink, the UE uses the small packet transmit procedure to transmit the first UL
packet to the new eNB2. eNB2 contacts the old eNB1 as identified by UEID1 to retrieve the UE’s
AS state. Depending on the security implementation, either the old or the new eNB deciphers and
possibly integrity checks the received data packet. In Figure 2-5 it is assumed that the LTE
security architecture is retained and only the old eNB1 is able to decipher and possibly integrity
check the received data packet. Accordingly, eNB2 forwards the ciphered ULdata1 to eNB1 and
in return receives the deciphered ULdata1 from eNB1. The deciphered (and decompressed) packet
is then forwarded towards its destination usually by the new anchor eNB2 to update the downlink
path towards the UE and to trigger MME provisioning eNB2 with a new Next Hop (NH) key and
associated Next Hop Chaining Count (NCC) for later rekeying. The exact approach depends on
the network side solution for sporadic (small) packet communication and is out of scope here.
To perform contention resolution, eNB2 transmits an acknowledgement message, which includes
the unique UEID1 and a new RNTI (RNTI2x) from eNB2’s own pool. The UE which transmitted
UEID1 in SPmsg3, now knows that its uplink data has successfully arrived in the eNB2 and from
now on can use the new RNTI2x to receive DL data and to transmit UL data.
Before further data transfer can be performed, AS security must be updated with new keys, using
horizontal key derivation as in legacy connected mode handover, and a new UEID2 must be
assigned by eNB2, consisting of a globally unique eNB2-ID and a locally within eNB2 unique ID
for the UE eNB2 unique number. This is done by the RRC Connection Reconfiguration message.
This message must be ciphered and integrity protected according to the current AS state of the
UE. If the needed keys are not shared by source eNB1 with target eNB2 as it is assumed here,
only eNB1 is able to generate this message. Herein, eNB1 takes into account the UE’s current AS
state (retrieved from its database) as well as hints from eNB2 for needed configuration changes.
The configuration hints comprise at least UEID2 and information needed for (horizontal) key
derivation, i.e. eNB2’s PHY cell ID and DL carrier frequency. Furthermore, AS configuration
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options supported by eNB1 but not supported by eNB2 (if any), i.e. options that must be changed,
must be conveyed to prevent the UE’s new AS configuration to become unusable at eNB2.
Finally, eNB2 resource assignments like scheduling request and CSI reporting resources can be
included. Alternatively, eNB2 can assign these later after the UE transitioned to RRC Connected
by a further RRC Connection Reconfiguration message. The UE applies the updated AS
configuration and derives the new keys to be used with eNB2. The RRC Connection
Reconfiguration Complete message to acknowledge the UE’s successful transition to RRC
Connected already applies the updated AS configuration, in particular the new keys are used for
ciphering and integrity protection.
One notable option, especially suitable for low end low traffic volume devices, is to keep the
anchor eNB unchanged during mobility, at least for some time and/or within a certain range of
the anchor eNB. The target eNB carries out PHY and MAC processing including HARQ, while
RLC and PDCP are kept at the anchor eNB.

2.1.4 Benefit of RRC Extant State
In a legacy system when the UE is in RRC Idle state and intends to transmit uplink data, it
performs the steps as shown in Figure 2-1. Assuming that there is no collision (or other failure)
during the random access, 10 messages have to be transmitted over the air interface between UE
and eNB to transfer one UL packet, irrespective of whether the UE has moved or not.
When UE is in RRC Extant state and the UE has not moved to another eNB since its last
transmission, 4 messages (assuming no collisions) are exchanged as shown in Figure 2-4 a). If
the UE enters RRC Connected, either because it has moved to another eNB and the anchor eNB
is changed as shown in Figure 2-5, or the UE requests and the network decides to do so after the
first packet as shown Figure 2-4 b), 6 messages have to be transmitted over the air interface. If
the one step SPTP procedure is employed (not shown in the above figures), this is further reduced
to just 2 messages without anchor eNB change respectively 4 messages with anchor eNB change.
To summarize: In a legacy system, when UE is in RRC Idle state and intends to transmit UL data,
it first has to transition into RRC Connected state, requiring in total at least 10 messages to for
one UL data packet. In a system with SPTP and RRC Extant state, a UE in RRC Extant state
typically requires 6 messages to transfer one UL data packet (two step SPTP and transition to
RRC Connected including mobility support with anchor eNB change), and as little as 2 messages
in the most basic case with one step SPTP and staying in RRC Extant and keeping the same anchor
eNB.

2.2 Multi-node connectivity
Figure 2-6 presents an overview of the proposed multi-node connectivity options for the 5G new
air interface, organized according to different network deployment use cases, as well as related
benefits. The term multi-node connectivity is used as the broader term for UEs connected to more
than one node (i.e. base station site), or more than one cell. Hence, it covers cases with cell
aggregation, where cells might be hosted on the same or different nodes. The multi-node
connectivity options are for RRC Connected Mode UEs, while IDLE Mode UEs are assumed to
camp only on a single node and cell. Similarly, also UEs in RRC Extant mode are associated with
a single cell (and node) only.
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Multi-connectivity
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Figure 2-6: Overview of the envisioned multi-connectivity options for 5G and their related
benefits.

The inter-frequency use cases are those where a UE is connected to two or more cells on the same
or different nodes that operate at different carrier frequencies. The latter include intra-site carrier
aggregation (CA) as known from LTE-A [PFR+11], as well as inter-site CA and Dual
Connectivity (DC) [RPW+16]. Flexible mechanisms for aggregation of spectrum for 5G usage
below 6GHz is of importance due to the fragmented nature of this spectrum, as it consists of a
mixture of paired (also known as FDD) and unpaired bands (also known as TDD). Both CA and
DC is known to result in higher end-user data rates by being able to serve UEs over a larger
(aggregated) bandwidth, where separate data (i.e. using data-splitting) are transmitted to/from the
UE via the different cells/nodes [PFR+11], [RPW+16]. For the 5G air interface, it is proposed to
extend this functionality (beyond what is supported for LTE-A) to also allow transmission of
duplicate (i.e. same) data via the multiple cells configured for the user. Allowing this form of data
duplication transmission is particularly attractive for MCC services in order to reach the
associated ultra-reliability requirements. The 5G multi-connectivity solution shall therefore allow
configuring each UE with its desired option for either data-split (i.e. enhanced data rate) or data
duplication (i.e. enhanced reliability) depending on the type of service. The related mobility and
cell management actions for UEs with multi-node connectivity are described in Section 2.3.
Moreover, while the LTE-A CA and DC functionalities assume a single RRC entity per UE
residing in the Primary Cell [RPW+16], it is proposed to have enhanced RRC diversity for 5G,
such that users operating with multi-node connectivity can have multiple coordinated RRC
entities. The latter results in additional link robustness, as losing the connection towards the
Primary Cell therefore no longer means completely losing the RRC connection (i.e. avoiding radio
link failures). For more details on the related radio protocol and architecture aspects for enhanced
5G multi-node connectivity, we refer to the recent studies in [MVD16] and [RRM+16], as well
as the one in [CMS+16] for multi-RAT multi-connectivity (e.g. allowing simultaneous
connectivity via LTE-A and 5G for a device).
The intra-frequency multi-connectivity options are those where the device is associated with
multiple cells on the same (intra-site) or different sites (inter-site), operating on the same carrier
frequency. The former use cases are those where Coordinated Multi-Point (CoMP) techniques are
typically considered; e.g. in the form of coherent or non-coherent Joint Transmission (JT) and
Dynamic Point Selection (DPS) as also supported for LTE-A [LKL+12]. Enhanced intrafrequency multi-connectivity solutions are presented in Chapter 4, both in the form of extended
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CoMP for massive MIMO, as well as more advanced network-based inter-cell interference
coordination schemes.

2.3 Mobility
2.3.1 Handover functionality for single-cell connectivity
The basic mobility functionality for LTE is based on UE autonomous cell re-selections for RRC
IDLE mode, and network controlled handovers —with UE assistance— for RRC Connected.
Several mobility enhancements were studied and standardized during 3GPP Releases 11 and 12,
to ensure also good mobility performance for the more challenging HetNet scenarios [BMS+12a],
[BMS+12b], [3GPP36.839], [PBM+13]. Numerous measurements from live LTE networks have
confirmed that the mobility performance is generally good, observing close to 100% handover
success rates, and low percentages of ping-pongs (also known as undesirable handovers between
pair of cells within a short time) [EE13], [GCS+16]. However, due to the asynchronous nature of
the LTE handover functionality with random access (RA) at every cell change, there is an
undesirable temporary data interruption gap at every handover. Field measurements reveal that
the data interruption time at each handover ranges from, at best, 20-30 ms and up to 100 ms (or
even more) for some networks [GMP16], [EE13]. In order to overcome this problem for 5G, it is
proposed to adopt a time-synchronized and RA-less handover functionality [BPR+15]. This is a
natural evolution as many other features will require time-synchronized base stations for the 5Gera anyway.
The basic principle of RRC Connected mode synchronous RA-less handover between a source
and a target cell is illustrated in Figure 2-7.
Terminal (UE)

Target cell

Source cell

Data transmision
to/from the
target cell

Data transmision
to/from the
source cell

Time-synchronized transmission

Measurement report triggering handover
Handover command, incl
time of the handover

Admission control request to the target cell, as
well negotiation of the handover time

First transmission to/from the target cell
Handover complete message

Time of the handover, as
negotiated between the source and
target cell, and signaled to the UE.

Figure 2-7: Signalling flow diagram illustrating the basic principles of synchronized RA-less
handover.

Once the source cell receives a measurement report to trigger the handover, the source and target
cells exchange information, and agree on the time the handover should take place. The following
handover command (RRC reconfiguration message) from the source cell informs the UE of the
exact time of the handover. The time of the handover can be expressed in units of radio frames or
sub-frames. In its simplest form, the UE continues to receive data from the source cell until the
time of the handover, whereafter it starts to receive data immediately from the target cell. Given
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that the source cell and target cell are fully time synchronized and the UE knows the current value
of the time advance (TA) for the source cell, the UE is capable of measuring the received timeoffset from the two cells and compute the TA for the target cell, as outlined in [BPR+15]. The
handover command from the source cell may also include an uplink pre-scheduling command for
the UE to immediately transmit in the uplink towards the target at the time of the handover.
The timing of the synchronized RA-less handover functionality is further illustrated in Figure 2-7.
The simplest realization is shown in Figure 2-8, where the UE stops receiving data from the source
cell at the time of the handover (as signalled from the source cell in the handover command), and
immediately thereafter starts receiving data from the target cell. For this particular case, the
handover interruption time is reduced to a fraction of a subframe (or TTI), accounting for the
received time differences of the signals from the two cells and potential UE processing times for
performing the switch from source to target. In a more advanced version of the synchronous RAless handover functionality, the UE continues to listen to the source cell for a short time period of
X sub-frames (also known as the handover switching hysteresis time) after the handover time,
while in parallel also receiving data from the target cell. For the latter case, there is no data
interruption time on the physical layer between the source and target cell. During the time where
the UE receives data from both cells, those data could be the same (duplication) or different data
packets. The proposed synchronized RA-less handover scheme is generally applicable for both
intra- and inter-frequency cell handovers. However, for the inter-frequency handover cases, the
UE processing time (and RF reconfiguration) to switch from the source to the target cell may be
slightly longer (as compared to the intra-frequency case), and cause larger data interruptions. It
should furthermore be noticed that for achieving the virtually zero data interruption times during
handovers as illustrated in Figure 2-8, there needs to be corresponding network support for fast
and efficient data forwarding and flow switching between the two involved cells (also known as
the handover completion phase). In [GMP+17], we report more details related to efficient flow
control and buffer management between the source and target cell for cases with synchronous
RA-less handover. The former include a more detailed performance analysis, where the UE
processing times, base station processing times, and backhaul signalling latencies between the
source and target cell are taken into account. However, as the focus for FANTASTIC-5G is on
the lower physical-layer functionalities, details of the core network interaction during the
handover process are not addressed in this report – although some discussion on this matter can
be found in [BPR+15].
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Figure 2-8: Simple illustration of the timing diagram for synchronous RA-less handover: (a) case
data reception only from a single cell at time, (b) option with hysteresis time where the UE receives
data from both cells.

The benefits of the proposed synchronous RA-less handover functionality, as compared to that
supported for legacy LTE networks, is the significant reduction of the data interruption time
during handovers, approaching virtually zero. Moreover, the handover execution process is
reduced as compared to that of LTE, as there is no RA at the target cell at every handover.
Measurements from LTE network shows that the RA procedure typically takes on the order of
~10 ms [3GPP TR 36.881]. The faster handover execution process for the synchronized RA-less
functionality translates to increased mobility robustness, as the system is able to react faster (i.e.
resulting in even lower handover failure probabilities [BPR+15]). Finally, the fact that the
handover process no longer requires RA translates to savings in the required RA access resources
for the system. For example, the handover rate per UE is found to typically vary from few
handovers per minute to handovers every second depending on the network topology and velocity
of the device (see e.g. [BMS+12a], [BMS+12b], [GMP16], [GCS+16],). Thus, especially for
scenarios with high-speed users such as the highway scenario studied in [GMP16], the use of
synchronous RA-less handover also offers significant reductions of the required RA resources.
Aspects of optimal initial cell selection and for advanced centralized RAN setting are studied in
Annex B.

2.3.2 Mobility enhancements for multi-node connectivity
One of the challenges for UEs in multi-node connectivity (or multi-cell connectivity /
aggregation) mode is that multiple cell associations have to be managed. If adopting a fully
network controlled connectivity management approach, this will lead to:
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1. Larger number of measurement reporting events from the UEs to the network, also known
as RRC event triggered RRM measurements. For both primary and secondary cells.
2. Higher demands on the network for processing the large amount of received RRM
measurements, and for conducting corresponding cell management events.
3. Larger number of RRC signalling messages in the downlink for cell management events,
i.e. RRC reconfigurations.
For multi-connectivity scenarios with the primary cell on the macro-layer and the secondary cell
on the small cell layer, numerous studies have shown that the above-mentioned signalling
overhead is dominated by cell management events for the small cell layer, see e.g. [GMP16a],
[PBM+13].
For multi-connectivity cases, we therefore propose to adopt a UE autonomous cell management
approach for the small cell layer, while still having the primary cell management (handover) on
the macro-layer being fully network controlled. By adopting such a scheme, the signalling
overhead and network burden of having to frequently manage UE small cell associations is
significantly reduced. As primary cell management actions happen less frequently, and typically
requires interaction (signalling) with the core network, such actions are assumed to continue being
fully network controlled and UE assisted [PBM+13].
The fundamental principles of the UE autonomous secondary cell management proposal can be
summarized as follows:
1. The network prepares a set of small cells that the UE is allowed to performance
autonomous secondary cell addition, removal, and change among.
2. The network signals a list of these prepared small cells to the UE, including the
measurement that it shall use for performing autonomous secondary cell addition,
removal, and change.
3. Once the UE fulfils the criteria for secondary cell addition, removal, or change for the
prepared small cells, it takes the corresponding action without first sending RRM
measurements to the network, and awaiting the corresponding RRC signalling messaged
in the downlink.
The basic principles of UE autonomous secondary cell management actions are further
exemplified in Figure 2-9. Here, the notation of master eNB (MeNB) for the macro-layer and
secondary eNB (SeNB) for the small cell layer is adopted, as also used in LTE-Advanced. The
procedure for UE autonomous SeNB addition simply means that the UE sends a RA message to
that cell when it wants to add this link (i.e. no RRC signalling). The involved SeNB informs the
UEs MeNB of the addition. Similarly, for the SeNB change operation, the UE only sends a RA
to the new SeNB (i.e. SeNB2 in Figure 2-9). The SeNB2 thereafter informs the UEs MeNB, as
well as requests the release of the users’ connection to SeNB1. In principle, the SeNB release
operation could also have been conducted with a RA message, but is most efficiently handled
with a scheduled RRC message, as pictured in Figure 2-9. In addition, signalling is also required
for configuring the UEs for autonomous secondary cell management, as well as for preparing the
SeNBs. For such details, we refer to our study in [GMP16a].
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Figure 2-9: Summary of signalling procedure for UE autonomous SeNB addition, change, and
release.

The performance of UE autonomous secondary cell management has been evaluated by means of
extensive system level simulations. For the highway scenario studied in [GMP16a], we found that
the average number of required RRC signaling per UE per second is reduced from 4.9 to 0.35 by
using UE autonomous secondary cell management. Similarly, the associated X2 signalling is
reduced by approximately 50%. Those are attractive gains in terms of both reduced RRC and X2
signaling.

2.4 Dynamic resource allocation solutions
Allocation of radio transmission resources is one of the most essential RRM management tasks.
A major challenge is to balance these resources among different transmission types such as
unicast, multicast, and broadcast in downlink, as well as non-scheduled uplink access. In this
chapter, the focus is on network controlled resource allocation for scheduled unicast transmissions
between the network infrastructure and UEs, while aspects of D2D, broadcast and multicast
transmissions, and non-scheduled contention based access will be addressed in the subsequent
chapters. The focus is on mechanisms for RRC Connected mode UEs. The main interfaces to the
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unicast packet scheduler are illustrated in Figure 2-10. The presented packet scheduler frame work
is adopted also by the second work package as part of the system-level simulations.

Context awareness

QoS parameters for the different
users; larger granularity than eMBB,
mMTC, URLLC.

Resource
reservation

Reserved radio resources
for non-scheduled access,
broad- or multi-cast, etc.

HARQ manager

Service-specific HARQ configurations:
Early feedback, richer feedback,
flexible timing,etc.

Queue awareness

Knowledge of buffered data for
scheduling, interaction with RLC (ARQ),
and higher layers.

Packet scheduler

Agile network-controlled resource
allocation
Link adaptation manager

Inner- and outer-loop link adaptation (LA),
supported data rate for different users for
different BLER targets, etc..

Inter-Cell Coordination

Resource allocation restrictions from networkbased ICIC (e.g muting), multi-cell coordinated
scheduling actions, etc..

UE capabilities
Knowledge of UE capabilities
that must be taken into account
in scheduler decisions.

Carrier configuration

5G carrier configuration; e.g. if the carrier
is configured to have MUX of different
PHY numerologies.

Figure 2-10: High-level illustration of the main interfaces to the dynamic network-controlled
unicast packet scheduler.

Given the considered multi-service setting with diverse QoS requirements, the scheduler needs
context awareness information for the users under its control, as well as knowledge of the buffered
data amounts for each of the users in Figure 2-10 taken into account as queuing awareness
information. Furthermore, the dynamic packet scheduler needs to know which radio resources are
available for unicast transmissions, and which resources are reserved for other purposes such as
e.g. broadcast, non-scheduled access, etc. Knowledge of UE categories and related constraints
(e.g. maximum supported throughput) is obviously also needed by the scheduler. As the 5G New
Radio is also anticipated to support cell carriers with a mixture of different physical layer
numerologies, information about carrier configuration is also needed by the scheduler. The link
adaptation manager essentially provides information on the supported data rate for the different
users, and is often designed to encompass both inner-loop and outer-loop functionalities, where
the outer-loop controls the average first transmission block error rate (BLER) to equal the desired
level. As an example, eMBB users may be operated with 10-20% BLER for first transmissions to
have high spectral efficiency, while URLLC users are scheduled with 0.1-1.0% BLER to
minimize the latency.
For the 5G New Radio, asynchronous Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request (HARQ) is the default
assumption, giving the scheduler full degrees of freedom to decide when to schedule pending
HARQ retransmissions [38.801]. We also investigated further HARQ enhancements for the 5G
air interface including flexible timing and number of stop-and-wait (SAW) channels [KBP+16a],
options for early HARQ feedback to reduce latency [BKP+16], as well as richer HARQ feedback
that allows the scheduler to optimize the usage of radio resources for HARQ retransmissions
[KPM+16]. See more details on FANTASTIC-5G’s HARQ work in D3.2.
Finally, the scheduler is also subject to constraints from multi-cell cooperation, such as e.g. the
network-based inter-cell interference coordination (ICIC) schemes that are further described in
Chapter 4 of this report.
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2.4.1 Scheduling formats and methods
The packet scheduler in Figure 2-10 allocates transmission resources to the different users in
coherence with the degrees of freedoms offered by the 5G flexible frame structure. The flexible
frame structure stems from the support of larger set of scalable numerologies, i.e. subcarrier
spacing of (2m *15) kHz, e.g., m = -2, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, which target different services and
frequency bands, as well as variable transmission time intervals. According to the 3GPP New
Radio agreements [3GPP TR 38.913], a reference numerology with subcarrier spacing (2 m *15)
kHz is exactly 1/2m ms. Moreover, subframe duration is defined by the duration of x OFDM
symbols given a reference numerology. With the same CP overhead, a single value of x is
specified irrespective of the subcarrier spacing value chosen for the reference numerology. Due
to the fact that the LTE normal CP duration is agreed to also be supported for the 5G New Radio,
each subframe (regardless of adopted subcarrier spacing) shall be comprised of 14 OFDM
symbols. This means that the 5G subframe duration equals 1 ms and 0.25 ms for the 15 kHz and
60 kHz subcarrier spacings, respectively.
Similar to LTE, a physical resource block (PRB) is defined as the minimum resource scheduling
block, with the same number of subcarriers per PRB for all supported numerologies. In line with
3GPP New Radio studies, it is investigated whether 12 or 16 will be selected for the number of
subcarrier per PRB. Due to different latency requirements of supported 5G services, as well as
the benefits of variable TTIs detailed in next section, options for several TTI sizes is supported
for 5G. Specifically, in addition to subframe resolution, also scheduling on slot and mini-slot
resolution is supported. The slot duration is defined as y OFDM symbols. An integer number of
slots fit within one subframe duration when the subcarrier spacing is larger than or equal to the
reference numerology. It is currently under study whether y = x and/or y = x/2 and/or y is
signalled. The mini-slot duration is shorter than slot duration. The exact values of slot and minislot duration are currently under study also in 3GPP. However, it should be noted that in LTE,
slot duration is 7 OFDM symbols, and shortened TTIs with 2-, 4-, 7-OFDM symbols are also
under development to be supported in LTE Rel-14. It is envisioned that the mini-slot duration for
5G in case of 15 kHz subcarrier spacing shall not be larger than the LTE smallest TTIs. It should
also be noted that the scheduling unit can span multiple subframes/slots/mini-slots according to
the actual scheduler decision detailed in the subsequent paragraph. For further reference, see also
FANTASTIC-5G deliverable D3.2 Section 3.3.1 for additional details on the frame structure.
Given the 5G flexible frame structure, Figure 2-11 illustrates a setting where users are scheduled
on a subframe resolution, first having three subframes for downlink followed by two for uplink
transmissions (i.e TDD case).
TUL

TDL

ACK/NACK
for user #2

PRB

frequency

User #1

User #2

User #1
(payload + ACK/NACK)

User #3
Tsubframe
time

Tsubframe

Tsubframe

Grant for DL data

Tsubframe

Tsubframe

Grant for DL&UL data

Figure 2-11: Basic illustration of possible scheduling of users on a subframe resolution for a TDD
scenario.
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Notice that this is an example. As mentioned above, the scheduling resolution could also be on
slot or mini slot resolution, potentially including cases also with bi-directional (self-contained)
subframes. The following design principles are applied:
1. Downlink control channel and data channel transmissions are multiplexed per user, with
the control channel (front loaded) always appearing in the start of the transmission. This
corresponds to a user-centric design, as also studied in the earlier FANTASTIC-5G
Deliverable D4.1 – Chapter 2.
2. In line with earlier 3GPP NR agreements, the NR physical-layer design should be such that
devices with different bandwidth capabilities can efficiently access the same NR carrier
regardless of the NR carrier bandwidth.
3. For A UE scheduled with a longer TTI (e.g. by using flexible slot duration or concatenation
of slots, or subframes), the corresponding downlink control channel grant/allocation is sent
once only, such that benefits of lower control channel overhead when using transmission
with longer TTIs are maintained.
The example in Figure 2-11 shows how the downlink control channel carrying the scheduling
grant appears always before the corresponding downlink data transmission (a.k.a. in-resource
control channel signalling). As UE #3 is scheduled with a longer TTI size corresponding to 3
subframes in this particular example, there are therefore multiple subframes without downlink
control channel transmission for that user, i.e. only data (and of course reference signals although
not pictured). The downlink scheduling grant for UE #1 includes both a grant for a downlink data
channel transmission and a future uplink data transmission allocation. Although not explicitly
illustrated in Figure 2-11, link adaptation for each of the downlink control channel transmissions
is assumed, such that the amount of radio resources for downlink control channel transmissions
varies from user to user depending on its reception quality (i.e. similar principle as for LTE).
In line with the 3GPP NR agreements, the timing for the proposed scheduling framework is
furthermore assumed to be highly dynamic and flexible to efficiently support different network
implementations and dynamic TDD. Among others, this means that both, the timing between a
DL assignment and corresponding DL data transmission, as well as the timing between UL
assignment and corresponding UL data transmission is indicated by a field in the DCI. Also the
timing between DL data reception and corresponding acknowledgement is indicated by a field in
the DCI. This timing flexibility allows advanced network implementations where the MAC is
implemented in one physical location (e.g. in a centralized unit), while the RF is located at
distributed base station sites, using fronthaul connections of variable latency depending on it
implementation.

2.4.2 Benefits of scheduling with different TTI sizes
As hinted in Figure 2-11, our hypothesis is that efficient scheduling requires support for dynamic
switching between different scheduling formats, having different transmission time intervals
(TTIs). As a few examples, users with tight latency constraints (e.g. MCC) require short TTIs,
while MMC users scheduled on a narrow bandwidth are most efficiently served with longer TTIs.
Moreover, users with MBB traffic could also benefit from variable TTI sizes to efficiently adapt
to various conditions. As an example of the latter, during the initial MBB data transmission
session, the end-user experienced performance is primarily determined by the Round Trip Time
(RTT) due to the slow start TCP procedure (i.e. TCP congestion control). Therefore, it would be
advantageous to first perform scheduling of the MBB TCP users with short TTIs (i.e. to have
shorter air interface RTT), followed by using longer TTI sizes when reaching steady state
operation [PFB+16a]. In the following paragraphs, we shortly summarize some of the systemDissemination level: Public
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level performance studies conducted within the project that justify the benefits of scheduling with
variable TTI size.
In [PNS+16], we evaluated the benefits of operating 5G with variable TTI sizes for MBB,
including the effects of the TCP flow control, assuming 2 ms RTT for the Core Network. The
study is based on the 5G flexible frame structure, where the radio resources for the user-specific
control channel (CCH) scheduling grants and the corresponding data transmission are multiplexed
on a per-user basis. Scheduling with TTI sizes of 0.14 ms, 0.5 ms, 1.0 ms was evaluated. Using
short TTI sizes offers latency benefits, but at the same time comes at the cost of higher control
channel overhead. At the low offered load, there is approximately 50% gain in the median
experienced end-user throughput from using the smallest TTI sizes. This gain originates from the
lower latency of using a short TTI size that is especially advantageous for the small file size
downloads where the slow start TCP is dominant. However, at higher offered loads, the reported
results show superior performance for using the longer TTI sizes as compared to the shorter TTI
size. The latter is mainly due to the following two factors: (i) at the higher offered load, there is
more inter-cell interference causing a need for more resources for the in-resource control channel,
and (ii) at higher probability of experiencing momentary queuing delays at the base station. For
the cell-edge users, the control channel overhead is clearly even more dominant. Hence, our
results clearly show that the optimum TTI size depends not only on the file size and offered load,
but also on the users experienced radio channel quality. In conclusion, the findings in [PNS+16]
confirm our original hypothesis that there are clear benefits of being able to schedule the
individual users with variable TTI sizes.
In the related study in [R1-161100] and [R1-163259] we reported the impact from short TTI
lengths (1-7 OFDM symbols) is assessed by system level evaluation. Shorter TTI lengths reduce
latency especially for the transmission of small packet sizes [R1-163259]. One of the key
observations of these studies is that both, the relative overhead per TTI and the absolute overhead
with respect to a subframe increases for shorter TTI lengths. The overhead includes the control
channel and pilot/reference signal overhead. Therefore, the focus of the evaluation in [R1161100] is on the variation in throughput (TP) caused by the unequal distributed overhead of
shorter TTIs. In these studies, we assumed the control channel and pilot overhead as defined in
LTE. Independent of long term fluctuations caused by the time variant channel, the scheduler,
and HARQ process, there are large TP variations caused by the control and pilot overhead. For
example in LTE the control overhead is located in the first one to three symbols per subframe. As
a reference, the throughput variation for a LTE-TTI (14 OFDM symbols) is shown on the left
hand side in Figure 2-12. In contrast to this, the right hand side provides the throughput variation
for TTI size of 3 OFDM symbols. The red reference curve can be interpreted as the “mean”
throughout which is obtained by the approximation of the blue curve by a 5th degree polynomial.
This mean throughput is used a reference for the calculation of the relative variation in sumthroughput. In the example in Figure 2-12, the mean sum-throughput is 33 Mbit/s and the variation
over time 20 Mbit/s. From seven to one OFDM symbols TTI size, this relative TP variation
increases from 18 % to 123 %. In order to reduce this relative throughput variation the control
channel and pilot overhead has to be equally distributed over all OFDM symbols.
The conclusion from these studies is that shorter TTI sizes, enabled by the proposed 5G air
interface, are beneficial to reduce latency for the transmission of small packet sizes. However, the
distribution of the control channel and pilot overhead has to be redesigned to reduce the
throughput variation of short TTIs.
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Figure 2-12: Left hand side: Instantaneous throughput variation with LTE TTI size caused by time
variant channel, scheduler and HARQ. Right hand side: Throughput variations for short TTI size
of 3 OFDM symbols with control channel and pilot overhead assumptions as in LTE. The red line is
the approximation of the instantaneous sum TP by the 5th degree polynomial as reference.

Moreover, our study in [PPS+16] present results for cases with multiplexing of users with eMBB
and users with MCC. Also in this study the benefits of scheduling with different TTI sizes is
confirmed. The main benefits from using short TTI sizes for MCC comes from the low frame
alignment and transmission delay required to transmit the payloads. However, as the load
increases, it has been shown how longer TTI sizes, e.g. 0.5 ms or 1 ms, provide improved
performance as these configurations can better cope with the non-negligible base station queuing
delays. The study concludes that support for scheduling with different TTI sizes is important.
Similarly, our recent study in [PSP+17] also confirms that MAC enhancements such as variable
TTI sizes, improved CQI measurements, and reduced HARQ RTT are essential for achieving the
ultra-reliable low latency target for MCC (i.e. what 3GPP refers to as URLLC).
In summary, the presented scheduler solution (building on the flexible frame structure) allows
operating each link in coherence with its service constraints. This includes scheduling of users
with different TTI sizes to efficiently control the latency-capacity trade-offs, including
asymmetric operation with different uplink and downlink minimum transmission times to meet
coverage constraints. The presented performance results (see e.g. [PBF+16b]) show that short
latency can be achieved for users with good coverage, while the coverage challenged users tend
to experience slightly higher latency. The proposed scheme is superior to LTE-A, both in terms
of the offered flexibility for multiplexing users with diverse services requirements, and in terms
of achieved user plane latency. The same principles as illustrated in Figure 2-11 can also be
applied to FDD as described in [PBF+16a].

2.4.3 Punctured scheduling for latency critical traffic
Although the capability to schedule users with different TTI sizes presents clear advantages, it
also presents the so-called filling problem; how to best multiplex and utilize all the available radio
resources if users are scheduled with different TTI sizes? This includes the problem of how to
most efficiently multiplex users scheduled with long TTI sizes, e.g. eMBB, and low latency
communication (LLC) traffic that requires immediate scheduling with short TTI sizes. The
simplest option would be to reserve part of frequency resources of the downlink shared channel
for LLC transmissions, such that there are always guaranteed available resources for such
transmissions when data arrives at the base station. The remaining radio resources are freely used
for other transmissions. However, the problem with this solution is that instantaneous arrival of
LLC data at the base station is a random process with potentially high variance, and fast timevariability (could even be a non-stationary process). This essentially means that the base station
will have to (over) reserve resources for LLC transmissions, which in many cases are not being
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used due to the time-variant behaviour of the arrival of LLC data. Unused radio resources
(assuming there is e.g. pending eMBB data for transmission in the base station) is equivalent to
lost capacity.
In order to overcome such problems, we propose the punctured scheduling functionality as
pictured in Figure 2-13. Here UE #1 (with eMBB traffic) is scheduled by the base station for
transmission on the downlink shared radio channel. The former is facilitated by the base station
sending a scheduling grant (transmitted on physical layer control channel) followed by the actual
transmission of the transport block. During the scheduled transmission time of the transport block
for UE #1, the downlink shared channel for this transmission is in principle monopolized by the
UE. As illustrated in Figure 2-13, it may happen that LLC data for UE #2 arrives at the BS shortly
after the transmission towards UE #1 has started. In order to avoid having to wait for the
completion of the transport block transmission to UE #1, we instead propose to immediately
transmit the LLC data to UE #2 by puncturing (i.e. over-writing) part of the ongoing transmission
to UE #1. The advantage of this solution is that the latency of the data to UE #2 is minimized.
Latency critical data arrives for UE #2, and is
immediately scheduled by puncturing the
ongoing transmission to UE #1, rather than
waiting for its completion, i.e. avoiding
additional latency.

UE #1 (e.g. with eMBB
traffic) is scheduled on
the shared channel
with a certain TTI size.

UE #1 receives the scheduled transmission,
where part of it is punctured.
Downlink
shared
radio
channel
Scheduled transmission time for UE #1
Resources
scheduled for
UE #1

Time-line

Resources
scheduled for
UE #2

Figure 2-13: Sketch of the basic principles of punctured scheduling on the downlink shared data
channel.

The drawback is in the performance of the transmission towards UE #1. Depending on how large
a fraction of the resources for the transmission towards UE #1 is punctured, UE #1 may still be
able to correctly receive the data due to the benefits of efficient forward error correction (FEC).
To better understand the impact on MBB performance from puncturing operation, three types of
transceivers in regard to how the puncturing is handled, are studied. In the first type, assuming
the prior knowledge about puncturing at both transmitter and receiver sides, rate matching around
the punctured symbol(s) is performed for the MBB data. Apparently, such transceiver offers the
performance upper bound, which cannot be achieved in practice due to the unrealistic assumption.
In the 2nd transceiver, the puncturing is only performed by the transmitter, but not by the receiver
during HARQ retransmission combining. In contrast to the 2nd transceiver, assuming the
knowledge about puncturing at the receiver, the 3rd transceiver takes into account the puncturing
during HARQ retransmission combining at the receiver as well.
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(a) TBS 17568

(b) TBS 28366

Figure 2-14: Impact of puncturing on MBB data reception. Three transceivers: (1) ideal rate
matching, (2) puncturing at Tx only, (3) puncturing at both Tx and Rx. [R1-1700374]

In [R1-1700374], we present simulations results to demonstrate the performances of the three
transceivers. In the simulations, LLC traffic only occurs during the first MBB data transmission,
as such no puncturing is performed during the 2nd retransmission. Chase combining is utilized for
HARQ retransmission combining. Moreover, two types of transport block sizes are considered to
obtain some insights on the respective potential effect. Furthermore, three positions of the
punctured symbol within the slot, namely symbol #2, #3 and #5, are also evaluated. It is observed
from the relevant results in [R1-1700374], which are also re-presented in Figure 2-14 that as
expected, ideal rate matching provides the best performance among three transceivers. It is further
observed that the puncturing aware receiver, i.e., the 3rd transceiver, outperforms significant over
the 2nd transceiver puncturing at Tx only, especially for large transport block sizes whereby the
detrimental puncturing effect is more prominent. This clearly motivates schemes, e.g., the one
described below, to enable the puncturing operation at the receiver.
With these observations, if the transmission towards UE #1 is a first HARQ transmission, UE #1
may fail to correctly decode the transmission, and hence feed-back a negative acknowledgement
(NACK) to trigger a HARQ retransmission. If UE #1, e.g., equipped with the 2 nd transceiver
above, is not made aware of the puncturing for the first transmissions, it will attempt HARQ soft
combining of the first transmission and second transmission (i.e. first HARQ retransmission),
including the damaged data. The latter is naturally sub-optimal, although the UE #1 may still be
able to correctly decode the HARQ retransmission. As a simple recovery option to enable the
puncturing aware receiver depicted above, the following is therefore proposed: When scheduling
the HARQ retransmission (of the data transmission that was punctured), the base station only
retransmit the part that was punctured. The base station indicates this as part of the scheduling
grant (i.e. via the physical layer control channel), such that the UE can take this into account in
the HARQ soft combining process. By using this solution, the amount of radio resources for the
HARQ retransmission is limited to only a fraction of the resources that would otherwise be used
if blindly retransmitting the full transport block.
Notice that the presented concept of punctured scheduling also has been presented (and
extensively discussed) in 3GPP as part of the NR Study Item. Some-times also referred to as preemptive scheduling.

2.4.4 Multi-service scheduling algorithms
In FANTASTIC-5G Deliverable D4.1 we introduced a general framework for multi-service
scheduling where the service class selection and associated scheduling rule choice are performed
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dynamically according to the instantaneous network state, based on actor-critic reinforcement
learning and neural networks [FAN16-D410]. More specifically, in our framework, at each
scheduling period, a first controller, ranks the traffic classes according to the momentary key
performance indicators and quality of service constraints of all the services. Then, for each
activated traffic class, a second controller selects the most appropriated scheduling rule.

Figure 2-15: Proposed optimisation framework for scheduling heterogeneous traffic.

In this section, we show finalized results to demonstrate how the two controllers jointly optimize
the overall system performance. First, we focus on the agent responsible to select the optimal
scheduling rule for a given traffic class, and we present the associated results.
We compare our (actor critic) agent with respect to three well-known proportional fair scheduling
(PF) rules i.e., Barrier Function (PF-BF), EXP rule, and Opportunistic Packet Loss Fair (OPLF),
which respectively focus on the Guaranteed Bit rate (GBR) satisfaction, the delay objective, and
the Packet Loss Rate (PLR) requirements [CPG+13].
To assess the performance of the slave agent with respect to these baseline scheduling rules,
Constant Bit Rate traffic type is selected. The GBR requirement is 256 kbps, the delay target is
300ms, and the PLR is 10-6. The global reward value is computed at each TTI according to the
relative difference between the online KPIs and the QoS requirements.

Figure 2-16: Actor Critic Agent for Dynamic Scheduling Rule Selection a) Convergence and b)
Performance Evaluation.
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Figure 2-16.a shows the convergence criteria based on the mean errors of both state and rule-state
neural networks (NNs) [Hyk+94]. As expected the errors of the two NNs first exponent decreases
and the slowly converges to a small value ≪ 1. Figure 2-16.b indicates the performance of the
obtained AC policy when compared against standard scheduling rules. The metric being used
measures the percentage of TTIs when all users are satisfied from the perspective of three QoS
parameters. From 10 to 25 users, the PF-OPLF rule performs the best and above 28 users, the PFEXP rule constitutes the best option. The obtained policy is able to closely follow the best rules
for each given interval and for 26 and 27 users much higher gains can be detected. The highest
gains of the AC policy when compared to the standard scheduling disciplines are 20% (PF-EXP),
33% (PF-OPLF) and 72% (PF-BF).
To evaluate the performance of the overall framework with dynamic class selection and dynamic
scheduling rule (DCS-DSR), we consider a scenario with mixed traffic composed by constant bit
rate, variable bit rate (with data rate that varies between 640 and 1024 kbps), and video (with rate
of 138 and 242 kbps). For the variable bit rate, the GBR requirement is 256 kbps, the delay target
is 300ms, and the PLR is 10-6. For the video with 138 Kbps, the GBR requirement is 120 kbps,
the delay target is 300ms, and the PLR is 10-6. For the video with 256 Kbps, the GBR requirement
is 180 kbps, the delay target is 1500ms, and the PLR is 10-3.
Figure 2-17.a shows the convergence criteria based on the mean errors of both state and rule-state
neural networks NNs. The error of the NNs related to the dynamic class selection have a similar
behaviour of those used for the scheduling rule selection. Figure 2-17.b indicates the performance
of the obtained policy, which combines dynamic class selection and dynamic scheduling rule. As
before, the metric being used measures the percentage of TTIs when all users are satisfied from
the perspective of three QoS parameters. Here we compare our solution with respect to a similar
proposal named as Frame Level Scheduler (FLS), where traffic classes traffic with QoS are
prioritized with respect to best effort, and then PF scheduler is used for the active traffic
[PGB+11]. As underlined by our simulation, the proposed solution outperforms the FLS and
achieves up to 100% of gain in terms of QoS requirement satisfaction.

Figure 2-17: Actor Critic Agent for Dynamic Class Selection-Dynamic Scheduling Rule Selection
a) Convergence and b) Performance Evaluation.

2.5 Service classification techniques
Throughout the design of the multi-service 5G air in the FANTASTIC-5G project, it is assumed
that some a priori knowledge of QoS requirements and traffic characteristics for the different
users is available. Knowledge of QoS requirements per traffic flow could be provided by the
higher layers e.g. described as assumed in HSPA and LTE, where sets of QoS parameters are
available for RRM functionalities such as admission control and packet scheduling decisions.
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As an example, in order to support multiple QoS requirements in LTE, different bearers are set
up within the Evolved Packet System (EPS), each being associated with a QoS. Each bearer is
associated with a QoS profile consisting of the following downlink related parameters: a)
Allocation retention priority (ARP); b) Guaranteed bit rate (GBR) or non-Guaranteed bit rate
(Non-GBR) and; c) QoS class identifier (QCI).
The QCI includes parameters like the priority, packet delay budget and acceptable packet loss
rate. The mapping of IP packets to the same EPS bearer is realized in LTE by packet filtering
based on Traffic Flow Templates (TFTs). The TFTs use IP header information such as source and
destination IP addresses, TCP port numbers and Type of Service (ToS) information in order to
filter packets, so that each can be sent down the respective bearers with appropriate QoS. The
packet filtering of the uplink flow is realized in the IP layer of UE using the Uplink TFT (ULTFT), while the filtering of downlink flow packets (DL-TFT) is realized in the IP layer of P-GW
(Figure 2-18). In this way, given a well-defined TFT rule and assuming appropriate marking of
packets in higher layers, we conclude that each type of service is accommodated with the
appropriate QoS.
However, in practice, the situation is not as described above and in many cases the assigned QoS
parameters (bearers) are not set appropriately for some flows because of the following reasons:
a) In many cases, detailed QoS parameters are not made available from the higher layers
(e.g. lack of ToS packet marking, use of not widely used TCP ports, use of different TCP
ports in order to overcome firewalling problems)
b) In some cases, the already defined TFT rules cannot map appropriately all the flows (e.g.
lack of TFT rules for specific ports, lack of source/destination pairs in TFT rules)
In the aforementioned cases, the already adopted filtering mechanisms either are mapping flows
to the default EPS bearer (best-effort bearer), while in some cases it maps the flows to
inappropriate bearers (QoS levels).
In this direction, the project proposes a service classification architecture based on machine
learning techniques which support the already established mechanisms in order to effectively
assign flows to the appropriate bearers and thus to fulfill the QoS requirements of the flows.
Therefore, in this way, by assigned the appropriate QoS to each service type, it further increased
the effectiveness of packet scheduling algorithms, and other RRM functionalities.
The service classification architecture is composed of three main components as depicted in
Figure 2-18. The Monitoring components are responsible to collect measurements and provide
statistics to the Classification component. The Classification component is responsible to classify
the traffic flows into the available service types (e.g. MBB, MTC, MCC), while the Decision
Enforcement component enforce the decisions to the network. E.g. in the case of LTE, the
Decision Enforcement component generates the appropriate TFT rules based on the results of the
classification process and delivers the new TFT rules to the PCRF (Policy and Charging Rules
Function) module of LTE. PCRF will then send the appropriate control messages ("Create
Dedicated Bearer Request" and "Activate Dedicated Bearer Request" LTE messages) to the SGW, eNodeB and UE in order to create the appropriate bearers and configure the UL-TFTs and
DL-TFTs of the UE and P-GW respectively (blue dotted line).
The position of each of the aforementioned software components to the physical architecture is a
design option. In the proposed architecture for the LTE case (Figure 2-18), and in order to avoid
any DPI processing, the monitoring components for the uplink direction are placed in the IP layer
of UE (in the same place where the UL-TFTs is resides), while the monitoring component for the
downlink direction is placed in the IP layer of P-GW. The Classification component is located in
the P-GW, while the Decision Enforcement component is located in the EPC with a direct
connection to PCRF.
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Figure 2-18: Service classification architecture

The most important component of the proposed architecture is the Classification component
because it determines the statistics to be collected (required inputs) and provide the classification
results (outputs) based on which the configuration actions are generated (e.g. in LTE the
appropriate TFT rules are generated). The Classification component realizes the classification of
service types based on machine learning approaches.
In the project a set of classification techniques based on machine learning mechanisms were
selected for the accurate classification of the service type. Then, the selected methods were
compared and evaluated using simulations. In our analysis, we have considered three main types
of services: MCC service type, MMC type and MBB type. The algorithmic procedure that is
followed for the classification mechanism is presented in detail in Annex A.
In our simulation scenario, the performance of various machine learning mechanisms has been
investigated including base classifiers such as Naïve Bayes classifier [MA01], Support Vector
Machines [SRL90], Tree Classifier [BGD08], K Nearest Neighbor Classifier, Logistic Regression
as well as ensemble based classifiers like Random Forest Classifier, Adaboost Classifier and
Gradient Boosting Classifier. To be able to compare the various machine learning mechanisms,
in the following table, the accuracy metric of each algorithm is presented, where a Dump classifier
that classifies all the flows as type 0 (MMC service) is also considered resulting in 0.512 accuracy.
From this table, it can be seen that Decision tree, Random Forest and Gradient Boosting
algorithms lead to the highest accuracy values, outperforming the other machine learning
algorithms.
Classifier
Dump Classifier
Naive Bayes
Support vector machine(SVM)
Decision Tree
K Nearest Neighbor Classifier
Logistic Regression
Random Forest Classifier
Adaboost Classifier
Gradient Boosting Classifier

Accuracy
0.512
0.817
0.935
0.997
0.975
0.891
0.998
0.98
0.998

Figure 2-19: Accuracy of classifiers

However, in order to be able to choose the best mechanism for a classification problem, the
investigation of a single metric, like accuracy, is not always enough. For this reason, other
evaluation metrics are also applied to make the most appropriate choice depending on the
problem’s characteristics. A useful tool that provides a holistic view of each algorithm’s
performance is the confusion matrix. The confusion matrix is a two-dimension matrix, in which
the horizontal axis represents the predicted class (outcome of the algorithm) whereas the vertical
axis represents the true class. The confusion matrix allows more detailed analysis than the
accuracy metric, since it makes easy to see if the system is "confusing" two classes. The results
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of confusion matrix show that the Decision Tree and the Random Forest algorithms result in
extremely good results as they miss-classify only a few flows (less than 0.5%), resulting also in
high values of recall and precision. Therefore, these two classification mechanisms have been
chosen as the most appropriate algorithms for the service classification.
In 5G, the multi-service QoS requirements may be indicated by the different technical slices that
are expected to replace the LTE classical classes denoted by the different QCI values. In order to
extend the classification mechanism, either a direct mapping of QCI values to 5G technical slices
could be employed or a set of 5G QoS classes could be defined that combine different quality
criteria (e.g. for latency and throughput requirements) based on the available technical slices and
match these classes to the corresponding flows in order to train the classification models.
The results of confusion matrix and further details on the classification techniques can be found
in Annex A.

2.6 Downlink non-orthogonal multiple access
As already described in [FAN16-D410], the Non-Orthogonal Multiple Access (NOMA)
technique addressed in this section consists of multiplexing multiple users in the power-domain
at the transmitter side, on top of the OFDM layer, and in separating the multi-user signal at the
receiver side using Successive Interference Cancellation (SIC). The main objective of our studies
is to use NOMA in order to boost the spectral efficiency by combining the potential gain achieved
by power multiplexing with a proper optimization of the amount of used bandwidth, while
respecting a set of traffic requirements.
Two cases were studied: The first scenario tries to minimize the required bandwidth to achieve a
particular target data rate per user. In this context, the target is to serve users their required data
rate at the minimum bandwidth and power costs. The second scenario corresponds to the
extension of the classical case of power and resource allocation adopted in LTE to take into
account the multiplexing of multiple users in power domain for NOMA support. In this context,
all users, including cell-edge ones should be served as fairly as possible without largely sacrificing
total cell throughput. The resulting problem consists of striking an appealing balance between
total cell throughput and user fairness.
Under the first scenario, the problem of optimum power and resource allocation leads to a nonlinear system that was solved using a numerical solver [HFA+16]. The obtained results yield a
bound for any simplified allocation solution that would address this same context. Indeed, the
majority of existing works dealing with NOMA have considered an equal repartition of power
between subbands, followed by an intra-subband power allocation scheme, in order to circumvent
the problem of optimally distributing the power between subbands supporting two or more users
with different channel amplitudes on the same subbands. In our work, a new suboptimal power
allocation technique based on waterfilling was introduced to increase the total achieved system
throughput in a downlink transmission scenario with respect to the equal power case. Details can
be found in [HFA+15] and [HFA+16]. In addition, we found that the frame structure and the
numerology can have an impact on obtained gains. Before adopting the proposals regarding this
aspect, it could be of interest to assess the behavior of NOMA with respect to framing. Indeed,
for a constant bandwidth, Figure 2-20 (left) shows the achievable spectral efficiency
improvements as a function of the granularity in terms of the number of subbands. Increasing the
number of subbands seems to improve the spectral efficiency for NOMA.
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Figure 2-20: Spectral efficiency of the proposed methods in terms of number of available subbands
(left), and number of users per cell (right) [HFA+16].

The results of the first scenario showed that (see Figure 2-20):





Although NOMA increases the overall capacity of the system (NO-WF) compared to
the orthogonal signaling system (O-WF), it does not provide an increase in spectral
efficiency in all subbands, since, in some cases, the loss in data rate experienced by one
user sharing its subband with a second user is larger than the data rate gain achieved by
the latter. Therefore, the implementation of an adaptive switching to orthogonal
signaling mechanism (NO-O-WF and NO-O-xxx curves) is highly recommended to
make better use of the NOMA technique.
The NOMA technique allows the amount of used bandwidth to be reduced compared
to the conventional orthogonal signaling system: a smaller total number of subbands is
needed to achieve the data rate targets.
When optimizing the cell-edge user throughput in crowded areas, equal power repartition
may perform as good as an optimized repartition using waterfilling.

Under the second scenario corresponding to the classical extension of an LTE system, it was
commonly assumed that the achieved throughput in a downlink NOMA system increases with the
channel gain difference between paired users. The performed work started by investigating the
accuracy of this claim when different intra-subband power allocation techniques are evaluated.
Moreover, the PF scheduler was used as a resource allocation mechanism to highlight the
importance of the choice of user pairing and of the intra-subband power allocation scheme.
Results in [EHA+16] show that the achieved throughput does not always evolve in the same
direction as the channel gain difference between paired users, owing to the choice of the intrasubband power allocation technique. In addition, it was found that the PF scheduler is not fully
adapted to NOMA.
The second step of the work consisted of proposing once again an improved power allocation
technique based on waterfilling that can still be implemented with a reasonable complexity that
should improve achieved spectral efficiency and user fairness. It is based on an iterative algorithm
that would distribute allocated power recursively while taking into account the channel gains of
allocated users and the changes of what is called the water level. This latter corresponds to the
impact of the allocated power on the current subband on the power level of the allocated subbands
historically until the current one. Details can be found in [HAF+17].
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Figure 2-21: Achieved system throughput (left) and Gini fairness index (right) as a function of the
number of available subbands for 10 users.

Figure 2-21 shows that an additional gain in total cell throughput between 5 and 10% can be
achieved by applying the proposed simplified waterfilling power allocation algorithm with
respect to equal power while still improving fairness between allocated users.
As a conclusion, we have investigated the introduction of NOMA in power domain as a possible
way to improve total cell throughput under two different scenarios, one with target rates and under
bandwidth constraints, and the other aims for a balance between throughput and fairness. It was
shown that by applying adapted power allocation solutions, important gains in throughput can be
achieved. It was also shown that some resource allocation algorithms/metrics are not fully adapted
to NOMA and that specialized solutions could enable yet larger gains especially in a classical
LTE context.

3 Advanced Connectivity Options
This chapter is devoted to advanced connectivity options beyond the traditional cellular downlink
and uplink unicast transmission. It starts with Device-to-Device Communications, where the
different concepts (such as proximity discovery and mode selection) and the techniques that
enable each one of these are presented. Then the focus switches to the access protocols that enable
the access of a massive number of machine type communications. One-stage and two-stage access
protocols are considered as well as their enablers at the physical and medium access control
layers. Finally, the chapter concludes with the techniques that support efficient and flexible
broadcast and multicast transmissions, while highlighting the signaling and physical layer
challenges and proposing the respective technical enablers.

3.1 Device-to-Device (D2D) communications
3.1.1 Core concepts revisited
Device-to-Device (D2D) communication plays an important role in 5G networks, and it is
expected to lead to improved network resources use and to enable new cellular services that
require a direct communication between devices. However, to allow the communication between
devices, these devices should know beforehand who are the nearby devices and if these are
available, i.e., the devices should discover each other. One of the main challenges of such a phase
is to provide a fast discovery mechanism prior to the data transmissions. In this section, we report
the latest results on D2D discovery in a cellular setting, ad-hoc and V2V. The remaining D2D
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topics such as extended coverage, network traffic offload and mode selection have been already
reported in [FAN16-D410].

3.1.2 Proximity discovery
In this work item, we have evaluated and proposed network supported and autonomous proximity
discovery protocols. The network supported discovery protocol has been reported in [FAN16D410] and in [PP15], while the focus of this deliverable is on the autonomous proximity
discovery.
The autonomous proximity discovery has explored the benefits of including full-duplex (FD)
transceivers in the discovery procedure, which has been reported in [S+16]. We consider a time
and frequency synchronized autonomous ad hoc network, where there are spectrum resources
dedicated to D2D. We assume a time-slotted system with several orthogonal frequency resources.
On reception mode, the devices can listen to all the frequency resources, while when in
transmission mode the devices can transmit in any of the D2D dedicated orthogonal frequency
resources. An important part of the system design is the discovery message as presented in Figure
3-1, which is broadcasted and contains relevant information needed for the discovery procedure.
The transmission of this message should be made robust in order to minimize link failures. Thus,
it might be always transmitted with a fixed modulation and coding scheme and transmission rank
one.

Figure 3-1: Proposed discovery message format

A device will be successfully discovered when a positive acknowledgment from a neighbor is
received. Since the discovery message is broadcast, a receiving device would check if its identifier
appears in the feedback field of the received message. If the identifier appears, such device will
know that it has been discovered by the transmitting node. Let us assume that 𝑑𝑖 is the first node
to transmit; it broadcasts the discovery message with the feedback field empty, since it has not
received any discovery message yet. Subsequently the id of 𝑑𝑖 is included in the feedback field
when a neighbour 𝑛𝑖 broadcasts its discovery message. Note that the feedback field can contain
more than one identifier. The discovery time is defined as the time needed for a node to be
discovered by all its neighbors, based on the feedback reception time. The transmission
probability of the discovery message 𝜌, leads to a trade-off in the device discovery time. If devices
transmit too often, many collisions will occur and the discovery process will take longer. On the
other hand, a low transmission probability will generate too many idle slots, thus increasing
discovery time. 𝜌 can be different for each device. With FD nodes, such a trade-off can be better
balanced due to the accommodation of simultaneous transmission and reception. A motivating
example of a three devices scenario comparing Half-Duplex (HD) and FD is depicted in Figure
3-2, where FD nodes are found to complete the discovery procedure in four time slots compared
to the six required by conventional HD.
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Figure 3-2: Example of the discovery gain with full duplex nodes, where D denotes data and F
denotes feedback.

We consider a scenario where all the devices must discover each other. The total number of
devices ranges from 10 to 50, and they are randomly dropped with a uniform distribution over a
100×100 m2 area. The mean network discovery time, i.e. the time taken for all the devices to
discover each other is analyzed for different 𝜌. For the sake of simplicity, all devices use the same
𝜌. There are 4 PRBs. Figure 3-3 shows the HD (left) and FD (right) network discovery time. We
observe a ‘U’ shape curve describing the discovery time. The minimum of this curve provides the
optimal 𝜌 that leads to the minimum discovery time.

Figure 3-3: Mean discovery time with HD and FD

Using interference cancellation (IC) receivers would allow a device to use a higher 𝜌 since
cancelling the interference improves the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SINR). Therefore, a larger
number of messages can be received without increasing the number of link failures. We note that
cancelling the interference requires the knowledge of own channel, interference channel, and
successful interference decoding, which implies a higher receiver complexity as well signaling
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and pilot design that enables the estimation of these different channels. In the study here shown,
we have assumed perfect channel estimation. The minimum discovery time with the IC receiver
is compared against that with a conventional receiver that treats the interference as noise (IAN),
as shown in Figure 3-4. 𝜃 is defined as the ratio of the number of network devices over the number
of frequency resources. To meet a discovery target of 10 ms, interference cancellation receivers
are required. More specifically, the basic receiver achieves the discovery latency target for very
low θ of around 5 (6 with FD), therefore very small number of devices or large number of
resources. On the other hand, advanced interference cancellation receivers can support almost
four times higher network load with the same latency target.

Figure 3-4: Minimum discovery time for HD and FD assuming the IAN and the IC receiver

3.1.3 Proximity discovery and communication in V2X scenarios
In this work, we have introduced advanced sensing mechanism in the context of Vehicle to
Pedestrian (V2P) operation [R1-167869]. Furthermore, we have pursued the investigation about
the concept of smart sensing for pedestrian that leads to additional contributions to 3GPP [R11608899, R1-1611266].
Recent focus is on Vehicle to Pedestrian (V2P), a specific case of V2X. In the aspect of providing
road safety, communications between pedestrian UEs (P-UE) and vehicle UEs (V-UE) is essential
to prevent potential accidents. A pedestrian retrieving a V2P message introduces human time
scale latency, which may be too slow and may further distract attention from the road. A vehicle
retrieving a P2V message can react much faster, at machine time scale latency. Therefore, P2V is
prioritized over V2P.
It has been identified by 3GPP/RAN1 that collision of transmissions could cause performance
reduction when randomly selecting resources from a resource pool [R1-157435]. Thus, RAN1
has introduced a V2X sensing mechanism to mitigate this problem. However, such a sensing
approach is not optimal for a P-UE because it induces significant power consumption.
Furthermore, with current V2P schemes, a P-UE already consumes considerable power because
it needs to receive V2P messages which are generated every 100 ms by nearby vehicles. On the
other hand, P2V has the potential to consume less battery power because a P-UE needs to access
a channel only once in every 1000 ms. However, the exact amount of battery consumption is
dependent of the P-UE behavior in “sensing”. If a P-UE was also able to sense the channel to
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identify which resources are occupied by the other UEs, then P-UE power consumption would
increase proportionally to the duration of the sensing operation.
It would be advantageous to provide a means for minimizing the collision probability of V2P and
P2V communications without a P-UE having to perform a comparatively long sensing operation
that degrades the battery life. In [R1-167869] we presented a proposal to assist the sensing
operation, to limit the sensing (and thus improve battery life) but keeping (and even improving)
the discovery of the resource pool usage. Actually, power consumption in the P-UE is related to
the time spent for sensing. The more the P-UE senses, the more it consumes power. Therefore,
any mean that could minimize this sensing operation will help, and we propose that the V-UE
could communicate to the P-UE additional information on what are the resourced used. The
details are provided in [R1-167869], which was presented to 3GPP/RAN1 during the meeting in
August 2016.
The main purpose of the partial sensing for the Pedestrian User Equipment (P-UE) is to reduce
its power consumption. However, if the sensing duration is extremely reduced, the system
performance may degrade. Therefore, the tradeoff of packet received ratio (PRR) reduction vs.
power consumption reduction should be discussed.
Results and details of the analysis are available from the Tdocs. As an example, Figure 3-5 plots
the PRR for several illustrative cases.

Figure 3-5: Random selection without sensing, partial sensing for 10ms every 100ms for 1000ms,
full sensing for reference and assisted sensing for 10ms; (a) P2V performance; (b) V2V
performance.

It can be seen that the PRR for assisted sensing is higher than full-sensing. The main reason for
that is hidden in the antenna gain of the V-UEs which is higher by 3dB relative to the antenna
gain of the P-UEs. As a result, the reception performance of V-UEs is superior to the P-UEs and
therefore, the assisted information delivered by a V-UE consists of better sensing information.
However, from 3GPP we got some feedback that putting in place such assistance information
may be complex. Thus, we pursue our investigation in order to simplify the system, but still trying
to optimize the Pedestrian UE power consumption. For that purpose, we elaborate on partial
sensing with periodic window, playing with periodicity and window size. Figure 3-6 illustrates
such approach.
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Figure 3-6: PRR results for P2V urban case with partial sensing

From the simulation results we have the following observations:



partial sensing over a single window at 1000ms will cause an unacceptable PRR
degradation
partial sensing over 10 windows provides similar PRR performance compared to
periodic sensing over 5 windows

As a conclusion, we had investigated sensing approach for V2P communication that try to limit
the power consumption of the sensing operation for the Pedestrian UE and proposed various way
to limit this power consumption, from sending assistance information to partial sensing. This
work has been submitted to 3GPP in the aforementioned contributions.

3.1.4 Geo-location information for V2V Connectivity based on 3GPP LTE
and NR D2D
The objective is the use of vehicle geo-location information to improve radio-layer performance.
For example, use of geo-location information of neighboring vehicles for radio-resource
selection, use of vehicle velocity vector to improve sensing and radio-resource selection, use of
vehicle geo-location information for MIMO processing, use of vehicle geo-location information
for advanced relaying techniques and message dissemination. In autonomous and semiautonomous driving use cases, vehicles exchange kinematic, telemetry and sensor information
among them. 3GPP has already included in LTE-A Pro Rel. 14 improvements for V2V the use of
geo-location information to determine a subset of time-frequency radio resources (associated with
certain geographical area) available for selection at the transmitting UE. The use of geo-location
information for radio-resource management should be further studied in NR to improve reliability
of SL. The reason is that the spatial reuse can provide reliable V2V communication across large
ranges, if spatial isolation is sufficient. This minimizes possible collisions.
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For example, a road and its lanes can be segmented and the geo-location information of
neighbouring vehicles are used for radio-resource selection as illustrated in Figure 3-7. A vehicle
encountered in a specific segment of a lane, can have a specific frequency or time resource, in
order that the physical distance and time-frequency resources distance have some correspondence
to avoid collisions/interference. For larger physical distances, the time-frequency resources can
then be reused.

Figure 3-7: Time of frequency allocation for different vehicles in different lanes

In SL, UEs in autonomous operation, i.e. without eNB control, are typically preconfigured with
resource pools, from which they must select a subset for the transmission. In the first LTE releases
where SL was specified, i.e. for public safety applications only, there was no specific
correspondence between geo-location and the resource pool available. After 3GPP included
enhancements in positioning in its specs, the reliability of the geo-location information increased,
allowing to develop multiple technologies that use this information.
In general, NR provides much more flexibility for the design of the resource pools and provides
several tools that can lead to significant performance gains. For higher reliability Low Density
Parity Check (LDPC)/Polar codes, advanced resource management, MIMO, PHY/MAC ACKs
are provided. In the case of low latency, self-contained sub-frame, flexible numerology, resource
management are provided. For high throughput, MIMO, higher order modulation, wideband and
multi-carrier support are provided and for accurate ranging, wideband carrier support.
The literature for geo-location based resource allocation is still very sparse. In [MSA+16] a first
study is provided focusing on the current LTE V2V specification, which assumes that roads are
segmented and for each segment a specific resource pool is associated. For NR, the selection of
resources inside the preconfigured resource pools should also consider the relative and absolute
vehicle velocity, relative and absolute vehicle geo-location, and SL harmonization of in-coverage
and out-of-coverage UEs.
This study started in a late phase of the project, because of the dependencies on initial 5G
specifications in 3GPP, but as the project approaches to its end some initial results will be obtained
and the results accordingly published with references to the project.

3.1.5 Network offloading combining D2D and content caching
We study offloading capability of D2D communication when combined with content caching.
We consider a mobile network where some users have caching capabilities and, following some
incentives from the network operator, agree to share their local caches with other users when
requested. Users retrieve, in priority, contents from the caches of the neighboring devices using
single-hop and two-hop D2D communications, but, if the device does not find the desired content
among nearby devices, it downloads it directly from the Internet or from a cache within the
network through the base station. The offloading capacity and thus the resulting capacity
enhancements depend on both the cache performance (cache missed hits) and the quality of the
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D2D links. Note that we do not consider the backhaul capacity gains from this caching solution
as our objective is to study the radio capacity gain.
We assume a state-of-the art caching solution: a pre-fetching mechanism where a bundle of
popular contents is pre-stored in device caches and renewed periodically when the popularity
distribution of contents changes. This bundle can be uniform (i.e. all devices cache the same
content) or can be cooperative of degree n>1, i.e. n disjoint groups of contents are created and
prefetched randomly in devices. We suppose that this bundle pre-fetching occurs during periods
of low traffic, so that it does not increase the congestion at peak hours, leading thus to a kind of
traffic shaping. Once the caching scheme is fixed, we can find the probability that a specific
content is found in the cache of a neighboring device (i.e. the hit rates). This is illustrated in Figure
3-8 for different bundle designs.

Figure 3-8 - Cache hit rate for different bundles.

These hit rates are then used in a flow-level analysis (queuing model) to estimate network
capacity. The uplink spectrum is divided among D2D and macro communications, with a
proportion α dedicated to the macro links, and the system is modeled as two queues. One queue
corresponds to the D2D links and offloading a proportion P of the overall traffic, where P is the
cache hit rate. The other queue represents the macro base station and serves the remaining traffic
(Figure 3-9).

Figure 3-9 - System model. CD2D is the average D2D capacity and CBS-UE is the average macro
cell capacity, provided these links are offered the whole spectrum.

This analysis allows us to find closed-form expressions for performance metrics like the user
throughput and the system capacity, for different network settings and also to find the optimum
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spectrum allocation scheme, maximizing the capacity of the cellular system with caching, for both
one-hop and multi-hop D2D scenarios. This is given by the following spectrum split α*:

 

CD 2 D

*

CD 2 D

P



P
CBS UE

(1  P)

Using this optimal capacity split, we find out that the proposed scheme yields up to 25% in dense
urban scenarios with a large number of devices with caches in the vicinity of each user
(considering a cache of few GBytes per device). Indeed, even if D2D communications are
expected to reuse the same spectrum as classical base station-to-device links, the proximity
between downloaders and helpers allows achieving higher download rates and resulting in
significant capacity gains. Some extra gain is achieved by allowing for two-hop D2D
communications until reaching the content. More detailed results can be found in [MES16].

3.1.6 Conclusion
We have presented the latest results on the D2D discovery in a cellular, ad-hoc and V2X setting.
In the ad-hoc D2D proximity discovery, we have investigated the role of FD and ideal IC receivers
in providing fast discovery for D2D communication. A trade-off in the transmission probability
selection has been observed, which dictates the amount of collisions and the generation of idle
slots. Results show that devices are discovered faster with full duplex nodes and IC receivers. In
the V2X D2D proximity discovery, a new discovery scheme has been proposed which allows the
extension of battery life. Still in the V2X D2D setting, it was proposed how to take advantage of
geo-location information of neighboring vehicles to aid on the radio-resource selection. Finally,
it was shown that there is a significant gain in network performance when offloading the network
using D2D and content caching.

3.2 Efficient massive access protocols
3.2.1 Core concepts revisited
Massive access protocols are needed to support the traffic generated by MMC services. These
services are characterized by many deployed devices, which in normal conditions access the
network sporadically, corresponding to a low connection attempt volume. However, in some
instances, many of these MMC devices will become active in a synchronized manner, leading to
an extremely high access attempt load, which, if not tackled properly, can lead to severe outages
in the network. The objective of the work proposed in this section is the design of access
mechanisms capable of attaching many low-rate low-power devices to the cellular network. The
features of the protocols described here present a significant change to current cellular networks,
whose radio access scheme was designed to deal with rather low number of connections with high
data rate and mobility requirements. The protocols proposed for massive access, which we depict
in Figure 3-10, are of three types: (i) multi-stage; (ii) two-stages; and (iii) one-stage. These can
be interpreted very differently, and each can contain several variants of access protocols.
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Figure 3-10 - High level description of the three access protocols types considered in this project:
(a) Multi-stage access protocol with an access, connection establishment and data phase; (b) Twostages access protocol with access and data phases; and (c) One-stage access with combined access
and data phase.

The one-stage access protocol (c) means that both the access notification and data delivery are
done in a single transaction, e.g. using one or several consecutive packets or in a single
transmission. A two-stage access protocol (b) allows the UE to separate the access notification
stage from its data delivery stage, e.g. through an intermediate feedback message. A multi-stage
access protocol (a), for which the current LTE connection establishment protocol is a prime
example, is composed of at least three phases, namely, the access, connection establishment
(including authentication and security) and finally the data phase. The work presented in this
section focuses on two-stage and one-stage access protocols, where the signaling associated with
the connection establishment (mostly the establishment of mutual authentication and security) is
assumed to be reused from a previous session where the multi-stage access protocol took place.
This reuse of the connection context is achieved through the RRC Extant state introduced in
[FAN16 D410] and further developed in section 2.1.

3.2.2 Massive access protocol framework
In the following we discuss the required L1, L2 and L3 access layers’ functionality for massive
access protocols. Then, we present a high-level description of the proposed solutions, evaluation
metrics, traffic models used in the evaluation, and highlight performance results.

3.2.2.1 L1, L2 and L3 functionality requirements
The functionality requirements of the different layers of massive access protocols differ from the
access protocols of other services. A tailored design is needed due to the short packet length and
the massive number of potentially simultaneously active devices attempting network access.
The main L1 (PHY) functionality requirements can be summarized as:
o
o
o
o

DL synchronization at the device
Signature / preamble generation at the device
Signature / preamble detection e.g. via compressive sensing / correlation at the
base station
Repetition and retransmission scheme, eventually based on frequency hopping
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(Non-orthogonal) multiple access, e.g. through spatial separation
Autonomous link adaptation and power control

While the main L2 (MAC) and L3 (RRC) functionality requirements are:
o
o
o
o
o

Packet segmentation (in the case of longer packets)
Pre-configuration of Contention–Based (CB) resources, and adaptation of the
offered amount of resources depending on load or service priority via L2 or
RRC signaling
Assignment and release of CB resources to UEs
Operation of CB access protocols and error handling
Support for addressing and unique identification of a massive number of
devices

A crucial element of massive access protocols, being these predominantly based on random
access/contention, is the resource allocation. Its definition depends on the type of protocol in
place, for example the CB resources for a one-stage access protocol, where the radio access and
data transmission take place simultaneously, will differ from the CB resources for a two-stage
protocol, where radio access and data transmission occur separately. In essence, a CB resource
can be characterized as follows:





CB resource consists of a physical resource (a time-frequency block) and a signature
(either included in the time-frequency block or separated from it)
Each physical resource is available in a certain time frequency pattern, e.g. once per
frame.
A signature can be e.g. a PRACH preamble, i.e. a Zadoff Chu or a m-sequence, or a
spreading code, or an interleaver pattern, or a DM-RS sequence.
Both orthogonal and non-orthogonal signatures can be applied.

The CB resources (physical resource plus signature) can either be selected randomly by the UE
or assigned by the Transmission/Reception Point (TRP). Both variants complement each other
and are characterized as follows:




Variant 1: Random selection:
o TRP configures subset of CB resources
o UE randomly selects one resource from this subset. Depending on the underlying
protocol, random selection of the signature may be enough, i.e. with random
selection of the signature, the physical resource is pre-determined (e.g. in the onestage protocol).
Variant 2: Assignment of resources by TRP
o TRP configures subset of CB resources (disjoint from variant 1)
o TRP assigns a unique combination of signature and physical resource to each UE.
However, many UEs are assigned to the same physical resource.
o If the UE has new data to transmit, then it will utilize its assigned resource,
otherwise not. In other words, on each transmission opportunity all UEs assigned
to a Physical resource transmit with a certain (low) probability.
o Compressive sensing MUD may be applied at the receiver of the TRP.

3.2.2.2 High level description of the individual proposed solutions and
their capabilities
We present the proposals developed in FANTASTIC-5G on how to realize massive access and a
short update of the developments since [FAN16 D410]. A joint effort from all partners has been
put forward on the definition of common parameters and simulation settings, which would allow
for a fair comparison of the proposed schemes. We have selected a subset of the proposals for full
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evaluation due to effort constraints. Still, the proposals not selected are relevant and suitable to
cope with massive Machine-to-Machine (M2M) traffic. In the following, we group the proposals
into two groups: (i) “harmonized solutions”, which includes all solutions evaluated using common
evaluation framework; and (ii) “non-harmonized solutions”, which includes all remaining
solutions.
3.2.2.2.1 Harmonized Solutions
Compressive Sensing Multi-User Detection (CSMUD): CS-MUD is a PHY layer concept to
resolve collisions by multi-user detection with unknown user activity. The unknown user activity
leads to sparse detection problems that are efficiently solved by algorithms adapted from
compressed sensing. CS-MUD can serve as a joint activity and channel estimation step before
data detection [SBD13] or as a joint activity and data detection step if channel estimation is not
required, e.g. for incoherent transmission [MWB+15]. Therefore, it can be paired with different
MAC protocols like slotted ALOHA or newer variants like Coded Random Access [JSB+14].
The latter is especially attractive as Coded Random Access provides a means for activity control
that leads to well posed activity detection problems in all slots easily solved by CS-MUD
[JBD17]. Furthermore, CS-MUD can be combined with other approaches like the one-step or
two-step protocols presented below to detect PRACH preambles. This is of special interest as the
(non-orthogonal) preamble space can be large thereby vastly reducing the probability of collisions
similar to the signature based access concept.
Coded Random Access with Physical Layer Network Coding (CRPLNC): This access scheme
falls under the category of Coded Random Access since it exploits features of channel coding to
resolve collisions. It is an extension of (frame) slotted ALOHA where each user transmits one or
more coded versions of each packet per frame at random time slots, instead of standard replicas.
The other relevant aspect of the scheme is associated to physical layer network coding feature
that enables decoding of combinations of linear codewords. This property can be exploited at each
individual slot (hence, can be combined with two-stage protocols) increasing the capture
probability. Applying such property at the end of the frame, the receiver can jointly analyze the
contributions of all slots to recover all users’ packets, similar to solving a set of linear equations,
without the need for a singleton packet reception. The message pre-coding coefficients and the
number of multiple transmissions per user packet can follow different distributions to the uniform
one considered for the performance evaluation in Annex D. The scheme targets one-stage protocol
focusing on short packet transmission, for which it considers a robust compressed-sensing based
detection/estimation per slot (details are provided in Annex D).
Non-Orthogonal access with Time-Alignment Free Transmission (NOTAFT): In this access
scheme, UEs are entitled to initiate data transmissions without timing adjustment within predefined time-frequency resource. With the obtained downlink synchronization, a UE receives the
system information with respect to the grant-free access channel (GFACH). The system
information may include resource allocation of the GFACH as well as the transmission parameters,
for instance, modulation and coding scheme, maximum payload size as well as the number of
retransmissions etc. Then, the UE randomly selects resource and transmits data payload without
waiting for the grant, neither the timing advance response. In case that the base station decodes
the packets successfully, an acknowledgement is conveyed to the UE; In case that no acknowledge
is received, the UE repeats the access procedure until the maximum number of retransmissions is
reached. Such a simplified random access procedure aims at reducing the signaling overhead for
the massive machine-type communication where payload size is considerably small.
Signature Based Access (SBA): In this access scheme, the devices contend with multiple
preambles spread over time, where the access pattern, which we denote as signature, is used to
encode information. In the proposed protocol realization, these signatures encode the device entity
in such a way that it can ensure the authentication of the devices towards the network. These
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signatures are constructed based on Bloom filtering [PSM+16]. The proposed scheme can
withstand channel access loads well beyond the LTE baseline [PSM+17].
One-Stage vs. Two-Stages Access Protocols (OSTSAP): In these contention-based radio access
schemes, the UEs send random preambles, e.g. Zadoff-Chu sequences, and data packets separated
from each other (with respect to time-frequency resources). In the case of a feedback message
(ACK/NACK/grant) sent from the TRP to the UE after preamble transmission, the radio access
has two stages, otherwise just one single stage. Both variants can coexist, e.g. through two disjoint
sub-sets of preamble sequences. The one-stage variant requires a unique link between preamble
sequence and time-frequency resource for data transmission. The two-stage variant allows a more
flexible assignment of physical resources at the cost of larger access latency. [SWS15] describes
in detail the possible protocol variants and discusses the trade-off between performance and
signaling overhead.
3.2.2.2.2 Non-Harmonized Solutions
Slotted Compute and Forward (SCF): This access scheme combines the concept of network
densification with that of physical-layer network coding. It exploits the additive character of the
Gaussian channel to decode linear equations from the channel output. Transmitting devices need
to employ the same linear codes with good statistical and structural properties. Channel collisions,
which occur when multiple devices concurrently access the wireless channel, are exploited rather
than avoided. Picocell base stations near the devices are then able to reliably decode linear
equations of the devices’ messages instead of the messages themselves. For this, channel
knowledge is required at the picocell base stations. The linear equations are then forwarded to a
macro base station that, given the knowledge of the active users and having received enough
linear independent equations, solves for the original messages [GJR+16, NG11].
Massive Access Massive MIMO (MA-MIMO): This work addresses two important aspects in
machine-type communications: acquisition of Channel State Information (CSI) and data
communications for uplink traffic. CSI is estimated at the BS based on training via pilot
sequences. The pilot sequences available are assumed to be mutually orthogonal. For UL
machine-type traffic, CSI estimation suffers from two fundamental limits. First, the duration of
pilot sequences is limited by the (time-frequency) coherence interval of the channel, as well as
the transmit power of the device. For orthogonal pilot sequences and in crowd scenarios, it means
that the number of sequences could be in severe shortage. Therefore, allocation policy of the pilot
sequences becomes a central question. Second, the data traffic is intermittent and only a subset of
the devices is active simultaneously. Hence a fixed pilot allocation to all the devices in the system
would be highly inefficient. Pilot allocation has rather to adapt and scale with the traffic activity
pattern and not to the actual number of devices present in the system. A natural choice is to
decentralize pilot access to the devices and make it random. Random access to pilot sequence
leads to pilot collision, also known as pilot contamination. Pilot contamination is a major
impairment in massive MIMO system: when used for data decoding, contaminated channel
estimates lead to interference that can be significant. The basic idea of the proposed joint pilot
and data access is to randomize the effect of pilot contamination over multiple transmission slots,
so that the effect of contamination-induced interference is averaged out and becomes predictable.
Related work can be found in [CBLP-16, SCSP-16, BCSL+16].
One Stage Massive Random Access Protocol (OSMRAP):
This is not a specific proposal for an access scheme per se, rather our contribution is aimed at
modeling and analyzing the performance of one-stage access protocols [MPJ+16]. Two types of
MTDs are considered in this analysis: MTDs capable of adjusting their transmission power to
compensate for the path loss, and simple low-cost fixed transmit power devices. Using tools from
stochastic geometry, we have analyzed the channel occupancy rate, i.e., the number of RA slots
with successful transmission; the blocking probability, i.e., the probability of undetected collision;
and the success probability of one-stage random access protocol with low payload. The findings
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from this analysis will help to identify the network conditions from a physical layer perspective
under which the one-stage access protocol can sufficiently meet a desired service target.

3.2.3 Performance evaluation of the proposed solutions
In the following we define the KPIs for MMC, the traffic model used in the evaluation and a
numerical comparison of the harmonized proposed solutions. As the proposed protocols are
designed to meet a certain load range, the main goal of this comparison is to highlight which
access protocols should be used within an access load region.

3.2.3.1 Characterization of the MMC KPIs
We use four KPIs to evaluate the performance of the massive access protocols: Access Reliability,
Protocol Throughput, Access Latency and Protocol Overhead.
The Access Reliability (AR) in the context of this sub-task is comprised of both the availability
and the reliability metrics as defined in [FAN16 D410]. As the MMC is in practice not strictly
latency limited, the access reliability measures the probability of a device successfully performing
its small data transmission, before the maximum number of retransmissions elapses.
The Protocol Throughput (TP) denotes the total number of served devices per random access
opportunity. It is defined as 𝑇𝑃 = 𝐴𝑅 ∙ 𝜆, where 𝜆 is the arrival rate per TTI.
The Access Latency (AL) measures the amount of time (measured in TTIs) between (T1) the time
instant when a device has new data to transmit (packet arrival at the device) and (T2) the time
instant when the device’s data is received successfully (packet arrival at the receiver, which in
most cases is the Base Station).
The Protocol Overhead (PO) measures the amount of protocol related messages transmitted for
every user transmitted data packet. This metric is strongly affected by the number of
retransmissions.

3.2.3.2 Baseline protocol
The LTE access protocol, as depicted in Figure 3-11, is used as baseline for the comparison of
the proposed schemes.

UE

BTS
1. Random Access preamble
2. Random access response
3. RRC Conn. Request

4. Contention resolution + RRC
Conn. Setup
5. RRC Conn. Setup Complete +
Small data payload

Figure 3-11 - LTE baseline access scheme, where the exchanges related to the security context
establishment are excluded.
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The main parameters considered in the evaluation of the baseline protocol are provided in Table
7-9 in Annex C.

3.2.3.3 Traffic model
The protocols proposed in this section are evaluated using a Poisson arrival process, where the
arrival rate per TTI is increased until the protocol collapses. This method of evaluation provides
an upper bound on the access protocol performance. For example, considering the LTE baseline
access with typical configuration parameters, at a certain 0.3 normalized access load the access
scheme collapses and almost no devices can be served anymore as depicted in Figure 3-12 for the
protocol access reliability metric.

Figure 3-12 - Access reliability of the LTE baseline protocol.

3.2.3.4 Numerical Comparison
In the following we present the comparison results corresponding to all harmonized solutions. To
ensure that a fair comparison is possible, common system assumptions have been defined and are
listed in in Table 7-10 in Annex C. The presented solutions use the same resource assumptions
and are therefore comparable in terms of the maximum number of served users and the normalized
arrival rates. Yet, a true and fair comparison is only possible through system level simulations,
yet these are out of the scope of WP4. Each approach has unique assumptions, some are only
protocol level performance with idealized physical layer modelling and some are based on the
simulated physical layer performance at different Signal-to-Noise Ratios (SNRs). The presented
ranking shows a rough qualitative indicating based on the best results achievable with each
approach. Furthermore, the numerical results used as basis for the ranking are shown in Annex C.
3.2.3.4.1 Access Reliability
In Table 3-1 we provide a ranking of the access reliability performance achieved by each of the
harmonized solutions. The results show that there is no single solution that has a superior
performance over all the access load ranges. Although, the NOTAFT solution can keep an overall
good performance across the measured load ranges. Furthermore, for access loads >0.5
normalized arrivals per TTI, the proposed solutions always outperform the LTE baseline protocol.
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Table 3-1 – Access reliability ranking (1 Best…6 Worse).

Baseline
CSMUD
CRPLNC
NOTAFT
SBA
OSTSAP

Access Load Range (normalized arrivals per TTI)
<0.5
0.5-1.0
>1.0
6
6
5
5
5
n/a
4
1
2
1
2
1
3
4
3
2
3
4

3.2.3.4.2 Protocol Throughput
In Table 3-2 we provide a comparison of the protocol throughput achieved by each of the
harmonized solutions. In this metric, the NOTAFT solution is the one with better overall
performance, which is due to the use of multiple spatial channels (i.e. increasing the contention
space to the spatial domain). The spatial degrees of freedom were not considered in the other
solutions, but these are of course compatible to this enhancement. For low access loads, all the
proposals can serve all the incoming traffic; and in that way the achieved performance is at the
same level. Therefore, for this access load level the baseline scheme is good enough.
Table 3-2 – Protocol throughput ranking (1 Best…6 Worse).

Baseline
CSMUD
CRPLNC
NOTAFT
SBA
OSTSAP

Access Load Range (normalized arrivals per TTI)
<0.5
0.5-1.0
>1.0
6
4
6
5
3
n/a
4
2
2
1
1
1
3
4
3
2
2
4

3.2.3.4.3 Access Latency and Protocol overhead
In Table 3-3 and Table 3-4, we provide a comparison of the access latency and protocol overhead
achieved by each of the harmonized solutions, respectively. In this case, the one-stage protocols
have an advantage, as these have by design a lower number of protocol exchanges, which results
in lower latency and lower protocol overhead. Still at higher loads, when the access reliability
decreases then a higher number of retransmissions will be required, leading to higher latency and
higher protocol overhead. In overall, we can observe that in terms of both latency and protocol
overhead the OSTSAP is the higher performing one.
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Table 3-3 – Access latency ranking (1 Best…6 Worse).

Access Load Range (normalized arrivals per TTI)
<0.5
0.5-1.0
>1.0
5
5
4
2
2
n/a
6
6
5
1
3
3
4
4
2
3
1
1

Baseline
CSMUD
CRPLNC
NOTAFT
SBA
OSTSAP

Table 3-4 – Protocol overhead ranking (1 Best…6 Worse).

Baseline
CSMUD
CRPLNC
NOTAFT
SBA
OSTSAP

Access Load Range (normalized arrivals per TTI)
<0.5
0.5-1.0
>1.0
6
6
5
2
2
n/a
3
3
2
4
4
3
5
5
4
1
1
1

3.2.3.5 Technical Highlights
The numerical results show that there is no clear winning solution, as each solution shows always
a trade-off between the considered metrics. Yet we can conclude that very significant gains can
be achieved if the following techniques are applied in the design of massive access protocols:




Physical layer: (i) compressed sensing for multi-user detection (CSMUD, CRPPLNC),
(ii) multi-user decoding (OSTSAP, CRPPLNC), (iii) redesign of access preambles
(OSTSAP) and (iv) multiple spatial layers (NOTAFT);
Medium access layer: (v) coding over retransmissions (SBA, CRPLNC), (vi) back-off
schemes (OSTSAP, CRPPLNC);
Protocol Design: (vii) one-stage protocols (CSMUD) and (viii) low overhead network
synchronization (NOTAFT).

One final remark is that for all the schemes a large part of the complexity is at the receiver of the
base station, while the transmitter operation at the devices does not suffer an increase in
complexity (with the exception of the CRPLNC scheme).

3.2.4 Conclusion
We have revisited the requirements and types of access protocols applicable to MMC. We have
provided a comprehensive list of the physical and medium access layer requirements. We defined
the main MMC KPIs from an access protocol standpoint, as well as the baseline access scheme.
We provided a short description of each of the access protocols being developed and recent
developments. We provided numerical results for the set of the proposed solutions that have been
harmonized using the defined KPIs. Finally, it was highlighted in which load ranges each of the
harmonized solutions performs the best, which can then be used as basis to issue
recommendations on the protocol definition for the NR in 3GPP.
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3.3 Efficient and flexible support for broadcast and
multicast transmissions
In this section, we discuss the core concepts that are being studied to improve the performance
of broadcast and multicast for the proposed RAN solution. This section focuses on the
description of the concepts. For the sake of simplicity and clarity, the detailed simulation setting
and the simulation results for both techniques are given in Appendix F.

3.3.1 Core concepts revisited
Classical broadcast (BC) systems such as Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB) second generation
Terrestrial (DVB-T2) and Advanced Television System Committee - 3rd Generation (ATSC 3.0)
support only downlink transmission. For example, in DVB-T2, the receiver uses the
synchronization signal to detect the presence of a DVB signal, Layer 1 Signaling is used to detect
the different programs in the OFDM signal (called Physical Layer Pipes, PLPs). Once the
programs position is known, the receiver starts decoding the programs of interest. The transmitter,
on the other hand, is not even aware of the presence of the receiver. There is no uplink system
that allows the use of any positive/negative acknowledgement. The system is designed from the
beginning to be able to reach users on the cell edge. This kind of system suffers from a “race to
the bottom” effect because the scheduler needs to select a Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS)
(or equivalently a data transmission rate) that all the users can decode. Thus, the weakest user
limits the system performance in terms of throughput. In cellular systems like 3G and 4G
broadcast components like Multimedia Broadcast and Multicast Service (MBMS) and enhanced
Multimedia Broadcast and Multicast Service (eMBMS) suffer as well from the weakest receiver.
However, unlike DVB, cellular systems have the possibility to transmit to a subgroup in the cell
using multicasting, hence the rate is limited by the weakest user in the multicast group. Although
the base station is aware of the presence of receivers, no uplink transmission is used to report
positive and negative acknowledgements. The trend for conventional BC distribution systems to
cope with the continuous increase in the number of TV terminals equipped with a broadband
connection, is to consider novel redundancy schemes (such as Redundancy on Demand technique
[QZR+15]). Depending on the terminal position and quality of reception, a parallel redundancy
transmission on the Broadband connection can help increase the reception quality and the network
coverage.
Within the project, we have explored solutions where the base station is supported by some kind
of feedback, such as partial knowledge of users’ channel state information (for example via
Channel Quality Indicators (CQI)) or acknowledgements. Under this assumption, two different
technology components were identified to increase efficiency and flexibility in the delivery of
broadcast and multicast services.

3.3.2 Non-orthogonal transmission
The first set of technology components explore the use of non-orthogonal transmission schemes
to enable the multiplexing of several streams over the same physical resources. Two alternative
approaches to exploit the spatial dimension were identified in [D4.1]. Namely,



Beamforming with superposition coding
Multi-level coding MIMO

The first non-orthogonal scheme combines the use of superposition coding to convey two
different messages per beam with orthogonal beamforming to separate between multicast groups.
This solution is motivated to enable a similar solution as the one available for unicast MIMO
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transmission mode, for broadcast transmissions, aiming for minimum modifications to the frame
structure and signaling design. Therefore, for the proposed technology component the set of
precoding vectors are known a priori, and are assumed fixed during transmission, requiring no
pilot modification but only signaling of the selected beams. Pre-selection of beamforming vectors
is done according to the number of multicast groups, the selection of the MCS per stream and
power allocation within beams are selected according to the optimization criteria regarding
broadcast and multicast QoS requirements.
The second non-orthogonal transmission scheme is based on channel coding design and
modulation mapping to the multiple antenna system operating in multiplexing mode. The main
difference lies on the adaptation algorithm. In this case, the scheme resorts to multi-level coding
rate selection and modulation/mapping to the vector channel with multi-stage decoding instead
of precoding design. The multi-layer stream transmission is decomposed into binary sub-streams
that can be characterized in terms of Bit-Interleaved Coded Modulation (BICM) or Coded
Modulation channel capacities.
From performance results in Appendix H, we conclude that both strategies serve as means to
convey different information streams sharing the same physical resources, with similar qualitative
increased in performance. Flexibility in Broadcast services is introduced exploiting users CQI
already available to the system. Efficiency in terms of throughput increased is proven under the
evaluated scenarios. Full potential gains require further extensive quantitative evaluation at
system level. The beamforming approach is more suitable for explicitly grouping users by their
spatial signature or geographic location while the Multi-Level Coding (MLC) approach allows
for other groupings (e.g. channel quality in terms of SINR or differentiated quality of service form
same content delivery). In MIMO settings, MLC has also the advantage of requiring SINR
knowledge not the full channel state information (in static scenarios the beamforming approach
does not need full CSI).

3.3.3 Uplink ACK to enable mixed broadcast/unicast transmissions
The other set of technology components explore the integration of uplink acknowledgements to
enable mixed broadcast/unicast transmissions. We consider a mixed broadcast/multicast protocol
having two steps as shown in Figure 3-13. The first step is the broadcast step, where the base
station transmits a packet to all users on the same frequency resources. Some users will be able
to decode the packet and transmit a positive acknowledgement (ACK) whereas some other users
will not be able to decode the packet and shall transmit a negative acknowledgement (NACK). In
the second step, the base station addresses the users that transmitted NACK using unicast (one to
one transmission). Each user can be addressed with a suitable (robust) MCS that will enable it to
decode the packet after one retransmission.
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Figure 3-13: Mixed Broadcast/unicast protocol with retransmissions.

In the case of frequency selective channels, the scheduler responsible for implementing the mixed
broadcast/unicast protocol has two tasks: the first task is to select the carriers to be used for each
step; the second task is to select the MCS for each step. In order to select the best set of carriers,
the scheduler needs to optimize the carrier selection across all the users. This is achieved by
avoiding deep fades across any of the users because it will limit the MCS used. Figure 3-14 shows
an example of three mobiles experiencing different fading at a given time instant. The selection
of any of the particular carriers (A, B, C) will lead to a very bad choice of modulation and coding
scheme. The best choice is the carrier that allows the use of the highest possible MCS in order to
minimize the transmission time of the broadcast component (shown in the box D in Figure 3-14).

Figure 3-14: Frequency selective channels of three users and best carrier for broadcast.

This is achieved by taking the minimum SNR across users for each carrier, then locating the
maximum of these SNRs. This “max-min” approach for carrier selection will be used for the first
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transmission. If we call the fading for user i at subcarrier c, SNR(i,c) then the best subcarrier to
be used for the broadcast case is:
𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑐

(𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑆𝑁𝑅(𝑖, 𝑐))
𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑖

Depending on the expected average throughput of the broadcast content the scheduler can user
more than one carrier to deliver the content. The max-min equation can then be used in the same
way but across adjacent carriers.

3.3.4 Conclusion
We have presented different alternatives to increase system efficiency and flexibility for broadcast
and multicast transmissions. On the one hand, we have shown the feasibility to extend nonorthogonal transmission approaches to broadcast/multicast scenarios, where alternative
techniques to NOMA schemes are considered. We explored channel coding based approaches and
spatial multiplexing techniques based on beamforming, leading to different degrees of system
complexity and increased throughput. On the other hand, we propose a new hybrid approach for
content delivery in frequency selective fading channels. The proposed method is based on two
components: broadcast component and unicast (HARQ retransmission) component. The
broadcast component is used to deliver the content to the users in a first phase whereas the HARQ
component is used to retransmit the same packet to users that did not receive it during the
broadcast phase. The advantage of this approach is that it frees up the scheduler from trying to
select a unique transmission data rate for all users with some users having bad channel qualities.
We show that use of a conservative approach that serves all the users in once transmission is not
optimal. In order to reduce the total transmission time, we show that there is an optimal MCS for
both stages. For cells with moderate numbers of users, the optimal MCS tends towards the middle
values in the MCS range, representing the best balance between the two stages. For cells with a
high number of users a conservative approach consisting in the choice of a low MCS is preferable
in order to reduce the number of users that will require retransmissions. Detailed results are
provided in Annex H.

4 Spectral efficiency enablers
4.1 System level integration of enhanced MIMO with
and without cooperation
4.1.1 TDD hardware calibration methods and robust precoding for
mitigation of residual calibration errors
In this section, we discuss an important issue with TDD systems that is hardware calibration. In
practical systems, the receive (Rx) and transmit (Tx) hardware chains at the BS constitute a part
of the effective UL and DL channels. While physical UL and DL channels are reciprocal in TDD
mode, the hardware chains are not. Therefore, hardware calibration is necessary to ensure channel
reciprocity in practical systems. This effect is more detrimental for higher frequencies.
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4.1.1.1 An Over-the-Air Hardware Calibration Procedure
Consider a system where a BS with M antennas serves K single-antenna users. Before calibration,
the relationship between the UL and DL channels can be modelled as 𝐻𝐷 = 𝐻𝑈𝑇 𝛹 where 𝐻𝐷 , 𝐻𝑈 ,
and Ψ respectively denote the KxM DL channel matrix, MxK UL channel matrix, and the MxM
diagonal matrix that contains the hardware chains coefficients of the BS. The hardware calibration
problem can be formulated as an estimation problem of Ψ. Assuming that 𝐻𝑈 is learned via UL
~
̃ , the BS calculates the estimated DL channel as̃
pilots and upon obtaining an estimate 𝛹
𝐻𝐷 =
𝑇 ̃
𝐻𝑈 𝛹. We propose a new over-the-air hardware calibration procedure for TDD systems to be
performed between the BS and a dedicated user. Hardware chains coefficients vary much slower
than physical channels (namely, in the order of minutes). Therefore, the signaling overhead
necessary to estimate Ψ is not large. The system equation modeling the channels between the BS
and the dedicated user reads
ℎ𝐷 = 𝛹ℎ𝑈 .
^𝐷 is collected
The procedure is split into a DL phase and UL phase. In the DL phase, an estimate ℎ
at the dedicated user. In the UL phase, the dedicated user sends a normalized inverse (reciprocal)
^𝐷,𝑚 , the mth entry of ℎ
^𝐷 ,to BS antenna m. The normalization factor √𝛼 is performed such as
of ℎ
the inverse with the largest magnitude (i.e. the term with the smallest magnitude before inversion)
satisfies the UL transmit power constraint, and is common to all UL sent signals. Thus, the inverse
with the largest magnitude is sent with the maximum power, while other signals are sent with less
power. The received UL signal at BS antenna m reads
𝑦𝑚 = √𝛼

ℎ𝑈,𝑚
+ 𝑛𝑚
^𝐷,𝑚
ℎ

where 𝑛𝑚 and ℎ𝑈,𝑚 denote additive noise and the mth entry of ℎ𝑈 . For high SNR in both phases,
we have
1
1
≈
𝛹
𝑦𝑚 √𝛼 𝑚,𝑚
i.e. inverting the mth received UL signal yields an estimate for the mth diagonal entry of Ψ, up to
a multiplicative error. Fortunately, a multiplicative error that is common to all BS antennas does
not affect precoding performance for simple precoding schemes such as maximum ratio
transmission or zero-forcing [BX16a]. Ref. [BX16a] contains more details on the procedure.
Furthermore, it discusses the idea of antenna grouping and how the scheme can be applied
separately to each antenna group to reduce the transmit power loss in the UL and improve
calibration accuracy. It also investigates the effect of the channel distribution of the dedicated
user on calibration accuracy.

4.1.1.2 Robust Precoding for Mitigation of Residual Calibration Errors
In practice, some residual errors will still be present after the calibration procedure. In [FAN16D410], the performance of maximum ratio transmission (MRT) with residual calibration errors
(CaEs) was studied, and it was observed both analytically and numerically that MRT is quite
resilient to hardware calibration errors. Nonetheless, in scenarios where K is of the order of M,
MRT is suboptimal and other precoders are preferable (e.g. zero-forcing or Wiener filters) to
separate the user symbols. Unfortunately, such precoders necessitate inversions and they are
rather sensitive to CaEs. In this contribution, we derive robust generalized zero-forcing (ZF)
precoders that mitigate residual hardware CaEs at the BS. With residual CaEs, the relationship
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between the UL and DL channel matrices can be modelled with the following multiplicative
model as
𝐻𝐷 = 𝐻𝑈𝑇 𝛷
where Φ = diag(a1 exp(jθ1),…, aM exp(jθM)) denotes the MxM diagonal CaE matrix. The CaE
amplitude of the lth BS antenna al is lnN(μl,ϕl2) distributed, and the CaE phase θl of the lth antenna
is uniformly distributed on the interval [-θl,max, θl,max]. We assume the BS has perfect knowledge
of 𝐻𝑈 (via, e.g. UL pilots). However, Φ is not known at the BS; rather, only its mean 𝐸[𝛷] and
covariance 𝐶𝛷 are known. These quantities can be estimated in practice. The unknown term Φ
results in a mismatch between the UL and DL channels which can cause significant performance
degradations when precoding is applied. The data transmission phase is modelled as
𝑠^ = 𝐻𝐷 𝐹𝑠 + 𝑛
where the kth entry of 𝑠, 𝑠^, and 𝑛 contain the symbol intended for the kth user, received symbol
by the kth user, and additive noise at the kth user, respectively.
The robust precoder is designed to minimize the inter-user interference power given the UL
channel observation
𝐹rob = 𝑎𝑟𝑔 𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝐸𝑠,𝐻𝐷 [|| 𝑠̂ − 𝐻𝐷 𝐹 𝑠 ||2 | 𝐻𝑈 ]
where the expectation is taken over both 𝑠 and 𝐻𝐷 , i.e. the DL channel is treated as a random
variable which incorporates CaEs. Solving the previous equation yields
−1

𝐹𝑟𝑜𝑏 = 𝛽𝑟𝑜𝑏 (𝐸𝐻𝐷 [𝐻𝐷𝐻 𝐻𝐷 | 𝐻𝑈 ]) (𝐸𝐻𝐷 [𝐻𝐷𝐻 | 𝐻𝑈 ])
where 𝛽𝑟𝑜𝑏 is chosen to satisfy the transmit power constraint. The difficulty here lies in evaluating
the expressions 𝐸𝐻𝐷 [𝐻𝐷𝐻 𝐻𝐷 ∨ 𝐻𝑈 ] and 𝐸𝐻𝐷 [𝐻𝐷𝐻 ∨ 𝐻𝑈 ] for the multiplicative CaE model. The
detailed derivations are provided in [BX16b] and are skipped for brevity. The final result reads
𝐹𝑟𝑜𝑏 = 𝛽𝑟𝑜𝑏 (𝐸[𝛷]𝐻𝑈∗ 𝐻𝑈𝑇 𝐸[𝛷] + 𝐶𝛷 𝑅)−1 𝐸[𝛷]𝐻𝑈∗
where 𝑅 = 𝛴𝑘 diag[𝐸(ℎ𝑈,𝑘 ℎ𝑈,𝑘 H)] and ℎ𝑈,𝑘 denotes the kth column of 𝐻𝑈 . Figure 4-1 illustrates
the gains of the robust precoder with respect to a non-robust precoder in the scenario M = 8, K=6,
ϕl2 = 0.01, μl = -0.01/2, and θl,max = θmax, l = 1,…,M. The quantity θmax takes the values 5°, 10°,
and 15°, and QPSK symbols are transmitted.

Figure 4-1: Bit error rate performance of robust vs. non-robust precoders [BX16b]
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It can be observed that the relative performance gains of the proposed precoders with respect to
non-robust precoders increase with increasing calibration errors. With increasing calibration
errors, the mismatch between UL and DL channels increases, and inter-user interference as well
due to the constructed precoder that is mismatched with the DL channel. The proposed design
which incorporates statistical information about 𝛷 mitigates inter-user interference, as observed
in the Figure 4-1. From a practical point of view, a robust design with θmax = 10° (resp. 15°)
outperforms a non-robust design with θmax = 5° (resp. 10°). This implies that the proposed designs
can relax possible strict calibration requirements, which is an interesting finding for practical
systems. The generalization of the proposed design to users with multiple antennas is treated in
[GBX17].

4.1.2 Framework for enhanced MIMO + CoMP in FDD/TDD Downlink with
Hybrid Beamforming
The target of this work is the frequency range below 6 GHz and aims for high spectral efficiency
of the core MBB service supporting time division as well as frequency division duplex
(TDD/FDD) modes in typical urban macro or micro scenarios with inter-site distances of about
500 m. The relevant KPIs are data throughput per area as well as coverage. Our work targets
mainly use case 1 (50 Mbps everywhere) and use case 7 (Dense Urban Society below 6GHz)
defined within the project [FAN-D21].
The basic concept of static and dynamic coordination as well as cooperation over a nine-cell
cooperation area scenario has been described in [FAN16-D410] and [TKJ+15], where the main
ingredients of the overall concept like intra- and inter-site CoMP, massive MIMO, interference
floor shaping based on the tortoise concept etc. are being introduced.
The concept utilizes massive MIMO allowing spatial multiplexing of a high number of users per
cell combined with a centralized joint cooperation over, e.g., three adjacent sites or accordingly
nine cells. Joint transmission (JT) CoMP has the purpose to overcome intra cooperation area (CA)
interference. Interference floor shaping based on the tortoise concept [JMZ+14] in combination
with UE sided IRC processing minimizes inter CA interference.
From another perspective the concept generates, based on massive MIMO arrays, maximum data
throughput per single cell neglecting in a first step any inter cell interference. In a second step the
goal is to maintain large parts of these gains for a multicellular network by means of a powerful
interference mitigation framework. System level simulations for this combined scheme running
on different light tools indicate so far eight to ten times higher average and cell spectral
efficiencies compared to a 4x4 MIMO LTE system.
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Figure 4-2: Main ingredients of interference mitigation framework based on CoMP clusters over
three sites or nine cells with flexible mode adaptation

This concept has been further elaborated according to the project targets which should provide
the implementation details of a flexible mode adaptation to varying eNB, UE and infrastructure
capabilities as well as varying load conditions. According to current understanding in Figure 4-2
nine main ingredients of such a flexible MIMO framework have been evolved and are briefly
introduced in the following (see numbered items in Figure 4-2):
1) Massive MIMO Fixed Grid of Beams (GoB): Each cell has a multitude of antenna
elements, which might range from conventional numbers like four antenna ports up to several
hundreds of antenna elements in case of a massive MIMO antenna array. As a first step to
limit overhead for CSI reference signals, CSI reporting and implementation effort, the high
number of physical antenna elements are used to generate a fixed grid of beam with, e.g., 32
beams per cell. In case of full digital baseband solutions the precoding matrices V generate
these GoBs for each cell.
Only a limited number of beams or channel components will be received by the UEs with a
certain power above a predefined threshold compared to the Rx-power of the strongest beam
[ZSB16], i.e., will be relevant. A channel component (CC) – or effective channel – is here
defined by the combination of the eNB Tx- and the UE Rx-beamformers as being described
for example in [ZSB16]. The sparsity of the channel matrix is the result of the directivity of
the – potentially – very narrow GoB beamformers. Otherwise the UEs would see the potential
large number of antenna elements with almost similar Rx-power, leading to a densely
populated overall channel matrix.
The number of beams as well as the beam directions might be adapted semistatically by selfoptimizing network (SON) algorithms to different scenarios and different load conditions. A
typical urban macro configuration would have for example eight beams in azimuth and two
beams in elevation direction, which generates 16 beams. With two polarizations per antenna
element this results in overall 32 beams per cell. To use only two – or maybe three – vertical
tilts is motivated by the low angular spread in the vertical domain.
2) Massive MU MIMO: For RF bands below 6 GHz and urban macro scenarios with limited
inter-site distances (ISD) of, e.g., 200 to 500 m coverage will be typically good. Massive
MIMO is therefore used mainly to push spectral and/or energy efficiency, which can be
achieved by serving a high number of ten or more users simultaneously by Multi-User MIMO
(MU MIMO). MU MIMO interference is minimized by the precoding matrix W either for
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each cell individually or in case of intra-site JT CoMP for all three cells on one site or in case
of inter-site JT CoMP even for a full cooperation area of nine cells (three sites times three
cells).
3) Flexible MU network MIMO Precoder: The overall interference mitigation framework
according to [FAN16-D410] relies on inter-site JT CoMP – sometimes also called network
MIMO – as a main ingredient to minimize intra cooperation area interference. For 5G a
flexible solution is needed (see above) adapting to different infrastructure availability (with
or without inter-site fibre connections) or to different UE capabilities (with or without
accurate channel prediction). If the cooperation is limited to intra-site JT CoMP the inter-site
interferers will degrade any intra-site CoMP gains significantly. As fall back solution virtual
beamforming in combination with or without NL processing at UE side seems to be a
promising candidate to leverage at least a significant portion of the potential performance
gains. This enables a flexible adaptation to different scenarios.
The best precoding strategy per UE for the precoding matrix W can be decided at the eNB
with or without further information to the UEs. The precoder strategy can be adapted
depending on UE speed, load conditions, UE reporting capabilities, reliability requirements,
data packet size, etc.
4) Coded CSI RS: The performance of MU MIMO and JT CoMP depends to a large extent on
the availability of accurate CSI information. Thus, pilot contamination has been one focus
research area for massive MIMO in TDD mode. In [BHL+14] it is even claimed that pilot
contamination will eventually bound the massive MIMO performance and that for FDD the
exploding overhead for CSI RSs as well as the required UL reporting will make FDD massive
MIMO unfeasible. For below 6 GHz the RF bands are paired as well as unpaired, so it is
important to develop channel estimation concepts for TDD as well as FDD, combining low
overhead with high CSI estimation quality. The above mentioned GoB concept is a first step
to reduce for example hundreds of antenna elements to more reasonable numbers like, e.g.,
32 beams per cell. In case of intra-site – or more importantly inter-site – JT CoMP, UEs have
to estimate per cooperation area up to 9 x 32 = 288 channel components, which is again a
very high and challenging number. But, as mentioned in 1), for massive MIMO the channel
matrix will be sparse and the number of relevant channel components will be much smaller
than the overall number of channel components. Each UE receives only an individual subset
of ten to several tens of relevant channel components. In [ZSB16] it is explained how a nonorthogonal allocation of so called coded CSI reference signals to beams (or Antenna Ports
(APs)) can exploit this sparsity and achieves simultaneously low to moderate overhead of
about 5 to 10% as well as high CSI estimation quality. Coded CSI RSs are therefore of high
importance as they are initially enabling massive MIMO in FDD systems.
5) UE antennas and virtual beamforming: Generally, a high number of UE antenna elements
would be very helpful to generate narrow and/or flexible Rx-beamformers, which could be
exploited for example for the reduction of relevant channel components or of relevant multi
path components per channel component. Especially with interference rejection combining
receivers (IRC) UEs could damp interfering beams from neighbouring cells or sites and are
therefore an essential part of an overall interference mitigation framework. On the other
hand, it is expected that size, power consumption and costs at below 6 GHz RF bands will
limit the number of UE antenna elements to less than four or eight. It is even likely that many
UEs might have only two antenna elements.
For moving UEs it is possible to generate from few physical antennas virtual antenna arrays
of larger size, similar as known from synthetic aperture RADAR (SAR) systems by
combining and storing the Rx-signals from different time slots, or equivalently from different
UE locations [AZH16]. Simulation results indicate large performance gains with respect to
the half power beam width (HPBW) and accordingly the channel predictability for the
virtually beamformed effective radio channels. Virtual beamforming is typically
accompanied by low efficiency for the user plane. In [AZH16] we describe a novel solution
extending virtual beamforming to user data transmissions.
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Antenna aperture for virtual beamforming increases linearly with number of virtual antenna
elements, while non-linear (NL) user processing schemes might provide even stronger
directivity gains in the future, but strong side effects like higher order statistics demand more
research.
Exemplary Figure 4-3 illustrates the benefits of a uniform linear array of eight UE antennas
with a MRC beamformer with respect to the number of relevant channel components
compared to a single omnidirectional UE antenna. With an MRC beamformer the average
number of relevant channel components reduces from about 70 to 40.
6) CSI reporting of relevant channel components: the fourth ingredient for advanced
interference mitigation, massive MIMO and JT CoMP is accurate channel state information
at the transmitter side. To limit the overhead, it is proposed to limit reporting to a relatively
small number of relevant channel components above a certain power threshold. This concept
has been extended in [ZTK+16] to reporting of relevant taps per relevant channel component
as the relevant taps provide the most relevant information of the underlying physical channel.
Reporting of relevant taps has further benefits as some simple parameter adaptations enable
most simple single value reporting per PRB or PRB subgroup as well as most advanced
solutions including channel prediction per subband or for the full wideband radio channel
[KJTB15]. In addition, the channel estimation and the way the relevant taps are being
calculated at the UEs remain completely vendor specific, thereby following an important
3GPP paradigm.
7) Cooperation areas: Forming cooperation areas of typically three sites times three cells is
the basis of the interference mitigation framework. As mentioned above, the type of
cooperation might vary from intra-site to inter-site JT CoMP. In case of intra-site CoMP for
example the UE beamformer will try to overcome intra cooperation interference as far as
possible.
8) Beam Deactivation: Especially in case of low load with only one to few UEs per cell,
transmitting from 288 active beams is not justified. For that reason beams should be
deactivated as far as possible by suitable optimization algorithms. Minimizing number of
active beams has benefits for channel estimation based on coded CSI reference signals as it
reduces the number of interfering beams so that the accuracy is improved. Lower number of
active beams means also lower overhead for CSI reporting.
9) Traffic light: The ‘traffic light’ concept is related to the above mentioned varying load
conditions. As JT CoMP and massive MIMO typically involve sophisticated CSI estimation,
higher reporting overhead for accurate CSI feedback as well as for example the need for
accurate channel prediction, it increases consequently complexity as well as energy
consumption. This effort is mainly justified in case of high load conditions, where spectral
efficiency is the key criterion. In case of low load more simple transmission schemes with,
e.g., low number of co-scheduled users and/or robust diversity mode transmission might be
sufficient so that CSI estimation and feedback can be simplified. The idea of the traffic light
is now to broadcast a ‘green light’ for low load and a ‘red light’ indicator in case of a highly
loaded co-operation area or network so that all UEs in a cell can automatically adapt their
processing and reporting to the current load conditions. The yellow light would then define
an intermediate state for medium load, where UEs should be prepared that at any time load
fluctuation might require a switch to the most efficient transmission modes.
10) RRM; cover shift concept: On top of the above mentioned parts for the interference
mitigation framework it is expected that self-optimizing network (SON) algorithms will
adapt the main parameters like the number of beams per cell, the tilting and beam directions
per beam, the setup of the cover shifts, i.e., the details of the cooperation between different
cells and the according frequency bands, the type of cooperation, i.e., intra-site versus intersite, the thresholds defining the relevant channel components as well as the relevant taps, etc.
The reference case for performance assessment of the interference mitigation framework will be
full dimension MIMO as being discussed and standardized in current LTE releases. The main
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differentiator of 5G compared to LTE is the interference mitigation framework as being developed
in Artist4G and being extended in the METIS I project. It reduces the average interference floor
level by 10 to 15dB [TKJ+15] thereby getting quite close to single cell MU MIMO performance
under the assumption of 64QAM as highest MCS. The main challenge for FANTASTIC-5G is to
achieve similar behaviour despite several simplifications for example with deactivation of intersite JT CoMP.

Figure 4-3: CDF of number of relevant channel components for a single UE Rx-antenna versus an
MRC beamformer over an 8 element ULA array in a nine-cell or 288-beam urban macro scenario

The overall concept has been simulated for a nine-cell cooperation area with 288 beams. An
exemplary result can be found in the table below assuming L=160 active out of overall 288
potential beams, verifying the potential of the concept. It combines a 7.5 to 15% overhead for CSI
RSs with a gross spectral efficiency of about 41 bit/s/Hz/cell, which would be a factor of 8 to 10
higher than that of an 8x8 LTE system. The performance loss compared to ideal CSI with a
spectral efficiency of 47 bit/s/Hz/cell is in this case quite moderate (about 8%).

Simulation result for 9 cell cooperation area
L=160 active out of 288 beams
102 from 172 co-scheduled UEs
SE = 40.6 / 47 b/s/Hz/cell ( coded CSI versus ideal CSI)
Coded CSI sequence length K = 65 overhead = 2 x 7.5%

The CDF in Figure 4-4 provides the typical CSI feedback overhead for the reporting of relevant
taps per relevant channel components under the assumption of suitable quantization and power
adaptation. The feedback combines semistatic reporting for the identification of relevant channel
components per UE as well as relevant taps per relevant channel component with periodic small
scale CSI feedback relative to the relevant channel components and taps. Typically, the semistatic
feedback should be reported every 100 to 500ms while the periodic reporting should be every 5
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to 10 ms. In case of one shot feedback both have to be reported simultaneously and then the red
curve has to be used.
The strong variation of feedback bits for cell centre and cell edge UEs indicate that a flexible and
UE adaptive reporting scheme is being required.

Figure 4-4: CDF of semistatic and periodic feedback bits for a medium load level of 52 spatially
multiplexed UEs. The periodic feedback is reported every 5ms so that the average feedback rate is
about 120 to 200 bit/s/TTI.

In
Table 4-5 we provide some main implications of the proposed concept with respect to the
implementation as well as the standardization of a 5G radio system.
Table 4-5: Implementation and standardization aspects of main ingredients of interference
mitigation framework

#

Ingredient

Implementation and/or Standardization relevant Aspects

1

Sparse channel
matrix

 Feedback: Quantized relevant taps of relevant channel components,
 Miscellaneous: Sparsity increases with beamforming gains, or less
scatterers. Low mobility increases coherence time and lower
feedback rate can be used.

2

Fixed GoB

 Fronthaul/backhaul capacity: 1 ×User Plane (UP) traffic, for typical
fronthaul layer split it scales with # of beams
 Frequency synchronization: Single local oscillator per cell or site
 Control Plane (CP): # of beams per AP
 Feedback: relevant taps of relevant beams
 Miscellaneous: Semistatic adaptation of beam directions over time

3

Massive MU
MIMO

 Fronthaul/backhaul capacity: 1 ×User Plane (UP) traffic; for typical
fronthaul layer split it scales with number of active beams
 Feedback: Channel reciprocity (TDD) or relevant taps of relevant
channel components (FDD / TDD)
 Miscellaneous: channel reciprocity requires (partly) calibrated arrays
for accurate beamforming, low complexity and energy efficient
hardware
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4

Coded CSI RS

 Frequency synchronization: Single local oscillator
 CP and UP: Joint code design over multiple cells and sites (CA);
align frame structure (full CSI & coded CSI)
 Miscellaneous: typical overhead  5 % ( 20 rel channel
components)
 Optional: Sub tiling structure per subband

5

UE antennas

 Feedback: reporting of relevant taps of relevant channel components
including UE beamformer, more antennas reduce and higher rank
increases feedback

6

Virtual
beamforming
and non-linear
super
directivity

Virtual beamforming:
 For virtually beamformed UP data the transmission data signals have
to be adapted and harmonized with the UE Rx processing
Non-linear super directivity AMC:
 CP and UP: Request UE capabilities and define NL level of AMC
per UE, PRB, subband or wideband
 Feedback: CSI after NL AMC
 Miscellaneous: AMC reduces feedback (number of relevant beams as
well as number of relevant taps) for other components

7

8

Intra or intersite JT CoMP

Cooperation
Areas

Inter:





Fronthaul/backhaul latency: ideally 1 − 5 ms (10 ms)
Backhaul capacity: (1.5– 3) ×UP traffic per site
Fronthaul capacity: 1 × UP traffic
Frequency synchronization/phase noise: 𝑓 <ideally few Hz,
alternatively channel prediction can compensate
 Time synchronization: Fraction of guard interval
 CP and UP: Central processing unit in cloud, gNB, or other device
 Feedback: Relevant taps of relevant channel components
 Miscellaneous: Channel prediction, virtual beamforming and NL
AMC processing improve channel prediction accuracy and overcome
partly CSI outdating
 Intra:
 Latency: No data exchange between different sites required
 Backhaul capacity: 1 × UP traffic
 Fronthaul capacity: 1 × UP traffic
 Frequency synchronization: Single local oscillator
 Time synchronization: Fraction of guard interval
 CP and UP: Processing per site
 Feedback: Relevant taps of relevant channel components
 Miscellaneous: Channel prediction, virtual beamforming and NL
AMC processing improve channel prediction accuracy and overcome
partly CSI outdating
CP and UP: Depends on intra or inter-site JT CoMP
 CP and UP: Joint allocation of tilts and power per beams over
multiple cells / sites forming a cooperation area
 Feedback: Subband or sub TTI wise
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 Miscellaneous: Semistatic adaptation of tilts and power per beam
(subband), subband CSI estimation
 Miscellaneous: Semistatic adaptation of cooperation areas and cover
shifts, of tilts and power per beam (subband), subband CSI
estimation, depends on backhaul infrastructure of sites
9

CSI reporting
of relevant
channel
components
(equals beams)

Reporting of relevant beams:
 CP and UP: Cell or CA specific number of relevant channel
components or threshold value
 Feedback: IDs of relevant beams required
 Miscellaneous: below 6GHz in typical NLOS urban macro scenarios
we expect < ten to several tenths of relevant beams per UE
Reporting of relevant taps:
 CP and UP: Cell or CA specific number of relevant taps or threshold
value, feedback interval (rate), and if possible channel prediction
 Feedback: Quantized CSI per relevant tap
 Miscellaneous: Number of relevant multipath components range
from several hundred (< 6 GHz, omni UE antenna, NLOS, …) to 10
or less (mmWave or < 6GHz + GoB + UE with virtual beamforming
and NL AMC processing,…)

10

Flexible MU
MIMO
Precoder

Miscellaneous: Semi-static or dynamic adaptation of precoding mode
depending on UE speed, load conditions, UE reporting capabilities,
reliability requirements, data packet size etc.

11

Traffic light

CP and UP: Cell or CA specific adaptation of complexity (on or off
switching of ingredients)

12

RRM; cover
shift concept

CP and UP: Cell or CA specific adaptation of main parameters by selfoptimizing network (SON) algorithms

4.1.3 User Specific Grid-of-Beam Adjustment
This section focuses on the user specific Grid-of-Beam (GoB) adjustment of hybrid massive
MIMO systems, which is the first and main ingredient of the framework for enhanced MIMO
provided in the previous Section 4.1.2.
The motivation for user specific grid-of-beam adjustment comes from the fact that a lot of the
traffic in mobile communications is from outdoor to indoor (O2I), with many quasi-static
scenarios, e.g. peoples in office, restaurants or, cafes, which are not moving. The current approach
with Full-Dimension MIMO is to use a Grid-of-Beam where user select their best beams out of
it, to reduce hardware and software. However, this corresponds to a coarse quantization of the
channel and results to loss in SNR and data rate by a mismatch between the beam and the
dominant/best channel direction of the user. The idea of this approach is to utilize the gain of a
higher channel quantization by individual beam adjustment for users in a quasi-static
environment. In order to achieve this, a control mechanism requiring one-bit feedback only is
used. This concept can incorporated in advances of LTE, e.g. by adapting the wideband beams or
in NR. The basic idea of the scheme is been given in Figure 4-5.
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Figure 4-5: Basic idea of 1-bit feedback controlled beam-adjustment.

The possible gains of such an approach depend mainly on the angular sector range in azimuth and
elevation, and the number of beams used for quantization in step 1. In LTE-A study item “FullDimension MIMO” up to 16 beams are considered [36897], which is assumed as a baseline. The
scheme is divided into two phases:



Phase 1: Beam selection of UE out of baseline beam-codebook. The BS notifies the UE,
e.g. in DCI, that beam-phasing mode is activated.
Phase 2: The BS steers the beam and according to the 1-bit feedback of the UE, for
example first in azimuth dimension and later in elevation dimension. This can be repeated
with adaptive granularity several times.

In our work, we considered two different modes for the beam steering in Phase 2. In the first mode
A, the BS steers the beam until the termination bit is received. The UE measures the SNR or SINR
of the current beam with time index 𝑖 and compares this value with the previous value of time
index 𝑖 − 1. One realization is that users sends a zero if the SINR of index 𝑖 larger than that of
index 𝑖 − 1. Then the termination bit is a one. With mode A the UE might end up in local minima
if there are small variations in SINR from one beam to the next.
In mode B, the beam is steered over previous agreed number, and the UE feeds back a zero if the
SINR of the actual beam is larger than maximum SINR of the previous beams. Otherwise, a one
is send back. However, this scheme adds another design parameter to the system which has to be
indicated, e.g. in the DCI.
The assumptions for a single-cell evaluation to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
scheme is given in Table 4-6. The users are dropped uniformly at random within the sector of
hexagonal BS grid with 500 m ISD. For the maximum achievable performance for users receiving
a single beam we consider MRT beamforming where the beam is into the largest eigenvector
maximizing the receive power and assumes perfect channel knowledge at the transmitter.
Table 4-6: Simulation parameters for evaluation of user specific beam adjustment with 1-bit
feedback.

Parameter
Channel Model
Scenario
Frequency
UPA (M,N,P)
Sector
Baseline grid of Beam design

Value
Quadriga [JRBT14], Parametrized to
3GPP 3D channel model
Urban Marco LoS
4 GHz
[16, 16, 1]
+-60°
DFT Kronecker Product, uniform
distributed in angular domain

In Figure 4-66 the BS spectral efficiency is shown, comparing the baseline with 16 beams, our
proposed scheme with method A and B, and MRT beamforming. For method A only a single
iteration is considered which means that at the first termination bit the beam steering is changing
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the direction (e.g. from clockwise to counter-clockwise) and at the second termination bit the
beam steering is terminated. For method B 16 steps for the beam-steering are considered. There
is a 2.5 times gain at the median for method A compared to the baseline. There is another 10 %
gain with method B compared to method A, achieving approximately 75 % of the MRT
performance.

Figure 4-6: Performance comparison of baseline, proposed schemes, and achievable maximum.

These results, confirm that due to the coarse quantization of the channel by a limited codebook
used for full-dimension MIMO in LTE-A or first stage beamforming in NR, there is a huge loss
in SINR compared to what is achievable. With the proposed user-specific beam adjustment, which
requires no additional pilots and only 1-bit feedback per user, a large part of this loss can be
compensated. With the proposed scheme a virtually infinite quantization of the channel can be
achieved, however if SINR gains from beam steering fall below a certain threshold, a termination
bit would be sent in practice. This technology is most effective for users in a quasi-static
environment, e.g. users in offices or restaurants.

4.1.4 Multi-user Transceivers based on the Strongest Singular Vectors in
Large MIMO Systems
We consider two kinds of systems: 1) a multi-user massive MIMO system where the user
equipment (UE) is equipped with multiple antennas, up to eight antennas and 2) in a
heterogeneous wireless system with wireless backhaul, a massive macro BS communicating with
multiple massive BS serving small cells. We make the assumption that the number of data streams
to be exchanged in each massive link is smaller than the number of antennas. To simplify, we
assume that a single stream is transmitted per massive link and assume downlink transmission.
Under such assumptions, instead of estimating all the channel coefficients, it becomes more
beneficial to directly estimate beamforming vectors used to transmit and receive each data stream.
This procedure can be done through training. In a single user MIMO system, a single stream of
data is optimally transmitted using the strongest right singular vectors of the channel, i.e. the
singular vector associated to the largest singular value, and optimally received using the strongest
left singular vectors of the channel. We assume that those beamforming vectors have been
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estimated for each MIMO link. The main claim of this work is that full knowledge of the channel
is not necessary to build an efficient multi-user transceiver. It is sufficient to know the strongest
singular vectors of each MIMO link, e.g. [AJ00] [CA-15]. Such a design becomes optimal when
the number of transmit antennas becomes very large.
Assuming the knowledge of the left and right singular vectors of each MIMO link at the BS and
receivers respectively, we propose a transceiver design based on the maximization of the system
sum rate. Sum rate maximization is performed via a weighted minimum mean square error
(WMMSE) approach as initially proposed in [CACC-08]. The optimization problem is
reformulated as a function of the transmit singular vectors only at the BS.
We show the sum rate of the different transceivers in Figure 4-7, where Monte-Carlo runs are
taken over the channel realizations for a Gaussian channel. The number of users is K=4 and 1
data stream is transmitted per user. The SNR is 𝜌=10dB. The number of transmit antennas is fixed
to 𝐾(1 + 𝑁𝑥 ) while the number of receive antennas is set to 8. We notice that the BS should be
equipped with a minimal number of K transmit antennas so the quantity 𝑁𝑥 corresponds to the
number of extra degrees of freedom per user. We plot the sum rate as a function of 𝑁𝑥 for three
cases:




WMMSE[Full]: sum rate with WMMSE and full CSI.
WMMSE[2]: sum rate with WMMSE based on the 2 strongest singular vectors per
MIMO links
WMMSE[1]: sum rate with WMMSE based on the strongest singular vectors per
MIMO links

We observe that for a low number of extra degrees of freedom, the number of singular vectors
that is known at the BS has a significant impact. As the number of extra degrees of freedom
becomes larger, but not too large, we notice the transceiver based on the knowledge of the
strongest singular vector per MIMO link gives near-optimal performance.
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Figure 4-7: Sum rate for different transceivers as a function of the extra DoFs per user.

4.1.5 Summary and analysis of the performance gains
System integration of M-MIMO is different for FDD and TDD due to the availability of downlink
channel information for precoding at the BS. In TDD, when the BS hardware chains are
calibrated, UL/DL channel reciprocity is utilized to measure the DL channel via pilots sent by
UEs in the UL, while in FDD the DL channel is measured at the UE and fed back to the transmitter
(BS). Therefore, in case of FDD, pilot and feedback overhead are the main challenges, while in
TDD calibrating the BS hardware chains is one of the main challenges. In this section, both TDD
and FDD aspects are investigated.
In Section 4.1.1, a new over-the-air calibration method performed between the BS and a dedicated
UE is presented. The method can achieve up to 50% more throughput gains at high SNR compared
to SotA methods performed with a dedicated UE, thanks to the properly designed exchange
signals between both entities.
As perfect calibration is hard to achieve in practice, one further step lies in performing robust
precoding that exploits the prior knowledge of calibration errors statistics. Robust precoding is
observed to mitigate calibration errors and to provide increasing BER gains compared to
conventional (non-robust) precoding as the calibration quality worsens.
The enhanced MIMO integration framework proposed in Section 4.1.2 focuses on FDD related
aspects.
1. The number of pilots is limited by combining two-stage beamforming and coded CSI-RS.
Two stage beamforming means that there is a GoB reducing the dimensionality of the channel
from the number of antennas to the number of beams. The second stage precoding is then
performed on the much smaller short term CSI matrix.
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2. Feedback is limited by selection of relevant beams and relevant taps per beam or relevant
channel component etc.
3. The framework also incorporates multiple UE antennas which is usually excluded in most of
the M-MIMO literature.
4. Also incorporated in the proposed framework is beam coordination and joint transmission
among multiple cells under realistic assumptions such as channel estimation, feedback delay,
etc.
In order to quantify the gains of the proposed framework, we consider an LTE-A 4x4 system as
baseline, where 5-6 bit/s/Hz/cell are achieved without overhead. Due to signalling overhead of ≈
46 this corresponds to an effective spectral efficiency of 2.5-3 bit/s/Hz/cell. The proposed
framework achieves 40-50 bit/s/Hz/cell which is an overall gain of factor 10 in spectral efficiency.
With an expected total overhead of roughly 30% the effective spectral efficiency gain is also of
factor 10.
An essential part of the proposed enhanced M-MIMO integration framework is the design of the
GoB. The GoB corresponds to a coarse spatial quantization of the channel incurring some – e.g.
- SNR loss in case the number of beams is smaller than the number of antenna elements. A 1-bit
feedback solution is proposed in Section 4.1.3 to adjust the GoB for individual users in a semistatic environment. This proposed solution requires no additional pilot or signalling other than the
1-bit feedback and gains up to 3-fold are possible for these users.

4.2 Network based interference coordination
4.2.1 Inter-cell interference coordination design principles
Co-channel inter-cell interference is known to be one of the limiting factors of cellular systems,
and it has triggered numerous academic research studies and industrial standardization and
implementation efforts in LTE/LTE-A. However, the solutions for LTE were mainly designed to
offer spectral efficiency benefits for data channel transmissions by applying various forms of
inter-cell coordinated muting (or power adjustments), while offering only limited benefits for
control channel performance.
Within FANTASTIC 5G, we are proposing network-based ICIC schemes to address a larger set
of classes of service and scenarios, exploiting the new degrees of freedom that have not been fully
utilized for the LTE system. We have different proposals for different identified challenges, both
in the downlink and in the uplink.
In the downlink, we propose a scheme for joint interference control and energy efficiency in dense
5G small cell scenarios by means of enhanced methods for discontinuous transmissions at the cell
level (cell DTX) based on fuzzy Q-learning. To support the challenging requirements of MCC
traffic, it is interesting to move towards highly agile and fast coordination techniques that can
offer benefits for both control channel and data channel performances. Another suggestion to
enhance MCC performance is to have non-coherent simultaneous transmissions from several
cooperating cells, aiming at improving the outage SINR. Furthermore, we elaborate on the new
opportunities that come from assuming advanced interference-aware MIMO receivers as the
baseline for 5G. In this direction, a novel solution for coordination of the maximum transmission
rank between cells is presented. The final research line in the downlink is interference alignment
(IA), where we attempt to align all the interference received from multiple sources in a single
subspace, thus facilitating interference suppression. However, IA solutions are computationally
complex and, generally, require full CSI at each transmitter end. We investigate simpler
adaptations of IA solutions through inter-cell coordinated transmission.
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In the uplink, we pay special attention to the inter-cell pilot (also known as reference symbol)
interference problem. In this context, inter-cell pilot sequence coordination techniques are
proposed, translating into improved link performance as a result of enhanced channel estimation
and coherent demodulation performance.
An overview of the proposed network-based ICIC mechanisms is shown in Table 4-7. It is worth
highlighting that the schemes are complementary, addressing different interference challenges but
sharing the 5G philosophy of a dynamic coordination for a multi-service air interface. Most of the
techniques are applicable to MBB and MCC, although, for the sake of conciseness, we have opted
to tailor some of them to one of the two services within the project, as indicated in the Table.
Moreover, the standardization support required in case of a distributed implementation and the
requirements at the UE are identified in the Table and explained in detail in the next subsections.
Table 4-7. Overview of network coordination techniques and specification needs
Scheme

Dir

Primary
Services

Inter-cell
coordinated
small cell DTX

DL

MBB &
MCC

DL

MBB &
MCC

On-demand
power boost and
cell muting

Network coordination

UE requirements



LTE-alike dormant cell
discovery signal



There are no special
requirements to the UE



Xn negotiation of the
protected PRBs Xn
activation of the muting



As part of the CSI, the
UE reports Dominant to
Interference Ratio
(DIR)
Measures of the signal
and interference under
given hypotheses
As part of the CSI, the
UE reports Dominant to
Interference Ratio
(DIR)
No special requirements
apart from the CSI



Inter-cell
coordinated
rank adaptation

DL

MBB
&
MCC



Xn negotiation of the rank
limitation



Inter-cell
interference
shaping

DL

MBB &
MCC





Flexible
macroscopic
combining

DL

MCC



Inter-cell
coordination of
uplink pilot RS
sequence
configuration

UL

MBB &
MCC



Xn of the channel
covariance matrices
corresponding to the
channels from each of the
BSs in the network to their
users
Xn signalling among
cooperating cells to
activate/deactivate the
combining feature. P-TRP
acts as the master
Xn exchange of sequence
indices
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4.2.2 On-demand power boost and cell muting
The SINR outage is a relevant metric for MCC in 5G NR, and it can be improved with two wellknown principles, namely power boost of the desired signal and muting or blanking of the
interfering signal. These are two techniques already applied in 4G, whose application in 5G NR
calls for a more dynamic setting able to accommodate different traffic requirements in a multiservice air interface. The other distinctive goal is to apply them not only to data channels but also
to downlink control information channels carrying the scheduling grant, to further improve the
gains. In this direction, in-resource physical layer control signaling that follows the corresponding
data transmission for each individual user signaling is a strong candidate for the future technology.
The proposed on-demand power boost and coordinated muting works as follows. On the one hand,
the power of a contiguous block of PRBs carrying both control scheduling information and
corresponding data transmissions is boosted at the cell serving the victim UE 2. The power in the
rest of the band should accordingly be de-boosted to keep a constant nominal power. Furthermore,
the maximum value of allowed power boosting relative to the nominal value must be properly
designed to limit the dynamic range and the Error Vector Magnitude (EVM) requirements. On
the other hand, the same contiguous block of PRBs is muted in the aggressor cell, allowing the
neighboring cell to transmit both control channel scheduling information and data channel on
those protected resources with enhanced signal quality and reduced interference. This principle is
illustrated in Figure 4-8 (a).
One of the key points of the concept is the fact that it is “on-demand,” i.e., activated only when
needed. This implies deciding at each cell whether a UE has to be protected or not. The decision
should take into account the potential performance benefit for the victim UE and the resource
sacrifice for the muted cells. The complexity of this scheme is limited by coordinating only with
the Dominant Interferer (DI). The input for the decision includes information of the traffic
requirements and the signal and interference conditions in the network. For the latter, each cell
keeps a list of the DIs to the served critical users, sorted from the strongest to the weakest. The
length of said list is N, which is known by all cells in the network and may depend on the traffic
requirements or the system bandwidth, among others. In any case, N is not expected to be high
when we account uniquely for the DIs. Moreover, the muting is applied only if the DI is close
enough to the desired signal and considerably outstanding as compared to the rest of interferers
and the system noise. Under these circumstances, the gain for the victim UE justifies the loss in
available radio transmission resources for the rest of the network. The total amount of PRBs is
then divided into N+1 PRB regions, such that it is always possible to negotiate an orthogonal set
of PRBs among interfering cells (to avoid overlapping in the protected resources).
For the inter-cell muting, cells need to agree on the set of muted resources and the activation. In
a centralized architecture, a central entity keeps track of available information in terms of received
signal and interference to the UEs, and can rapidly take the network-wise muting decisions. For
distributed architectures, the coordination is divided into two phases that work at different timescales. The idea is illustrated in Figure 4-8(b). By default, all cells use all the PRBs. The
negotiation phase takes place at a slower basis, with the goal of deciding the set of PRBs to be
potentially (i.e. if needed) protected. Although the DI information is dynamic and subject to rapid
fluctuations, the list of aggressor cells is expected to be slowly updated and using also past
information of the interference conditions. With the agreement on the protected resources set-up,
the cell serving the victim UE will ask the aggressor cell to mute during the transmission phase,
happening every time a vulnerable packet arrives. This process is much faster since the specific
PRBs have already been configured. During this phase, the dynamic DI fluctuations are used to
decide whether ICIC is required or not.

2

We adopt the LTE terminology of victim UE suffering strong interference from an aggressor cell
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Figure 4-8. On-demand power boost and interference muting (a) Main principle (b) UE reporting
and inter-cell coordination during the negotiation phase (slow basis) and the data transmission
phase (fast basis)

The performance gains of the on-demand power boost and cell muting are illustrated in Figure
4-9. The scenario comprises seven macro-sites in a hexagonal grid, with 2x2 MIMO, 2 GHz
carrier frequency and 10 MHz bandwidth. The traffic is a mix of UEs with sensitive information
to be protected in the form of small packets of 32 bytes and a first transmission BLER target of
1%; and full buffer traffic, with no special delay or reliability requirements (MBB traffic). The
complementary CDF of the delay is plotted. The three illustrated cases are: (a) the baseline with
no power boost or muting (b) on-demand power boost and cell muting (c) static frequency
resource partitioning. As desired, the tail of the CDF is remarkably reduced with the proposed
scheme, and the tail is reduced as much as with a static approach. As shown in Figure 4-10, the
advantage as compared to the static frequency reuse is that the impact in the average cell
throughput is much lower. Although not shown, this little degradation in the throughput is also
visible in the UE throughput. More details of the performance evaluation can be found in [SP17].

Figure 4-9. Complementary empirical distribution of the delay without ICIC, static ICIC and
dynamic ICIC
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Figure 4-10. Average cell throughput CDF without ICIC, static ICIC and dynamic ICIC

4.2.3 Flexible macroscopic combining
In order to offer higher data rates, the strategy of transmitting the same information from multiple
macrocells has already been implemented in several forms (e.g. MBSFN, CoMP JT, and CDMA
soft handover). We propose a more dynamic and flexible mechanism for macroscopic combining
that can be activated on-demand by the primary transmission point (P-TRP) (e.g. only for MCC)
and that minimizes the requirements at the UE. The multi-cell data duplication aims at increasing
the reliability by non-coherent transmission of the same data from the involved cells.
As per the resource allocation, primary and secondary transmission point(s) (S-TRP) can use
either the same or different PHY resources. Depending on the selected option, channel conditions
from only the P-TRP or from all the cells involved in the combination have to be reported from
the UE side. For MCC, it is also interesting to have replicated control channel information (CCH),
in order to increase the probability of a successful reception. Attending to these two criteria, the
two operation options in Figure 4-11 are possible. In option (a), the same PHY resources are used
in P-TRP and S-TRP(s) with exact replication of the CCH scheduling grant. In option (b), P-TRP
and S-TRP(s) can use different PHY resources and the scheduling grant will therefore be different.
Moreover, the UE needs to report multiple CSI in this case. In any case, the CCH has the required
information to activate the combination at the UE.
As per the potential of this technique, the system-level benefits of macroscopic combining have
been evaluated in [PSL+15], where it was shown that to support URLLC with a 10-5 SINR outage
requirement, a 4x4 MIMO scheme complemented with second order macroscopic diversity (two
cooperating cells) is required.
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(a)

Figure 4-11. Two operation modes for the flexible macroscopic combining (a) P-TRP and S-TRP
using the same PHY resources and CCH sent both in P-TRP and S-TRP (b) P-TRP and S-TRP
using different PHY resources and sending different CCH

4.2.4 Inter-cell uplink pilot sequence optimization
In [FAN16-D410], we considered the uplink inter-cell pilot interference problem in systems with
frequency reuse factor one. We proposed an exchange of sequence indices (e.g., root indices
in the case of Zadoff-Chu sequences) among base stations (BSs) so that a given BS can
reconstruct the sequences used in neighbouring cells and perform channel estimation which
includes not only the channel of its desired user, but also that of users in neighbouring cells.
Channel estimation is performed in the time domain and exploits the fact that, in practical OFDM
systems, the number of taps is (much) smaller than the number of subcarriers, which results in
reduced number of variables in the time domain (i.e. taps) that can be efficiently estimated.
A more advanced solution as compared to the exchange of sequence indices consists in selecting
and optimizing the sequences to further reduce the channel estimation mean-square-error (MSE).
This is explained next. Consider a multi-cell system with N subcarriers and K BSs/cells, where a
given bandwidth allocation of L subcarriers is shared by all single-antenna UEs across the cells.
The user in cell k sends a sequence sk (known to BS k) in the UL for channel estimation.
Considering one BS and one of its receive antennas, the L-dimensional frequency-domain signal
received at one of the antennas reads
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K

y   Sk hk  n
k 1

where hk is the frequency-domain L-dimensional CSI vector between the BS and UE k at
the subcarriers of interest, Sk is a diagonal matrix loaded with the entries of sk, and n is the
AWGN vector with zero mean and variance σ n2 . If the channel impulse response (CIR) of
each UE has a maximum of T taps, then y can be written as
K

~
y   Sk Fhk ,td  n
k 1

where hk, td is the CIR of user k and where F̃ is obtained from the Fourier matrix FN by
selecting the first T entries of the L rows of corresponding to the L subcarriers of interest.
In OFDM systems, the number of taps T is smaller than the number of subcarriers L. We
use this observation to perform joint channel estimation. In that case, the BS can jointly
estimate the CIR of all UEs if L ≥ KT. Defining



~
~
M  S1 F ,..., S K F

 and htd  h1,td H ,..., hK ,td H 

H

where h td contains the stacked CIRs of all UEs, the system equation can be equivalently
written as

y  Mhtd  n
which is a linear system of L equations in KT unknowns. The BS applies the receive MSE
filter



G  M H M +  n Chtd
2



1 1

MH

ˆ
to get the stacked CIR estimate of all UEs htd  Gy. Chtd is the covariance matrix of hk,td. As
the taps of different users are usually uncorrelated, and as the taps of each user are uncorrelated
as well for a wide range of scenarios, Chtd can be replaced by a scaled identity matrix.
The resulting channel estimation MSE reads



  tr M H M/ n 2 + Chtd 1



1

.

Assuming that there exists a set of sequences S = {s1 , s 2, …, sM} where M > K, an interesting
problem is which sequences to choose from S to minimize ε (remember the dependency of
ε on the chosen sequences via M). We propose a greedy sequence allocation whereby, at
each step, a new sequence is added to the set of already chosen sequences. The selected
sequence is the one that minimizes the channel estimation MSE given the previously chosen
sequences. The exact procedure is described in [BX16c]. The MSE gains of optimized
sequence selection compared to random sequence selection increase with the SNR as observed in
[BX16c] for the following reason: in the low SNR regime, channel estimation performance is
limited by noise; thus, sequence selection provides only limited gains. In contrast and in the high
SNR regime, the system performance is limited by the non-orthogonality of sequences and
therefore sequence selection can bring significant gains in this regime.
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4.2.5 Inter-cell coordinated small cell on/off
In D4.1 [FAN16-D410] we have introduced a novel framework for managing the inter-cell
interference amongst nearby small cells that operate in discontinuous transmissions mode (DTX)
[FMM+11]. As explained, to maximize energy saving, the energy delay trade-off can be exploited
by activating data transmission only when required by the QoS constraints (e.g., latency, PER, or
bit rate). In this way, a small cell will likely use most of the available band, thus creating high
level of interference for the nearby active small cells. In this section, we aim to show how, by
using machine leaning optimization tools, specifically Fuzzy Q-Learning (FQL), we can greatly
reduce the level of interference with a limited complexity and without impacting the energy
saving.
Numerical results are obtained through Monte Carlo simulations, which are composed of 30 runs,
each one composed of 10 s of network activity. At each run, a heterogeneous network of 19 trisectorial macrocell is deployed, and inside each sector, a cluster of 4 small cells is located
[36.872], together with 30 end users, each one requiring near real time video traffic, with constant
bit rate and latency requirements [25.892].
First, we discuss the complexity of the proposed solution. Figure 4-12 shows the convergence of
the proposed inter-cell coordinated DTX (red solid curve) with respect to a baseline controller
based on FQL (blue dashed curve), which does not take as input the co-channel interference. The
learning phase of the two algorithms reaches the convergence after few tens of runs, which
guarantees that all the relevant action-state pairs have been “visited” sufficiently often.
Additionally, as expected, the inter-cell coordination based on FQL requires a longer convergence
time with respect to the baseline FQL. This is mainly due to the larger state space of the former
scheme, which includes the co-channel interference level and directly affects the number of
action-state pairs that have to be visited during the learning phase of the algorithm.

Figure 4-12: Convergence of the FQL schemes with and without interference management.

The gap between the two solutions can be reduced by limiting the representation of the inter-cell
interference in the network state space, which, however, may strongly affect the system
performance.
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Figure 4-13 shows exemplary results that compare the proposed scheme (red solid curve) with a

classic cell DTX (green circle-marked curve) where the small cell switches-on and transmit
anytime data is present in its queue and the baseline FQL DTX (blue dashed curve) in terms of
mean user satisfaction ratio, which takes jointly into account the Packet Error Rate (PER) and the
user perceived latency, i.e., the Quality of Service (QoS). In addition, we also include in the
comparison an extension of the baseline FQL DTX based on coordinated scheduling (black
dotted-dashed curve). In the latter solution, the controller receives from each small cell the
identifier of the strongest interferer for each of the active users and an up-to-date Channel Quality
Indicator (CQI), which requires a low latency backhaul link (at most few milliseconds). With this
scheme, each time a physical resource blocks (PRB) is allocated to a user, it is forbidden to its
strongest interferer, thus reducing the interference by limiting the spectral reuse. It is worth to
mention that the classic cell DTX doesn’t require specific optimization, i.e., it doesn’t need FQL
and it is characterized by limited complexity. As expected, the baseline FQL DTX, due to the
uncoordinated small cell activation and transmission, results in high Packet Error Rate (PER),
which, depending on the type of service, may lead to mismatch the QoS constraints. This issue
can be solved by the proposed scheme that results in a large improvement in terms of PER. In
addition, we can see that the proposed solution greatly outperforms also the classic cell DTX
scheme in medium/high load scenarios. In fact, with the classic scheme, a lightly loaded small
cell transmits with a low frequency and by using only a limited part of the available frequency
resources, which randomizes the interference in time and space domains. On the contrary, when
the load increases, transmissions happen more frequently and co-channel interference increases,
which leads to lower end-user performance. Finally, we can observe that the solution based on
coordinated scheduling results in higher performance only for higher loads, when the proposed
scheme based on FQL cannot keep avoiding simultaneous transmission of nearby cells.

Figure 4-13: Quality of Service of the proposed interference-aware DTX based on FQL, the
baseline FQL DTX, the classic DTX, and the coordinated scheduling scheme.
Figure 4-14 shows the average power consumption of a small cell and the associated BH with

respect to the data rate requirements. The results show that the proposed interference management
controller does not negatively affect the network power consumption; specifically, the FQL based
solution for inter-cell coordinated DTX achieves the same energy saving gains (up to 38%) of the
FQL DTX (the respective plots overlap) with respect to the baseline DTX. Furthermore, we can
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notice as, for medium and higher data rate requirements, the FQL DTX + Coord. Sched. requires
a higher number of small cell activation, which results in higher power consumption, due to the
restrained access to part of frequency resources, which is necessary to limit the co-channel
interference.

Figure 4-14: Small Cell & Backhaul Average Power Consumption as a function of the rate
requirements for the proposed interference-aware DTX based on FQL, the baseline FQL DTX, the
classic DTX, and the coordinated scheduling scheme.

4.2.6 Inter-cell coordinated rank adaptation
In a MIMO setting, the downlink serving rank (or number of streams) plays a major role in the
interference suppression levels of interference rejection combining (IRC) receivers. Traditionally,
the rank selection at each user is essentially performed in a selfish manner independently per link,
without taking into account the interference caused by such selections. For 5G NR, an inter-cell
rank coordination mechanism can improve the network and the cell-edge user throughput by
coordinating the generated inter-cell interference from the aggressor cell.
The transmission towards a desired UE from its serving BS generates interference towards outof-cell interfered receivers. A cell-edge user scheduled on a given set of PRBs in a neighboring
cell is most likely to be affected by the transmission on the same PRBs, and hence requires
interference coordination. Studies have shown that coordinating the transmission rank can help to
improve the performance of interference suppressing receivers, such as the IRC [MPM17].
Specifically, we propose to restrict the maximum transmission rank of the dominant interferer
through interference aware inter-cell coordination. One implementation option is to report the DI
physical cell id together with a measure of the Dominant to Interference Ratio (DIR), defined as
the ratio between the DI power to the rest of interference and noise power in the network.
The mechanism involves the following steps as illustrated in Figure 4-15:
1.
The UEs report the DIR and the Channel Quality Indicator (CQI) to the serving BS. Rank
coordination is ‘invoked’ for those UEs with a strong DI.
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2.
The serving BS decides what will be the maximum transmission rank for each of the UEs
in each group, along with the interference rank it would like to have. The ranks are chosen based
on an estimate of the post IRC SINR.
3.
The serving BS sends the desired rank message to the respective interfering BS. The
desired rank message is indicated as the maximum allowable transmission rank for a given set of
PRBs. These messages can be per single PRB, or several PRBs can be grouped into a single
desired rank and priority level. The granularity provides a trade-off between performance vs.
overhead and complexity.
4.
The serving BS updates its transmission parameters according to the feedback message
from the interfering BS. Such update can include re-scheduling the users, re-adjusting the
transmission parameters, or re-adapting the transmission rank with respect to the feedback
message. The 5G TTI is expected to be shorter than the current 1 ms of LTE [38.802]. The rank
coordination could occur over a longer time basis (in the range of 5-10 ms), therefore suitable for
heavy payload traffic spanning over multiple TTIs. For random intermittent traffic with small
payload, the interference rank can be pre-coordinated to cater to such bursty but critical payloads.

Figure 4-15: Flowchart of message flow with multiple UEs

The proposed coordination framework is applicable to both distributed and C-RAN architectures,
taking advantage of the flexible architecture options that comes with the 5G NR [38.801].
Naturally, when having a centralized unit, the scheme simplifies since there is no need for
coordination messages among BSs. It is also worth highlighting that the proposed rank
coordination can be applied not only in wide area, but also in small cell deployment scenarios.

4.2.7 Inter-cell coordinated interference shaping
We study in shis section is based on MIMO linear precoders for downlink interference broadcast
channels systems issued from the coordinated beamforming (CoBF) techniques in which each
base station (BS) sends data to its own users only but channel state information (CSI) is shared
between all the BSs so that each BS can exploit its excess number of spatial dimensions to mitigate
the interference generated in other cells. These optimal precoders are in general iterative
algorithms, which need many iterations to converge. Moreover, we need to average over many
channel realizations in order to simulate the system behavior. We propose a new algorithm based
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on large system approximation approach, which can be used to evaluate the performance of
systems using optimal weighted sum rate (WSR) maximizing precoders [SRL+11].
The general concept is to define a specific interference subspace at the interfered receiver. The
interfering transmitter would have to design its transmit precoder to balance between projecting
the resulting interference at the designated interference subspace at interfered receivers and
projecting the desired signal away from the designated interference subspace at desired receiver.
The key advantage is that such algorithms converge in a single iteration and without any need to
average over realizations, which is computationally less complex.
A specific example of such an algorithm is detailed as follows:
The SINR, which is related to the rate with the relation𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔2 (1 + 𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅), of the system
using the optimal precoders for a total number of transmit antennas M and users K per cell going
jointly to infinity with bounded ratio can be approximated using random matrix theory results
[TH99]. The approximate SINR can then be used instead of the original expressions to get an
insight of the system behavior. Furthermore, the approximation of the SINR is a quantity, which
depends on the signal to noise ratio (SNR) and the channel covariance matrices, which change
very slowly over time. The channels are uncorrelated if the channel covariance matrices are
identity matrices and correlated otherwise. This resulting SINR is generally denoted as the
deterministic equivalent of the SINR. It is worth mentioning that using the expressions issued
from the large system approach gives very accurate results with respect to the original expressions
when the total number of transmit antennas is higher than the number of total scheduled receivers,
𝑀
i.e. M>CK, and especially when 𝐶𝐾 ≤ 2 , which is the case of Massive MIMO configurations,
with C the total number of cells.
Moreover, we can build a new optimal precoder based on the large system approach, which is the
following:
𝑔𝑐,𝑘

= 𝜉´𝑐 (𝐻𝑐𝐻 𝐷´𝐻𝐶 +

−1
𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑒(𝐷´𝑐 )
𝐻
𝐼𝑀 ) ℎ𝑐,𝑐,𝑘 𝑎´𝑐.𝑘
𝑤´𝑐,𝑘
𝜌𝑐

𝐻
where 𝜉´𝑐 and 𝑎´𝑐.𝑘
𝑤´𝑐,𝑘 are the DL power and the regularization term respectively.

𝐷´ = {𝐷´𝑐 ; c in [0, C]}, where 𝐷´𝑐 is a diagonal matrix containing all the users’ priority parameters
of cell c and C is the total number of cells. 𝐻𝑐 is the matrix containing the channels from cell c to
all the users of the network. The large system approximation algorithm gives the deterministic
𝐻
quantities 𝜉´𝑐 , 𝐷´ , 𝑎´𝑐.𝑘
and 𝑤´𝑐,𝑘 as well as the deterministic SINR. In fact, these quantities are
intermediate deterministic quantities used to calculate the deterministic SINR; however, we can
use them as well to conceive the new precoder. Since, the large system approximation converges
in one iteration, the new precoder has the advantage of being non-iterative, moreover, it is as
efficient as the original iterative algorithm, as shown in Figure 4-16 for C=3 cells, K=2 users and
M=12 antennas.
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Figure 4-16: Sum of the rates achievable (bits per channel user) by the users when the
algorithm based on large system analysis is applied
The precoder works very well for both correlated and uncorrelated channels. However, the
performance of the precoder decreases when CK is closed to M, especially when the channels are
uncorrelated. We assume that each BS estimates the channels from itself towards all the users in
the network. In order to be able to calculate the deterministic quantities, each BS must collect the
channel covariance matrices corresponding to the channels from each of the other BSs in the
network to their users. This exchange is done at a slow fading rate via the backhaul link. For more
details, please refer to [TSY+16].

4.3 Advanced multiuser detection
4.3.1 Detection
4.3.1.1 Advanced receiver design for IDMA and NOMA
In [FAN16-D410], Interleave Division Multiple Access (IDMA) [PLW06] and Successive
Interference Cancellation (SIC) based Non-Orthogonal Multiple Access (NOMA) [SKB13] are
compared to each other with respect to several aspects. The investigation focuses on uplink
transmission with 2 users. IDMA turns out to be more effective for power balanced user-pair
under low Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR). SIC based NOMA turns out to be a good trade-off for
power imbalanced user-pair under high SNR.
In this final deliverable, let’s summarize the characteristics of IDMA by further numerical
investigation of the achievable rate firstly. In Figure 4-17, the single user performance bounds,
such as ergodic capacity, BPSK capacity with perfect channel knowledge, BPSK capacity with
real channel estimation, are provided. Additionally, the single user LDPC and turbo code
realizations for BPSK are also provided, which are near capacity.
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Figure 4-17: Achievable rate vs SNR for 2-user IDMA (Rayleigh)

Then, the 2-user IDMA performance is illustrated. For both LDPC with code rate 1/4 and turbo
code with code rate 1/3, the first iteration can bring IDMA approximately 1dB away from the
single user performance. This seems to be a very good trade-off between the performance and
complexity. With increased iterations, 2-user IDMA can very closely approach the single user
bound.
As a matter of fact, IDMA receiver is based on Gaussian approximation. The more superposition
of the signal layers, the more precise is the Gaussian approximation. Figure 4-18 illustrates the
probability density of the real and imaginary part of Rx signal, within an IDMA-BPSK system
for 6 simultaneous users. Obviously, the signal received at IDMA detector turns out to obey
Gaussian distribution. Thus, the BPSK signal becomes equivalently the infinite continuous
Gaussian inputs, which is assumed to approach the capacity in sense of shaping gain.
Especially, working at even lower rate, as illustrated in Figure 4-17, both the single user bound
and IDMA achievable rate will be extremely close to ergodic capacity. It makes the shaping gain
not be attractive any more. The capability of IDMA to accommodate more users simultaneously
turns out to be much more important than the shaping gain.
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Figure 4-18: Probability density of Rx signal (Rayleigh, 6 IDMA users, BPSK)

Fundamentally Figure 4-17 and Figure 4-18 point out the advantage of IDMA. On the other side,
there are still existing challenges. Gaussian approximation prefers the superposition of multiple
signal streams, nevertheless, channel estimation turns out to be an important issue to be
considered in a practical system. Further, iterations will involve high computational complexity.
Both issues will be discussed in the following part in this section.
A. Pilot Design and Channel Estimation
In the internal report IR4.2, we initialized the consideration, by exploiting superimposed pilot in
a multi-carrier system to provide the channel estimation for NOMA system, which bases on the
transformation of Walsh-Hadamard matrix to possibly support 4 users. According to our recent
investigation, a more general pilot design scheme for wide-sense NOMA is obtained, and will be
described as follows.
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Figure 4-19: General scheme to construct two-dimensional pilots for NOMA

In Figure 4-19, the construction of two-dimensional superimposed pilots for NOMA is illustrated.
Especially, this pilot scheme can be exploited as discrete pilots as well. The orthogonal basis is

w

w

taken from a K  K Walsh-Hadamard matrix. Walsh-Hadamard codes w1 , … n , … N will
be assigned to N users. With a common permutation pattern, an arbitrary Walsh-Hadamard code

w n can be mapped to a K f  K t matrix Wn , where K f and K t denote the number of
subcarriers and the number temporal symbols within a multi-carrier system, respectively. The

W

matrix n is denoted as Basic Element, which is duplicated to cover the entire time-frequency
allocation of data signal under the superimposed pilot mode, or to cover the dedicated discrete
time-frequency allocation under the discrete pilot mode.

Figure 4-20: An example of Basic Element reusing

Notice that more users can be supported in the new pilot scheme due to the increasing number of
Walsh-Hadamard codes. In Figure 4-20, an example for Basic Element reusing with respect to

Wn is presented. In this example, let us consider a 384 384 Walsh-Hadamard matrix, and thus
K  16
K  24 . For the scenario with reuse factor 12, as shown in
define K  384 , f
and t
Figure 4-20 (a), N  384 12  32 users can be served to use 32 different superimposed pilot
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patterns individually. The reuse distance is 6d , where d denotes the cell edge. Let’s further
increase the reuse factor to 16, as presented in Figure 4-20 (b), N  384 16  24 users can be
accommodated in one cell, and the reuse distance becomes 4 3d . Obviously, from system view
point, we introduce the degree of freedom to trade-off the reuse factor and number of NOMA
users, to optimally match the attenuation and the characteristics of frequency band, and exploit
the orthogonality to estimate the wireless channels of N users in the NOMA scheme.
In a synchronous NOMA scheme, dedicated resource can be allocated for discrete pilots. The
orthogonality can guarantee the pilot separation for N users. Notice that relatively big
processing gain, e.g. K  384 , can be achieved even within a relatively small time-frequency

K  16

K  24

allocation, e.g. f
and t
. The quality of channel estimation is thus adequate. In
order to tackle an asynchronous NOMA scheme, let’s consider a N-user NOMA system with
superimposed pilot. The system equation is given by
N
 ED

EP
Y   H  ,n 
D ,n 
Wn   Z
N
n 1
 N


where  stands for a time-frequency allocation with respect to a Basic Element occupied by

Wn . The wireless channel H  ,n is assumed to be invariant within  . Z denotes the
N  2 2 . At the
Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) with noise power spectral density 0
matrix

receiver side, the channel estimation can be linearly computed as


vec( Wn )T 
ED
Hˆ  ,n  H  ,n 
vec(D ,n' )  vec(Z )

EP n' n N

K
N
.
In the equation above, the distortion comes from the interference of other user’s data ( n  n )
and an AWGN term. Due to the low correlation, the distortion is usually suppressible in a
synchronous system. In the asynchronous environment, due to the mismatching between the raster
'

Wn and Wn for n '  n , an additional interference term must be considered. Thus, assume
H
H
that  ,n and  ,n have equivalent second order statistics, we introduce a factor  in order to
of

'

'

quantify the performance loss due to asynchronicity. It holds



K


  20 log10 
T
vec( Wn )  vec(U n' ) 


n ' n
U

W

where matrix n ' corresponds to a modified n' matrix, shifted in time and frequency for
several symbols and/or subcarriers due to asynchronous communications.
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Figure 4-21: Factor ρ vs. number of users, K = 384, K f = 16 and Kt = 24

According to the numerical realizations for exhibiting the impact due to asynchronicity, it is
illustrated in Figure 4-21, that the penalties for an NOMA system with 20 or 50 users are
approximately 3.37dB and 6.85dB, respectively. Notice that the penalty due to asynchronicity is
still very low, which makes the processing gain
still available.

10 log10 K  25.84 dB for channel estimation is

From the above example in Figure 4-21, we realize that it is absolutely possible to exploit NOMA
concept in the cellular system for about 30 users without help of multiple antennas and/or
sophisticated channel estimation approaches.

W

Furthermore, Basic Element n is repeated at multiple time-frequency allocations for a given
user n . Thus, the misdetection probability is very low. Due to the robustness of the detectability
of

Wn , a straightforward idea is to establish a one-to-one correspondence between the Walsh-

w n and the physical signal control information. Table 4-8 provides an example
w
with K  384 . For a given Walsh-Hadamard code n , the MCS, scrambling and interleaving
Hadamard code

rules are defined.
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w n to physical signal control information

This feature can be important for sporadic machine type data traffic, which typically belongs to
small packet communications. Besides the necessary conventional control information, the key
physical signal control information is transmitted over the pilot pattern, which can significantly
enhance the detection probability. Especially, this feature is as well important for IDMA, because
it is not necessary to allocate additional control signal to exchange the interleaving pattern
between the transmitter and receiver, which typically turns to be inefficient for small packet
communications.
B. Complexity Reduction for IDMA
The original IDMA [PLW06] achieves low rate coding by concatenating channel coding with
repetition coding, which allows the access of multiple users to achieve an overloaded system. The
IDMA detection and decoding perform in an iterative manner. The channel decoder and the
multiuser detector ESE exchange the soft-out information during the iterations, in order to decode
the data of N users step by step. The number of iterations can be reduced by channel code design
to match the multiuser detection. Nevertheless, the channel decoding has to be executed for N
users during each iteration, which is essentially the reason, why IDMA is regarded as an approach
with medium to high complexity.
Therefore, possible modifications have to be considered for IDMA. In [ZH07], a multi-carrier
IDMA scheme is proposed. Initially, the authors did not focus on the complexity issue of IDMA.
As a matter of fact, [ZH07] is very insightful to let us to re-think the complexity reduction for
IDMA. In Figure 4-22, a modified low-complexity IDMA architecture is presented. First of all,
the repetition coding is replaced by a spreader with spreading factor SF . Especially, N users

share SF spreading codes, with N  SF , which still yields an overloaded system. Secondly, at
the receiver side, the channel decoder is removed from the iteration loop. Within an iteration, the
despreader will compute the extrinsic information and exchange the soft-out information with
ESE. The operation at despreader will be linear operation. Comparing to the channel decoding at
each iteration for each user, huge computational requirements can be saved. Further, being
additional degree of freedom, the channel decoder can be optionally involved in the iteration, e.g.
every 5 iterations. Alternatively, if the likelihood of the signal stream of user n is reliable enough

h
due to having adequate channel quality n , the channel decoder of user n can as well be put into
the iteration loop to accelerate the iterations.
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Figure 4-22: A low-complexity IDMA architecture

Figure 4-23: Coded BER vs. SNR, IDMA-BPSK, 6 users, SF = 2, code rate 1/2, Rayleigh fading 3
km/h, ideal channel estimation

In Figure 4-23, we present the numerical results for a 6-user IDMA-BPSK system with perfect
channel estimation. For the spreading factor SF  2 , the overloading factor becomes
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N SF 100%  300% . In order to demonstrate the applicability of modified IDMA
architecture, the channel decoder is not involved in the iteration at all. It can be clearly observed
that the system delivers generally adequate performance with 10 to 15 iterations, by balancing the
performance and complexity.
C. Summary
In this final deliverable, we review the advantage of IDMA and have an outlook of its challenges
as well. After the study, it is realized that the strong aspect of IDMA is its capability to achieve
an overloaded system for both synchronous and asynchronous communications. Fundamentally,
IDMA is based on Gaussian approximation. The superposition of certain number of users is
welcome in order to realize the central limit theorem. Instead of the hard interference cancellation,
IDMA alternatively carries out a soft variant. Namely IDMA cancels out the one-order and
second-order statistics of the user of interest, which is generally more precise than the hard
interference cancellation. On the other side, the channel estimation and detection complexity are
the challenges of IDMA. The precision and expense of IDMA can be significantly influenced, if
the number of active IDMA users increase. Hence, throughout the deliverables and internal
reports, we focus on pilot scheme for NOMA, control signaling to convey the interleaving pattern,
and the modified IDMA transmit and receive architecture. All of them belong to the key elements
to enable and exploit IDMA in a practical system. As the standardization for 5G new radio is
intensively going on, 5G new radio will select the MA schemes for different type of traffics. There
are more than 10 candidate solutions, and IDMA is one among them. Being independent from the
result of MA scheme selection within 5G context, IDMA belongs to one of the prominent MA
solutions and points out how to possibly realize superposition coding, and this is insightful enough
to influence the wireless communication society.

4.3.1.2 Uplink NOMA based on FQAM
The use of non-orthogonal frequency quadrature amplitude modulation (FQAM) as a multiple
access scheme for uplink was explored. This will be referred to as NFQAM. In NFQAM, the
users can use the same resources to transmit FQAM symbols, and at the receiver MUD will be
implemented for users’ separation [AMN16]. NFQAM combines the benefits from the
interference handling property of FQAM with the high spectral-efficiency and number of
supported users of NOMA, rendering NFQAM a promising multiple access scheme for 5G
networks. In addition, we propose the use of iterative MUD and decoding (MUDD) approach to
improve the performance on NFQAM. With the iterative process, the performance of MUD will
be greatly enhanced by utilizing the information derived by the channel decoder.
Results [AMN16] have shown that while QAM modulation has very bad performance due to the
inter-cell interference, FQAM shows very desirable performance. This is due to the non-Gaussian
distribution of ICI in FQAM. Despite the fact that two users use the same resources at the same
time, NFQAM still significantly outperforms QAM modulation. However, there is 7.9 dB gap at
1% BLER compared to orthogonal-FQAM. However, using iterative MUDD significantly
improves the performance of NFQAM system. With only one iteration, the BLER performance
is improved by about 4.3 dB at 1% BLER. Further iterations improve NFQAM performance,
making the total gain of MUDD 6.2 dB at 10-2 BLER. MUDD bridges the gap between NFQAM
and OMA-FQAM from 7.9 dB to 1.6 dB. From the BER/BLER results, it can be concluded that
the iterative MUDD with few iterations can significantly improve the performance of NFQAM
systems. The spectral efficiency is also significantly increased by using NFQAM. Up to 85%
increase is observed over FQAM at BLER of 10-1 [AMN16].
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4.3.1.3 Linear multi user detectors for FBMC/OQAM in massive MIMO
configurations
Linear multi-user receivers are one of the most attractive alternatives for large-scale multi-antenna
processing. The fact that signals from the different antennas are only linearly combined (instead
of going through more complex processing procedures) makes them a very good solution in large
antenna systems, where computational complexity constraints are an issue. While large-scale
signal processing has been well studied in OFDM systems, where each subcarrier essentially
behaves like a frequency flat channel, the applicability of these type of architectures in
combination with more complex waveforms is still an open problem.
In contrast to classical OFDM, novel multicarrier waveforms are typically based on pulse shaping
procedures that destroy the subcarrier orthogonality in the presence of severe frequency
selectivity. The problem becomes inherently difficult in large distributed antenna systems, which
try to emulate a virtual massive MIMO configuration. Signals traveling over very different
distances will experience very different delays, which will lead to a stronger channel frequency
selectivity of the equivalent radiofrequency channel. This will have a non-trivial impact on the
physical layer performance of the distributed system.
The objective of this section is to characterize this detrimental performance effect of channel
frequency selectivity in large scale antenna systems. Three different types of receiver are
considered. The linear minimum mean squared error (LMMSE) multi-user receiver will consist
of a linear filter implemented to minimize the MSE between its output and the transmitted
symbols. If 𝜔𝑘 denotes the frequency associated to the 𝑘th sub-carrier and if 𝐇(𝜔𝑘 ) denotes the
associated 𝑁𝑅 × 𝑁𝑇 channel matrix, the linear receiver is constructed as
−𝟏

𝐀(𝜔𝑘 ) = 𝐇(𝜔𝑘 )(𝐇 𝑯 (𝜔𝑘 )𝐇(𝜔𝑘 ) + 𝜆𝐈𝑁𝑇 )

where 𝜆 is the inverse of the signal to noise ratio. On the other hand, the zero forcing (ZF) receiver
simply inverts the channel matrix assuming 𝑁𝑅 ≥ 𝑁𝑇 and is implemented as
−𝟏

𝐀(𝜔𝑘 ) = 𝐇(𝜔𝑘 ) (𝐇 𝑯 (𝜔𝑘 )𝐇(𝜔𝑘 ))

Finally, the Matched Filter (MF) does not perform full matrix inversion and is directly
implemented as
−𝟏

𝐀(𝜔𝑘 ) = 𝐇(𝜔𝑘 ) (diag (𝐇 𝑯 (𝜔𝑘 )𝐇(𝜔𝑘 )))

where the inverse of the diagonal matrix is included in order to equalize the signal in the absence
of multiuser interference.
Observe that the above linear processing architectures operate on a per-subcarrier basis, namely
each linear receiver is applied to the demodulated signal at each carrier frequency. This procedure
is optimal when using orthogonal waveforms such as OFDM, but may perform rather poorly in
the presence of strong channel selectivity in combination with more advanced waveform designs.
In particular, it is well known that the presence of strong channel time-frequency selectivity can
be quite detrimental in this type of receiving architecture when using filterbank-based multicarrier
(FBMC) waveforms. Fortunately, the orthogonality of FBMC systems can easily be recovered by
means of simple additional linear processing at the subcarrier level [MG16b]. The main idea of
this advanced architectures is illustrated in Figure 4-24 below, which represents a two-stage
parallel architecture that is able to operate under strong channel frequency selectivity. The main
idea behind this receive architecture is to consider a Taylor approximation of the receiver 𝐀(𝜔)
around each subcarrier frequency 𝜔𝑘 . As a consequence of this principle, the receiver is able to
operate under strong channel selectivity by simply replicating the per-subcarrier receiver
architecture, but built from sequential time-domain derivatives of the prototype pulses and
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frequency-domain derivatives of the receiver 𝐀(𝜔) in the frequency domain (see [MG16b] for
further details). One of the main advantages of this type of parallel processing architecture is the
fact that additional stages operate under the linear principle and do not add additional signal
processing latency. Furthermore, the concept can easily be generalized to combat the presence of
strong time selectivity as illustrated in [RMP+17]. For all these reasons, this processing
architecture is especially useful in combination of massive antenna deployments.

Figure 4-24: Parallel multi-stage architecture for FBMC receivers under strong channel frequency
selectivity.

One of the main difficulties in the implementation of this type of linear multiuser receiver comes
from the fact that they require the acquisition of full channel state information at the receiver.
This is because these multiuser receivers would typically operate in relatively loaded traffic
conditions, whereby the number of users is as large as the number of receive antennas. This
implies the estimation of a large dimensional channel matrix, which requires the coordination of
the multiple users in the system. These systems will typically need to transmit a sequence of (near)
orthogonal pilots, which necessarily occupy bandwidth and transmission time. In order to
guarantee the practicality of this type of linear receivers, the synchronous generation of these pilot
sequences will necessarily need to be accounted for in future versions of the 5G standard. In any
case, we assume in this study that these pilot sequences have been generated and used to provide
a perfect estimation of the channel at the receiving end.
As mentioned above, we have studied the asymptotic performance in terms of output MSE of the
three linear multiuser detectors. For simplicity, only conventional (single stage) processing was
considered herein. Out of all the potential candidates for 5G waveform investigated in WP3, we
have selected FBMC/OQAM because it provides optimal spectrum efficiency under continuous
transmissions and because of the complete absence of cyclic prefix, which makes it especially
vulnerable to the presence of strong frequency selectivity. In our analysis, the channel was
randomly generated according to the finite impulse response model of 𝐿 taps, namely
1/2

1/2

𝐇(𝜔) = ∑𝐿𝑙=1 𝐂𝑅𝑋 𝐆𝑙 𝐂 𝑇𝑋,𝑙 𝑒 −𝑗(𝑙−1)𝜔
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where 𝐂𝑅𝑋 is the 𝑁𝑅 × 𝑁𝑅 correlation matrix at the receive side, 𝐂 𝑇𝑋,𝑙 is the 𝑁𝑇 × 𝑁𝑇 correlation
matrix between transmitters at delay 𝑙 , and 𝐆𝑙 is a matrix of independent and identically
distributed complex Gaussian standard entries. Note that in the case of an (uplink) multiuser
multiple access channel with single antenna users, 𝐂 𝑇𝑋,𝑙 will typically be diagonal and will
account for the different receive powers of the active users. Furthermore, note that this channel
model is a generalization of previously considered models in Deliverable D4.1 [FAN16-D410]
because here there exist transmit/receive spatial correlations, and the transmit correlation matrix
is allowed to depend on the tap index. This implies that, in practice, each transmitter may have a
different power delay profile (PDP), which is much more realistic than the previous assumption
where all users were assumed to be subject to the same power delay characteristics.
The asymptotic performance measures were obtained using random matrix theory tools under the
assumption that 1 ≪ 𝑁𝑅 , 𝑁𝑇 ≪ 𝑀, where 𝑀 here is the number of subcarriers. This means that
the number of subcarriers is much larger than the number of transmit and receive antennas, which
are also large. Furthermore, we also assume that 𝑁𝑅 , 𝑁𝑇 are comparable in magnitude (i.e. both
large with the quotient converging to a constant).
We remark here again that in Section 4.3.1.3 of Deliverable D4.1 [FAN16-D410] we provided
some initial results for this model under the assumption that there was no correlation at either side
of the communications link and all the channels presented the same PDP. Here we generalize this
result to the case where there exists non-zero correlation among the channels seen from/to the
transmitters/receivers, and we assume different transmit covariance matrices at each tap index.
Furthermore, we generalize the expression of Deliverable D4.1 [FAN16-D410] (which was only
applicable to the zero forcer receiver) to the LMMSE and the MF receiver. More details can be
found in [MRN16, RMH+17]. Since the obtained expressions are rather complicated, we present
here only the results for the LMMSE and the ZF receivers for uncorrelated transmitters and refer
the reader to [MRN16, RMH+17] for further details on the MF and correlations at both sides.
When the transmitters are uncorrelated, the covariance matrix associated with the lth tap takes the
1/2
expression 𝐂 𝑇𝑋,𝑙 = 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔(√𝛽1,𝑙 , ⋯ , √𝛽𝑁𝑇 ,𝑙 ) where 𝛽𝑛,𝑙 is the power associated to the 𝑙th tap of
the 𝑛th transmitting user. Based on this, we define the matrices
𝐃=∑

𝐿
𝑙=1

𝐂 𝑇𝑋,𝑙 ,

𝐃2𝑎𝑣 = 𝐃−1 ∑

𝐿

𝑙𝐂 𝑇𝑋,𝑙 , and

𝑙=1

𝐃2𝑟𝑚𝑠 = 𝐃−1 ∑

𝐿

𝑙 2 𝐂 𝑇𝑋,𝑙 − 𝐃2𝑎𝑣 .

𝑙=1

These are all 𝑁𝑇 × 𝑁𝑇 diagonal matrices that respectively contain, at the 𝑛th diagonal entry, the
mean channel power, the average channel delay and the delay spread associated with the channel
of the 𝑛th user.
We have established that the MSE at the output of the LMMSE receiver has the same asymptotic
behaviour as the deterministic quantity:
MSE𝐿𝑀𝑀𝑆𝐸 =

𝑃𝑇
𝑃𝑇 𝜂̃
−1
(1 − 𝛿(𝜆)𝛿̃(𝜆)) +
tr [𝐃(𝛿̃(𝜆)𝐃 + 𝜆𝐈𝑁𝑇 ) 𝐃2𝑎𝑣 ]
2
𝑁𝑇
𝑃𝑇 𝜂̃
𝛼(𝜆)𝛾̃(𝜆)
+
tr [
𝐃𝐃2𝑟𝑚𝑠 ]
𝑁𝑇
1 − 𝛾(𝜆)𝛾̃(𝜆)
𝑃𝑇 𝜂̃
𝜆𝛼̃(𝜆)
−2
+
tr [
𝐃(𝛿̃(𝜆)𝐃 + 𝜆𝐈𝑁𝑇 ) 𝐃2𝑟𝑚𝑠 ]
𝑁𝑇
1 − 𝛾(𝜆)𝛾̃(𝜆)

where 𝑃𝑇 is the total transmitted power, 𝜂̃ is a modulation-specific parameter, and where the
quantities 𝛿(𝜆), 𝛿̃(𝜆), 𝛾(𝜆), 𝛾̃(𝜆), 𝛼(𝜆), 𝛼̃(𝜆) are solutions to certain polynomial equations that
depend on the correlation matrices. More specifically, the pair (𝛿(𝜆), 𝛿̃(𝜆)) is constructed as the
unique positive pair of solutions to the system of equations
𝛿(𝜆) =
Dissemination level: Public
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𝛿̃(𝜆) =

1
−1
tr [𝐂𝑅𝑋 (𝛿(𝜆)𝐂𝑅𝑋 + 𝐈𝑁𝑅 ) ].
𝑁𝑇

On the other hand, using (𝛿(𝜆), 𝛿̃(𝜆)) we define
1
−2
tr [𝐃(𝛿̃(𝜆)𝐃 + 𝜆𝐈𝑁𝑇 ) ]
𝑁𝑇

𝛾(𝜆) =

1
−2
tr [𝐃2 (𝛿̃(𝜆)𝐃 + 𝜆𝐈𝑁𝑇 ) ]
𝑁𝑇

1
−2
tr [𝐂𝑅𝑋 (𝛿(𝜆)𝐂𝑅𝑋 + 𝐈𝑁𝑅 ) ]
𝑁𝑇

𝛾̃(𝜆) =

1
−2
2
tr [𝐂𝑅𝑋
(𝛿(𝜆)𝐂𝑅𝑋 + 𝐈𝑁𝑅 ) ].
𝑁𝑇

𝛼(𝜆) =
𝛼̃(𝜆) =

The expression for the zero forcer (ZF) is exactly the same one as above but forcing 𝜆 = 0 in all
the quantities. Similar expressions can be obtained for the matched filter, see further
[MRN16,RMH+17]. Observe that, as it happened in the simpler uncorrelated case where all users
shared the same power delay profile, the asymptotic performance is uniform over the whole
spectral band, and crucially depends on the channel degree of frequency selectivity though the
average delay and the delay spread of the channel of the different users.
Figure 4-25Figure 4-24 below represents the simulated SINR versus the asymptotic one for two
situations where the number of receive antennas and the number of users was respectively fixed
to (25 and 15, upper plot) and (50 and 30, lower plot). In all these scenarios, the users where
divided into three classes, and the corresponding channels were generated according to an ITU
EPA, EVA and ETU spatially uncorrelated channel models. Results are shown for the ZF receiver
only, although similar plots have been obtained for the LMMSE and the MF receivers. Observe
that as the number of antennas at either side of the communications link increases, the asymptotic
approximation becomes more and more reliable.
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Figure 4-26: Measured versus asymptotic SINR as a function of the ratio between the total
transmitted power and the noise power per receive antenna (intercarrier separation of 15 kHz and
no spatial correlation). The users experimented the ITU EPA, EVA and ETU channel models with
equal probability.
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4.3.2 Code design
4.3.2.1 Practical distributed code and relaying function design for the
multiple access multiple relay channel
In our work, we consider the usage of relays in the uplink of a cell, with the main target on MBB
services. We analyzed the outage behavior of the Dynamic Selective Decode-and-Forward (DSDF) relaying protocol, previously introduced in [MVB15] and [FAN16-D410], where its
practical code design was proposed. We consider slow fading Multiple Access Multiple Relay
Channel (MAMRC), defined as follows:
1. Multiple statistically independent sources communicate with a single destination with
the help of multiple half-duplex dedicated relays;
2. The links between the different nodes are independent, and subject to slow fading and
additive white Gaussian noise;
3. Sources and cooperating relays interfere (non-orthogonal transmission);
4. No Channel State Information (CSI) at senders and perfect CSI at receivers are
available and no fjeedback is allowed (Figure 4-27).

5.
Figure 4-27: (𝑴, 𝑳, 𝟏)-Multiple Access Multiple Relay Channel (MAMRC).

Different instances of the D-SDF protocol have been considered, depending on the selection
strategy at the relays. Under the assumption that each relay sender employs joint network channel
coding and each receiver implements joint network channel decoding, individual and common
outage events are characterized. The outage behavior analysis has demonstrated that D-SDF
outperforms static SDF and MAC (where all relays are turned off) in a variety of transmission
scenarios [MVB16].
As a demonstration example (Figure 4-28), we focus on the symmetric individual ε-outage
achievable rate (𝑅𝜀𝑖𝑛𝑑 ), where 𝜀 = 0.01. We consider an (𝑀, 3,1)-MAMRC, where the number
of sources is equal to 𝑀 = 2,3,4, the number of relays is equal to 𝐿 = 3, 𝑚𝑑 = 𝑚𝑟 = 1, and
𝛾𝑠,𝑟 = 𝛾𝑟,𝑑 = 𝛾𝑠,𝑑 = 𝛾 . 𝑚𝑥 denotes the number of receiving antennas of a node 𝑥 , and 𝛾𝑥,𝑦
denotes the average received power at the receiver 𝑦 from transmitter 𝑥 . In static SDF, the
listening factor 𝛼 is 2⁄3 (the fraction of the total number of available channel uses in which relays
are in the listening phase). In D-SDF, two extreme cases were considered for the quality of relayto-relay (R-R) links (marked with green color arrows on the Figure 4-27): (1) 𝛾𝑟,𝑟´ = 0; and (2)
𝛾𝑟,𝑟´ = ∞, and only waiting for all selection strategy (where each relay decides to switch from
listening to forwarding as soon as it successfully decodes all the sources, see [MVB15],
[FAN16-D410]) is investigated. We observe that waiting for all D-SDF achieves better rates than
static SDF, and also the difference between achievable rates with perfect and imperfect R-R links
is very small, due to symmetry of sources-to-relays (S-R) links (marked with red color arrows on
the Figure 4-27).
In the next steps, we will consider the existence of the limited feed-back from the destination to
the sources and the relays.
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Figure 4-28: 𝑹𝒊𝒏𝒅
𝜺 (𝜸) of waiting for all D-SDF vs static SDF in (𝑴, 𝟑, 𝟏)-MAMRC, where 𝑴 =
𝟐, 𝟑, 𝟒, 𝜸𝒔,𝒓 = 𝜸𝒓,𝒅 = 𝜸𝒔,𝒅 = 𝜸.

4.3.2.2 Code design for iterative multiuser detection
Traditional channel codes designed for AWGN channels are in general not well suited for
advanced iterative receivers, as the reliability of the decoder input signal increases during the
iterations. In Section 4.3.1.1, this issue was addressed by introducing an additional inner repetition
or linear spreading code such that many users transmit simultaneously at very low spectral
efficiencies. As an alternative, a sparse resource allocation may be used to reduce the complexity
of joint detection such that in each resource block only a relatively small number of users is active.
This is particularly beneficial for highly time and frequency selective channels, since otherwise
the channel estimation overhead reduces the achievable sum rate, as illustrated in Figure 4-29 for
a block fading channel model.

Figure 4-29: Achievable sum rates with pilot-aided (solid) and decision-directed (dashed) channel
estimation vs. number of active users for different fading block lengths T

The iterative detection and decoding process can be analysed by considering the extrinsic
information transfer (EXIT) functions of the individual receiver components. Figure 4-30 shows
examples for the multi-user detector at different SNR and overloading factors, where the
following detection algorithms are compared:




A-posteriori probability detection (APP)
Soft-output sphere detection (SOSD)
Parallel interference cancellation (PIC)

It can be observed that the EXIT functions highly depend on the channel conditions. PIC, which
is based on a Gaussian approximation of the interference, is well suited for a relatively large
number of active users operating at low SNR. On the other hand, SOSD works best if a smaller
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number of users transmits at higher SNR, which is typically the case for non-orthogonal multiple
access schemes based on a sparse resource allocation.

Figure 4-30: EXIT functions of the multi-user detector for Rayleigh fading and 2, 3, 4, or 6 active
users (from top to bottom) with fixed total SNR

Figure 4-31: Illustration of IRA code design for iterative multi-user detection

In order to approach the capacity limits of the multiple access channel, the EXIT function of the
decoder must be matched to the curve of the detector, as the difference between both curves
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corresponds to a rate loss. To this end, we consider a design framework for non-systematic
irregular repeat-accumulate (IRA) codes similar to [LBW+14] that is illustrated in Figure 4-31.
For simplicity, we only show the decoder of one user and omit the interleavers between the blocks.
The decoder for the accumulator (including puncturing and systematic doping) is characterized
by two 3D EXIT functions describing the extrinsic information provided to the detector and the
outer repetition (or variable node) decoder depending on the corresponding a-priori information
from these two blocks. The first function is used to determine the required a-priori information
from the repetition decoder for a given target EXIT function defined by the detector. In a second
step the a-priori informations are mapped to a target EXIT function for the repetition decoder,
which is then used to determine the repetition profile by curve fitting as shown in the lower right
subfigure. The resulting EXIT function of the overall code in the lower left subfigure closely
follows that of the detector and deviates from it only slightly at higher a-priori information.
Note that the proposed approach allows to design individual codes for each user (e.g., due to
different rate requirements or near-far effects). In addition, the maximum number of iterations
between the detector and the decoder can be taken into account for the code design, which enables
a flexible tradeoff between performance and complexity. The described framework can be applied
to all non-orthogonal multiple access schemes based on iterative receivers, which are currently
under discussion for future 5G systems.

4.3.3 Resource identification
D2D scenarios suffer from the exploding numbers of possible communication links with the
increasing number of devices. Setting up a new connection, the link quality has to be measured
to assure an efficient communication. However, the information exchange comes with the cost of
increased communication overhead. Nevertheless, with the identification of the communication
resources and therefore also the spectral channel power, the link quality could be measured in
advance from already active links.
We consider a multi-user scenario with spatially distributed users. Here, in addition to the work
on complex pilot symbols, we focus on a scenario, where each user transmits complex symbols
with constant amplitude in the frequency domain. The transmission resources are assigned in
blocks exclusively to each user, but on random basis, where the blocksize represents the number
of adjacent resources in frequency domain allocated by a single user. Thus, the allocated resource
blocks of each user are non-adjacent and distributed over the frequency domain. A receiver
observes a power spectral density of the superposition of these signals (cf. Figure 4-32), but has
no knowledge about the channel and the used resource map [WJW+16].

Figure 4-32: Exemplary two-user scenario, where OFDM resources are randomly, but exclusively
allocated. The receiver just observes the power spectral density, which results from the
superposition of both signals [WJW+16].

The receiver is faced with a joint estimation problem, where both, the resource map and the
channel characteristics must be retrieved. In particular, the power spectral density of the channel
from each user and the corresponding user resource map has to be estimated. Since the circular
autocorrelation of the channel impulse response represents the power spectral density in time
domain, the time domain vector has still sparse properties if the channel impulse response is
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sparse. The question arises, if the receiver is able to identify the non-adjacent resources belonging
to the same user by just observing the power spectral density. In other words, is it possible to
jointly identify the power spectral density and the resource map of each user by exploiting the
sparse properties of the multipath channel? Knowing the resource map, the circular
autocorrelation of the channel impulse response can be simply estimated by standard channel
estimation algorithms.
We extended the objective function to minimize the l1-norm of the circular autocorrelation of the
channel impulse response of all users, which shall identify the applied resource map. We
investigated the feasibility of the l1-norm as an objective function by simulations. Therefore, the
receiver has knowledge about the used blocksize. The simulations are performed using a 20 MHz
cyclic-prefix OFDM-system and ITU block-fading channel models EPA and EVA [36.101].
Since the evaluation of all possible allocations is impractical, only a well-chosen subset of
allocation is considered. For the sub-problem of estimating the power spectral density and
therefore the circular autocorrelation of the channel impulse response from each user, two
algorithms are used. The classical l2-norm based reduced-rank least squares (RRLS) and l1-norm
based basis pursuit denoising (BPDN) algorithm.
The results of the feasibility study are presented in Figure 4-33. A successful identification is
achieved, if the objective function returns the correct resource map within the subset. In particular,
the identification is successful, if the l1-norm of the circular autocorrelation of the channel is the
smallest for the correct allocation map. The success probability denotes the percentage of
successful identification for a given SNR value. In Figure 4-33 we see, that the success probability
highly depends on the selected algorithm, blocksize and channel. In general it can be stated, that
(i) the ITU EPA channel model with smaller excess delay is better suited than the ITU EVA
channel model, (ii) an increased blocksize achieves better success probability and (iii) l1-norm
based algorithm outperforms the l2-norm least squares. In addition, the increased sparsity of the
circular autocorrelation of the channel in contrast to pure channel impulse response results in
performance degradation. Especially for the large excess delay of the ITU EVA channel model,
the used cyclic-prefix may not be suitable to operate just on power spectral density observations.
Furthermore, the resources are not well distributed for large blocksize to retrieve the power
spectral density of each user and therefore the correct allocation map.

Figure 4-33: Comparison of reduced-rank least squares (RRLS) and basis pursuit denoising
(BPDN) for ITU EPA/EVA block-fading channel [36.101] for blocksize (BS) one and 16 [WJW+16].

In conclusion, just observing the power spectral density enables the identification of the
resource map in a multi-user scenario. Thus, the phase of the complex transmission symbols is
not required and can be arbitrarily chosen.

4.3.4 Practical aspects of large system (asymptotic) analysis
Large system analysis is a general term that refers to a collection of techniques for the asymptotic
analysis of the performance of wireless systems, whereby one or more parameters in the scenario
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are taken to be asymptotically large. In wireless systems, large system analysis is typically
performed by assuming that both the number of serviced users and the number of serving base
stations or antennas are asymptotically large but comparable in magnitude, in the sense that the
quotient between these two parameters converges to a fixed value. It turns out that, thanks to the
fact that asymptotics are taken with respect to a bidimensional limit, large system analyses offer
in practice a very accurate description of the finite system performance. This is because
performance typically depends on the load of the system, namely the number of users per serving
base station (BS) antenna.
In order to illustrate the practical importance of large system analysis, we consider here a multiuser uplink scenario where a set of 𝑁𝑇 transmitting users are received by a set of spatially
distributed BS, each one of them employing a constant number of 𝑁𝑅 receive antennas. The
MIMO channel observed at the multiple sites is assumed to be random and independently
generated according to a multi-tap profile, where the channel coefficients associated to each tap
are independent and identically distributed Rayleigh random variables. We assume that the power
delay profile of the channel is generally different for each channel, and may depend on the user
and on the receiving site.
We consider a cooperative multi-point (CoMP) receiving architecture, whereby the signals
collected at the multiple BS are linearly combined according to an LMMSE or a ZF receiver. The
signals at the different BS are assumed to be frequency synchronized, although we allow for
different delays in the different BS as well as different power scaling, which are incorporated in
the corresponding power delay profile (see Figure 4-34 below for an illustration). The signals are
assumed to employ a FBMC/OQAM modulation with conventional equalization (single tap
processing per subcarrier). This type of receiving architecture is very convenient for large scale
implementations due to their simplicity of implementation, although may not provide the best
performance in the presence of highly frequency selective channels.
Given a physical configuration of the BS, we are interested in finding out which is the best
combination of signals that maximizes the distributed MIMO system performance. Note that
including novel BS in the reception process will always increase the diversity order of the system
but, depending on how far away these stations are from one another, the associated transportation
delays will generate additional channel frequency selectivity, which will in turn lead to a
performance degradation of the whole radio link, due to the fact that the employed modulation is
inherently non-orthogonal under strong channel frequency selectivity. Therefore, there will exist
a tradeoff between how many BS we consider in the scenario, and the distance among them
(which will generate additional frequency selectivity). Increasing the number of BS will bring in
additional diversity, but will also generate channel selectivity that will degrade the performance
due to the imperfect waveform equalization.
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Figure 4-34: Multi-cell mMIMO scenario considered here. The power delay profile of the channels
from the central cell to the adjacent ones may be distinct, e.g. accounting for the distinct
propagation delays and different path-loss.

To illustrate this point, we consider here a scenario with three different cells, with a constant
distance among them. The channels between all UE of a specific site and their associated BS
follow a fixed ITU model with subcarrier spacing equal to 15 kHz. We are therefore inherently
assuming that each user is timing synchronized with its own BS reference signals. On top of that,
we modify the power delay profile between the users of one cell and the adjacent cells with a
given delay plus a power scaling (due to the distance difference) according to a path loss exponent
equal to 4. The pathloss associated to the own cell is assumed to be compensated for by the power
control mechanism. We assume uncorrelated fading for all the links in the scenario, and a uniform
spatial distribution of users at each cell. The total transmitted power per cell (aggregated over all
users) is fixed to be 30dB above the noise power per receive antenna. We assume that the number
of antennas per BS and the number of UEs are both asymptotically large and have the same order
of magnitude (cf. Section 4.3.1.3). Using large system analysis tools, we have a closed form
deterministic expression of the MSE at the output of a linear receiver that asymptotically
approximates the average performance of the system. It is worth pointing out that this expression
is deterministic and does not depend on the fast fading realization of the channel, so it provides a
very useful tool to analyze the macroscopic behavior of the multi-cell system.
Figure 4-35 and Figure 4-36 below illustrate the asymptotic Es/N0 as a function of the inter-site

distance for the above scenario. (Note that results are represented in terms of Es/N0 instead of
SNR in order to account for the fact that the spectrum is reused across multiple cells in a CoMP
setting.) Observe that when the sites are placed very close to one another, it is always useful to
incorporate additional BS to provide additional degrees of diversity in the reception process.
However, as the distance between these sites increases, the effect of the additional channel
frequency selectivity comes into play, and degrades the system performance. Given a fixed intersite distance, there is always an optimum number of BS that should cooperate in order to provide
the best macroscopic performance. As illustrated below, this optimum MIMO configuration can
easily be established using large system analysis tools.
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Figure 4-35: Asymptotic Es/N0 for the ZF receiver as a function of the inter-site separation. All
channels follow a spatially uncorrelated ITU EVA model with subcarrier separation of 15 kHz.
Each of the sites uses 25 antennas and the total transmitted power per cell was 30dB above the
noise power per receive antenna.
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Figure 4-36: Asymptotic Es/N0 for the ZF receiver as a function of the inter-site distance. All
channels follow a spatially uncorrelated ITU ETU model (left) and ITU EPA model (right) with
subcarrier separation of 15 kHz. Each of the sites uses 25 antennas and the total transmitted power
per cell was 30dB above the noise power per receive antenna.
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4.3.5 Performance, complexity and standardization impact
Below are a series of tables providing an ‘at a glance’ review of the key properties of each
proposed receiver concept. This includes indicators of measured performance gains alongside the
metrics by which they were measured, as well as an analysis of the introduced complexity (if any)
to achieve these advances. Finally, each table provides an analysis of the air interface changes
and standardisation requirements required for the implementation of each receiver.

Interleave Division Multiple Access (IDMA)
Receiver Concept IDMA is a user-specific-interleaving-based iterative processing
concept.
SID/Use Case
Properties Both for MBB and MMC
Metric
Performance Gain Signal-to-Noise Ratio
Achievable Rate

Direction
UL

Measured Gain

Baseline

Closely approach the LTE baseline
single user bound
300% overloading or LTE baseline
possibly more

Provided Gain / IDMA can support synchronous and asynchronous communications
Usefulness by adaptive transmitter and receiver structure. This makes IDMA can
flexibly support both MBB and MMC type of traffic.
Exploiting Gaussian approximation and soft Parallel Interference
Cancellation, IDMA has strong capability to accommodate multiple
users simultaneously.
Complexity Being not similar to the LTE baseline MMSE Receiver, IDMA is a
non-linear and iterative structure. The complexity is generally higher
than the baseline.
On the other side, the receiver structure of IDMA is flexible as well.
As presented in D4.2 as example, the FEC decoder is excluded from
the iteration, which can significantly reduce the complexity.
Air Interface
Changes /
Standardization
Requirements

Receiver Concept

IDMA belongs to the art of superposition coding, which requires the
air interface change any way, e.g. the control signal design to
exchange the user-specific interleaving patterns, pilot design to
enable the channel estimation.

Iterative Multiuser Detection and Decoding for Uplink NOMA
with FQAM
SID/Use Case
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Properties MMC (mainly), MBB
Metric
Performance Gain SINR

UL
Measured Gain
~ 5 dB @ 0.1 BLER

Baseline
Non-iterative
(single-shot) receiver

Provided Gain / Improves the performance of uplink NOMA. NOMA is required in 5G
Usefulness to support more number of users in the system (especially in MMC).
Complexity Compared with non-iterative (single-shot) receiver, the proposed
iterative receiver has N times complexity (N is the number of iterations
typical values range from 2-4).
Air Interface The receiver itself does not require air interface changes. NOMA based
Changes / on FQAM requires standardisation modifications with respect to LTE
Standardisation (e.g. modulation from QAM to FQAM for all/some users, uplink
Requirements DMRS, downlink control signal for scheduling multiple users of the
same resources).

Receiver Concept

Properties

Performance Gain

Provided Gain /
Usefulness

Linear multi-stage receivers for FBMC
SID/Use Case

Direction

MBB, MMC

UL

Metric

Measured Gain

Baseline

Signal to Noise plus
Distorsion Ratio

~ 4 dB

FMBC/OQAM
baseline

Rate Increase

~ 30%

LTE baseline

Since the receive architecture is based on linear processing, it turns out
to be particularly useful in situations with a massive number of
antennas (mMIMO).
The advanced (multi-stage) receiver is useful in scenarios where the
channel frequency selectivity is high with respect to the subcarrier
separation. The architecture can be generalized to tackle scenarios with
strong Doppler (strong channel time selectivity).
Since the receiver operates without adding extra latency, it can be
useful in situations with low latency requirements.

Complexity

The conventional receiver (one stage) has the same complexity as a
conventional OFDM-based linear receiver (taking aside the
computational cost associated to the FBMC demodulator).
The advanced (two stages) receiver has a complexity increase of
approximately 100% with respect to the baseline receiver.

Air Interface
Changes /
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conventional CSI information in the time-frequency axis, as provided
by LTE. No additional signaling is required.

Iterative joint detection and decoding based on MAP detection (full
sum-product algorithm)
SID/Use Case

Properties MBB

Direction
UL

Metric

Measured Gain

Baseline

Performance Gain BLER throughput
Provided Gain / NOMA for Multiple Access Multiple Relay Channel on UL, with relay
Usefulness helping several sources with network coding. Needed to manage inter
user interference.
Complexity Iterative joint detection and decoding is considered (sum-product
algorithm). The detection part is based on the MAP criterion whose
complexity is exponential in terms of number of bits per modulation
symbol and number of users. Replacing the MAP detector by the
MMSE is well known in the literature.

Air Interface
Changes /
Standardisation
Requirements

We are in semi-static configuration, with perfect CSI available at the
receivers. It can be supported in LTE, with additional in-band signaling
from relays to the base station, carrying the information about the
decoding sets of relays (it depends on the selection strategy which is
used). Due to NOMA, sources are oblivious to the presence of relays.

Resource identification
Receiver Concept Resource identification and channel estimation in utilized spectrum by
passive listening. Compressed sensing based on basis pursuit denoising
(BPDN) using only power spectral density information.
SID/Use Case

Direction

Properties D2D
Metric
Performance Gain Median of success
probability (perfect
resource identification)
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Provided Gain / In order to set up new D2D links (ad hoc) information about the link
Usefulness quality has to be known. The proposed advanced receiver solution
gathers this information from listening to active D2D links. No
additional pilots reducing network efficiency are required. Also the
delay to establish a D2D link is reduced, since the link quality is
already known from previous measurements.
Complexity Channel estimation baseline is the reduced-rank least squares (RRLS)
approach. The complexity of the proposed basis pursuit denoising
(BPDN) solution is larger than the baseline. Complexity reduction with
keeping similar performance can be achieved by using greedy
approaches like orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP).
The exhaustive search to identify the resources is larger to the baseline,
since in the baseline the positions of the resources are known.
Air Interface
Changes /
Standardisation
Requirements

Constant amplitude signals, like phase-shift keying, have to be used.
Otherwise, no change in the air interface is required. However, the new
air interface supports/enables a wider range of scenarios and use cases,
e.g. D2D communication of cars, or in an industry environment, where
our solution provides gains in efficiency and latency.
The proposed advanced receiver solution can also be utilized in LTE,
requiring no additional signaling.
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5 Conclusion
5.1 Context information and RRM
Within the “Context Information and RRM” area, the project has progressed significantly,
proposing a suit of consistent enablers for efficient multi-service orchestration. First, the RRC
machinery has been further developed and refined, so it is now at a mature level. Most noticeably,
it includes a new RRC state that offers advantages for cases with sporadic transmissions. As
compared to LTE, the number of messages are reduced by a factor 2 to 5 for sending a small
packet. The concept of multi-node connectivity has been further broadened for the proposed 5G
air interface concept, including connectivity to more than two cell sites, cases with data
duplication for improved reliability, etc. The enhanced multi-node connectivity scheme offered
improved reliability to meet the mission critical communication requirements, and helps
significantly boost the data rate for mobile broadband users.
Mobility enhancements towards virtually zero data interruption during handovers have been
developed, without random access at every handover. The latter also helps to reduce the handover
preparation time and the needed random access resources, which translates to reduced handover
failure probability. Secondly, solutions with partly UE autonomous cell management decisions
for multi-connectivity users are proposed, offering savings in procedural and signalling
overheads. For the considered scenario, we found that the average number of required RRC
signaling per UE per second is reduced from 4.9 to 0.35 by using UE autonomous secondary cell
management. Similarly, the associated backhaul signalling is reduced by approximately 50%.
Those are attractive gains in terms of both reduced RRC and X2 signaling.
We also proposed a resource allocation framework that tackles different scheduling formats and
user specific control channels for sending the corresponding scheduling grants, while being
capable of offering both orthogonal and non-orthogonal resource allocation. This includes
dynamic scheduling with different TTI sizes, resulting in clear benefits for 5G cases with diverse
services. Our scheduler solution allows operating each link in coherence with its service
constraints. This includes scheduling of users with different TTI sizes to efficiently control the
latency-capacity trade-offs, including asymmetric operation with different uplink and downlink
minimum transmission times to meet coverage constraints. The use of short TTIs for latency
critical communication is a must, while the use of variable TTI lengths is found to offer clear
benefits for mobile broadband users to efficiently adjust according to TCP effects (e.g. slow start
phase), cell load conditions, and the users individual radio conditions. Further, the use of
punctured scheduling is found to be an attractive enabler for the co-existence of mobile broadband
and mission critical communication, without the need for pre-reservation of radio resources for
sporadically arriving payloads with low latency requirements. A novel stochastic optimization
framework for scheduling of heterogeneous traffic has been derived. The later includes a
stochastic controller based on reinforcement learning and neural networks.
Finally, service classification methods, applying machine-learning techniques to identify, extract
and monitor the key QoS parameters of the different ongoing services have also been developed.
Various machine learning mechanisms has been investigated and compared. It is found that the
so-called Decision tree, Random Forest and Gradient Boosting algorithms yields the highest
accuracy, outperforming the other machine learning algorithms. Moreover, our results of using
the concept of confusion matrix show that the Decision Tree and the Random Forest algorithms
result in extremely good results as they miss-classify less than 0.5% of the traffic flows.
Therefore, these two classification mechanisms have been chosen as the most appropriate
algorithms for the service classification. The output of these service classification techniques,
together with the QoS requirements requested by the higher network layers for each user and
respective service, serve as input to the resource management framework.
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5.2 Advanced connectivity options
Within the “Advanced Connectivity Options” area, the focus goes beyond the traditional cellular
downlink and uplink unicast transmissions. In here we consider other more advanced connectivity
options and core services such as Device-to-Device, Massive Access protocols and enablers for
Broadcast/Multicast communications.
For Device-to-Device (D2D) communications to take place, they require mechanisms that enable
proximity discovery and communication mode selection. The latest results are focused on
proximity discovery in cellular, ad-hoc and V2X settings, where the use of full duplex and
interference cancellation receivers have been found to be enablers of fast device discovery.
Furthermore, a novel discovery scheme has been proposed in V2V proximity discovery, which
provides a balance between discovery speed and energy consumption. Still in the V2X D2D
setting, it was proposed how to take advantage of geo-location information of neighboring
vehicles to aid on the radio-resource selection. Finally, it was shown that there is a 25% gain in
network throughput performance when offloading the network using D2D and content caching.
For Massive Machine Communications (MMC) to take place, there is the need for efficient access
protocols capable of withstanding a massive number of devices contending for network access.
We have proposed several random-access schemes of one-stage and two-stages types. Several
physical layer and medium access layer techniques have been considered. The physical layer
techniques include multi-user detection using compressive sensing techniques, collision
resolution and harness of interference using physical layer network coding and non-orthogonal
access with relaxed time-alignment. The medium access layer techniques include coded random
access and signature based access, one/two-stage random access and fast uplink access protocols
with a focus on latency reduction. A common evaluation framework has been defined and a
comparison provided, with the goal of highlighting which kind of approach is suited for a given
access load. These results will help on the design of a robust massive access solutions, by
identifying which techniques lead to higher protocol performance (e.g. the use of the spatial
domain at the receiver leads to a linear increase on the serving capacity with the increase of the
number of receiving antennas, at least in the low antenna number regime), and doing so provide
recommendations on the protocol design for the NR in 3GPP. Furthermore, it was shown that the
proposed protocols outperform the LTE baseline access in the considered KPIs (e.g. the access
latency was reduced by one order of magnitude, the throughput increased by at least one order of
magnitude for high access loads, among others),
Finally, for Broadcast/Multicast communications the focus is mainly on the development of
communication protocols that enable efficient delivery of multimedia content, although also
applicable to other services such as software updates, emergency messages, etc. We have
presented different alternatives to increase system efficiency and flexibility for broadcast and
multicast transmissions. One of these focuses on the extension of non-orthogonal transmission
approaches to broadcast/multicast scenarios, where alternative techniques to NOMA schemes are
considered. Namely, we explored channel coding based approaches and spatial multiplexing
techniques based on beamforming. Another promising approach is allowing the use of feedback
(in the form of ACK/NACK) to introduce flexibility into the system. In this way, higher MCS can
be selected for the broadcast phase to serve most users and compensate worst channel state users
with optimized unicast retransmissions. Results have shown that the combined approach improves
the delivery time, especially for moderate number of active users. The flexibility of the scheme
translates into aggressive approaches in the selection of the MCS.
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5.3 Spectral efficiency enablers
Within the “Spectral Efficiency Enablers” area, three topics were explored: system level
integration of enhanced MIMO, network based interference coordination and advanced multiuser detection techniques.
The first topic, system level MIMO integration, begins with a new over-the-air hardware
calibration procedure which is essential to enable channel reciprocity in TDD mode and can
provide more than 50% throughput gains at high SNR compared to the state of the art.
Additionally, advanced robust MIMO precoding can be used to mitigate the residual errors that
might remain after the calibration procedure. Next a fully scalable framework concept has been
developed flexibly supporting a range of network and UE capabilities, backhaul/fronthaul
availability, different antenna arrays sizes, UE processing with/without channel prediction, etc. It
scales from a 2x2 to a massive 512x8 MIMO setup and starts from a limited intra site only JT
CoMP configuration for combating intra cooperation area interference up to a full interference
mitigation framework performing JT CoMP over three sites. The proposed concept has indicated
an 8-10 times higher average cell spectral efficiency capability compared to 4x4 MIMO LTE in
system level simulations. Further work enhancing the main ‘grid of beam’ ingredient enable user
specific beam adjustment, overcoming losses due to the inherent course quantization. With a
marginal 1-bit feedback per user, more than 2.5 times gain from the ‘GoB beam selection scheme’
baseline was demonstrated.
For the second topic, various network-based ICIC schemes have been developed. The proposed
schemes that tackle downlink interference problems include: (i) coordinated muting and power
boosting, (ii) maximum transmission rank coordination, (iii) interference-subspace coordination,
and (iv) novel small cell on/off solutions based on fuzzy Q-learning. For the uplink, solutions to
manage pilot interference problems are proposed. The proposed solutions for network-based ICIC
are generalized so they are applicable for both centralized and distributed network architectures,
tailored to offer benefits for the KPIs most important for the service that requires interference
protection. As an example, attractive throughput gains for mobile broadband users are observed,
as well as reduced latency and improved reliability for mission critical communications.
The third topic relates to a set of advanced receiver options that have been derived and evaluated.
This topic begins with three receiver concepts on multi user detection: (i) An IDMA receiver for
uplink, flexibly supporting both MBB and MMC types of traffic and an achievable rate of 300%
or more over the LTE baseline. (ii) An iterative FQAM MUD receiver capable of improving the
uplink performance of NOMA by 5dB over a non-iterative receiver. NOMA is required in 5G to
support increasing number of users in the system, namely with MMC. (iii) A Linear multi-stage
receiver for FBMC, providing a Signal to Noise plus Distortion gain of 4dB and rate increase of
approximately 30% when targeted at MBB and MMC use cases. Based on linear processing
means it lends itself well to massive MIMO scenarios. This topic proceeds to present further
enhancement and evaluation on code design. Enhancements in iterative multiuser detection allow
for individual code design tailored for the conditions of each user and can be applied to all NOMA
schemes based on iterative receivers, currently under discussion for future 5G systems.
Furthermore, the need to manage inter user interference with NOMA for Multiple Access
Multiple Relay Channels in uplink is addressed with work on practical distributed coding and
relaying functionality. The topic is continued with resource identification and channel estimation
concept based on passive listening and compressed sensing techniques for D2D use cases. Here
it was shown that the resource map can be identified in a multi-user scenario just through
observation, eliminating the need for costly overhead to establish link quality. This topic is
finalized with a large system analysis used to study FBMC/OQAM mMIMO (Zero Forcing and
Linear MMSE) receivers. The obtained results in a large system regime were shown to be
exploitable in real life finite size systems. Depending on the particular receiver, significant gain
versus the LTE baseline was observed and detailed along with the required complexity increase.
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The investigation of advanced receivers has led to the significant enhancement of the performance
of the proposed technologies (IDMA, NOMA, FBMC etc); thus enabling these technologies to
achieve the desired requirements set out by the core project use cases.
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7 Annexes
7.1 Annex A: Service classification techniques
Figure 7-1 describes the algorithmic procedure that is followed for the classification mechanism.
As can be seen, the first step refers to the collection of a number of traces from different services.
For our simulation scenario, the different traces have been generated using specific traffic models.
More specifically, the generation of different types of MCC /MMC traffic was following the
traffic models presented in 802.16p [802.16p], while for the generation of MBB traffic we assume
video streaming traffic (YouTube) which follows the traffic models presented in [AP12].
Traffic trace of
different services

ML features
selection
Service statistics
processing

Data Sampling
(optional)

(e.g. interarrival time,
packet length,
flow duration)

Training
Phase
Stratified
CrossValidation

Classifier
Model

Figure 7-1: Proposed mechanism for the service classification process

The second step refers to the statistical processing of these traces in order to separate them in
flows. In particular, a flow is considered a series of packets transmissions that have the same
source and destination and for which the inter-arrival time is below a specific threshold. After this
processing, a number of features for each flow is generated including: inter-arrival time statistics
(mean value, standard deviation), packet size statistics (total value, mean/max/min value, standard
deviation) and other flow characteristics like total number of packets, source, destination as well
as flow direction. Subsequently, some features engineering tasks are performed before proceeding
to the main classification mechanism. These tasks include the selection of the most representative
features, the transformation of categorical features into numerical values, the normalization of
features’ values and other tasks that guarantee a high data quality (e.g. replace missing values
etc). Then, the implementation of machine learning mechanism follows including two main
phases: the training phase and the cross-validation phase. It should be noted that stratification is
applied in this case in order to randomly sample the flows’ dataset in such a way that each service
type is properly represented in both training and testing datasets.
For our classification scenario, a splitting of 70%-30% for training and testing sets has been
considered. Obviously, for the training set, the label ‘service type’ of each flow is considered as
known whereas for the testing set, this label is considered as unknown and each flow is labeled
using the classifier model. The outcome of the proposed mechanism is a classifier model that can
be employed in unknown flows in order to recognize them and label them in an accurate way.
In our simulation scenario, the performance of various machine learning mechanisms has been
investigated including base classifiers as well as ensemble based classifiers. The goal of ensemble
methods is to combine the predictions of several base estimators built with a given learning
algorithm in order to improve generalizability and robustness over a single classifier. Usually,
two families of ensemble methods are distinguished: the averaging methods (e.g. Random Forests
[BGD08]) in which several classifiers are developed independently and then the average of their
predictions is used and the boosting methods (e.g. AdaBoost- Adaptive Boosting) where base
classifiers are built sequentially and one tries to reduce the bias of the combined estimator.
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A useful tool that provides a holistic view of each algorithm’s performance is the confusion
matrix. The horizontal axis of this matrix represents the predicted class whereas the vertical axis
represents the true class. In Figure 7-2, the confusion matrices of the investigated machine
learning mechanisms are illustrated. It should be noted that Class 0, Class 1 and Class 2 refer to
MMC, MCC and MBB service types, correspondingly. As can be verified from Figure 7-2, the
Decision Tree and the Random Forest algorithms result in extremely good results as they
misclassify only a few flows (less than 0.5%), resulting also in high values of recall and precision.
Therefore, these two classification mechanisms have been chosen for further consideration for
the problem of service classification.

Figure 7-2: Confusion matrices for the service classification problem
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7.2 Annex B: Dynamic initial access with enhanced UE
measurement feedbacks
Traditional cellular network is ‘cell centric’, in the sense that a user equipment (UE) is in general
tied to one or multiple serving cells, as a consequence of being offered a highest SINR by a given
BS. As the UE approaching the cell edge of this BS, the link quality between the UE and the BS
degrades significantly, due to the increased path loss and inter-cell interference (ICI). Such a
degradation of link performance is a limiting factor in conventional cell-centric deployment,
especially when the network is interference-limited.
5G networks, aiming to provide ubiquitous services to massive number of users, is envisaged to
exploit densification at both network and user equipment sides. In particular, as one of the key
technologies in 5G, network virtualization moves the focal point of the network from the cells to
the UEs, resulting in the so-called ‘device-centric’ architecture. As opposed to cell centric
network, a device centric network focuses on the UE which can be surrounded by a number of
access points (referred to as base stations here in this proposal, following the convention of
cellular networks). Because the UE now has multiple options in terms of which BS to connect to,
there exists a problem of to which BS the UE should be associated to achieve better performance
for the entire network. Such topics raised interest in industry as one of the emerging technologies
in virtualized device centric network.
Conventional node association in a cell centric network is achieved by performing measurements
at the UE side, for example, via a received signal strength indicator (RSSI) scan, and the ranks of
the cells based on the received signal strength. In another word, in the conventional cell centric
network, the network would instruct the UE to connect to the BS (or a BS to send signal to UE
indicating a connection) that provides the highest individual SINR. Such a mechanism is more or
less effective in the conventional cell centric network, because a UE, when receiving a relative
higher signal from one BS is unlikely to receive high interference from another BS, because the
distances between the interfering BS to the UE would be large due to the large cell size, and the
interference power would be sufficiently small due to path loss.
In a device centric network where the UEs and BSs are highly densified that a UE, having multiple
adjacent BSs, could also be receiving significant interference from the non-serving BSs. As a
result, the conventional mechanism of associating a UE to the BS that is nearest, or provides the
highest individual SINR, poses a problem in dense device centric network, as it could heavily
affect the nearby UEs and degrades the entire network performance.
Using a highly simplified model, the aforementioned problem is illustrated below in Figure 7-3
in which we consider two UEs, UE 1 and UE 2, that having three surrounding BSs (Note there
could be a lot more UEs and BSs existing in the network, here for simplification of illustration
we only take a simplified model as an example). Suppose UE 2 is already connected to BS 2. And
now UE 1 enters the network, and is looking for a BS to connect to. Suppose BS 1 provides the
highest SINR to UE 1. In the conventional solution, the network would instruct BS 1 to send a
signal indicating connection with UE 1. In such a circumstance, however, UE 2 is receiving high
level of interference from the downlink transmission of BS 1, therefore the overall network
throughput degrades significantly. In another word, although the best choice in terms of
maximizing its individual SINR for UE 1 is to connect to BS 1, it does not necessarily mean that
is the optimal choice in terms of achieving the maximum throughput for the entire network. It is
also not fair to UE 2 that the service it received would be disrupted due to the entry of a new UE.
On the other hand, if instead UE 1 connects to BS 3, it may not achieve the highest individual
SINR, as UE 2 now would receive significantly less interference, a higher network capacity can
be expected from the network perspective. Such a scenario is shown in Figure 7-3.
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Figure 7-3: Example: UE1 associate to BS1, although UE1 has a high individual SINR, it causes
significant interference to UE2

Figure 7-4: Example: Instead UE1 associates with BS3, and both UE1 and UE2 can maintain high
SINR

The example above described a problem of UE association in a virtualised device centric network,
where it shows that, depending on the locations of the UEs, there exists a ‘best’ association
mechanism where high throughput of the entire network, rather than just the throughput of an
individual UE, can be achieved.
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Obtaining such an optimal solution is non-trivial, especially considering the fact that the network
is so dynamic with the large amount of UEs entering, leaving, and moving around in the network,
in addition to the highly dynamic channels between each BS and UE pair, which makes it
extremely difficult to model the environment where conventional optimization techniques could
apply. One of the major problems is that the optimization is formulated and solved by considering
a static network, i.e., with no changes on locations of the UEs, or the channels, which is highly
impractical, as by the time the optimization algorithm reaches a solution the network may have
changed so drastically that the solution is not optimal anymore.
Although network scheduling can, to some extent, mitigate the interference due to simultaneous
transmissions, the transmission between BSs to the UEs has to be allocated to different time
instants. In 5G when massive data transmission is required, such a time-division scheduling
method will cause delays (therefore higher latency), and with more complicated scheduling
mechanisms.
It is also possible, to use coordinated BS (CoMP) in initial access, where the UE, when entering
the network, will determine the ‘best’ BS to attach to, according to, for example, the resulting
instantaneous overall network throughput by connecting to all potential BSs. Such an initial
access mechanism has three drawbacks: 1) Every time entering the network, the UE has to try out
all possible BS connections in order to tell which connection yields the highest network
throughput; 2) the decision of connection is made based on instantaneous knowledge of network
throughput. A person in art understands that such a decision is not optimal in terms of achieving
the highest average network throughput (averaged over time); 3) the complexity of trying out all
possible BSs becomes inhibitive, especially in a device centric network where the number of BSs
is high. For example, for a network with N BSs, one UE, when entering the network, has to try
out all N possible connections (and the knowledge of all other UE’s quality of connection due to
this possible connection) in order to make a decision.
In this work, we propose an optimal BS/UE association mechanism using an online learning
algorithm, where the UEs, observing and learning from the environment and their past experience,
gradually tune their behaviors, such that over time, the average network throughput is maximised.
The maximum is achieved by using machine learning. In particular, a Q-learning mechanism
which explores the study and construction of algorithms that can learn from and make predictions
on the environment has been considered.
Machine learning has been proven to be extremely useful in certain areas such as pattern
recognition. Not until recently, the use of the machine learning in future cellular network has been
proposed as a promising tool for network optimization and automation, in particular taking into
account of the vast variety of traffic features and of their performance requirements, as well as
the extreme heterogeneity of device capabilities and of communications technologies in future
cellular networks.
The goal of the network management algorithm proposed in this work is to be able to tell the UE
which BS to associate with, given the current and past environment, including the location of the
UEs and BSs existing in the network, the random channels and path losses and the beams used
by the UEs to transmit their data, such that the maximum throughput of the entire network is
achieved.
The procedure (by way of example) is as follows:



The network collects data from the past UEs’ experience. Examples of such data
include the locations, beam patterns used for transmission, and the achieved throughput
of individual UE (which requires the UEs to feedback to the network)
Each UE feedback these data to a central network management unit as input to the
network management algorithm.
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The network management unit runs the proposed algorithm, and outputs an ‘action’ to
the UE, where in our case the action here is specifically to instruct the UE to which BS
it should associate with.

As an example, we consider a scenario where we have a network with four BSs, namely BS1 to
BS4. In addition, we have three UEs, namely UE1 to UE3, that are associated with BS1 to BS3,
respectively. Consider the case when a new UE enters the network and we look for a network
management algorithm to tell the UE which BS to connect to. Presumably in an exhaustive search
method, the UE could try to connect to each of the available BS and obtain the network throughput
in each case, then decides which BS the UE should connect to. Such a heuristic method is
problematic in practical cellular networks, due to the unbearable latency, overhead, and switches
of connection, not to mention that by the time a decision is made, the environment may have
changed dramatically that the optimal connection obtained from the past experience may not be
optimal any more.
In the proposed algorithm, we first collect data include the locations, beam patterns used for
transmission, and the achieved throughput of individual UE. In particular, the achieved
throughput of each individual UE (for example the 𝑖th UE), is considered as a function of the
SINR received by this UE, given by
𝑅𝑖 = 𝐵𝑙𝑜𝑔(1 + 𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅𝑖 )
where
𝑃𝑡 + 𝐺𝐵𝐹 − 𝑃𝐿
𝐼+𝑁
In the equation above, 𝑃𝑡 is the downlink transmission power, 𝐺𝐵𝐹 is the beamforming gain,
resulted from using a given beam pattern specified in a codebook, and 𝑃𝐿 is the path loss, which
is a random variable and a function of the relative locations between the UE and the serving BS.
In addition, SINR of an individual UE is a function of 𝐿𝐵𝑆 , 𝐿𝑈𝐸 , 𝐵, 𝑃, 𝐻, which are the locations
of the BSs, the locations of the UEs, the beam patterns applied to each BS-UE pair, the path loss
components, and the channels, respectively, which are all dynamically changing (expect for the
BS locations) and are treated as random variables.
𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅𝑖 (𝐿𝐵𝑆 , 𝐿𝑈𝐸 , 𝐵, 𝑃, 𝐻) =

In addition, the noise term in the equation above is given by
𝑁 = 𝐾𝑇𝐵
where 𝐾 is the Boltzmann constant, 𝑇 is the noise temperature, and 𝐵 is the bandwidth.
Furthermore, the interference term 𝐼 is given by aggregating the received signal from the
interfering BSs, given by
𝑁

𝐼 = ∑ 𝑃𝑟
𝑛=1
𝑛≠𝑖

As a result, in step 1 of the procedure, we collect throughput 𝑅𝑖 for each UE, possibly as a function
of
 Locations of the BSs
 Locations of the UEs (Randomly distributed)
 Beam patterns used for the UEs
 Path loss between UE and the BSs
 Channel between UE and the BSs
These parameters all together are considered as inputs to the network management unit.
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In step 2, the network management unit performs a Q-learning algorithm, that provides an
estimate of the ‘reward’, i.e., the average throughput of the network at a given time 𝑡, according
to the actions 𝑎𝑡 , by
𝑄𝑡+1 = 𝑄𝑡 + 𝛼[𝑅𝑡 − 𝑄𝑡 ]
where 0 ≤ 𝛼 ≤ 1 is the learning rate, 𝑅𝑡 is the immediate award, which in our case is the
immediate network throughput given the current environment and connection of BS-UE pair, i.e.,
the actions 𝑎𝑡 . The actions defined as a real valued number, indicating which BS to be connected
to. For example, 𝑎𝑡 =3 indicates the action of a UE connecting to the third BS.
The actions taken at a given time instant t, is dependent on a parameter 0 ≤ 𝜖 < 1. When 𝜖 = 0,
the network management unit always takes the optimal action, i.e., the connection that yields the
maximum throughput at this time instant, given by
𝑎𝑡∗ = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝑄𝑡 (𝑎1 ), 𝑄𝑡 (𝑎2 ), ⋯ , 𝑄𝑡 (𝑎𝑁 )}
when 𝜖 ≠ 0, the algorithm would randomly choose one of the actions, therefore it has a chance
to sweep and evaluate all the possible actions, i.e., the so-called phase of exploration.
In step 3, the network management unit outputs the actions taken and instructs the UE/BS to act
accordingly.
The procedure is illustrated below in Figure 7-5 (the functional blocks that include novel aspects
of the proposal is highlighted in blue), where the collected input from step 1 is given as input to
the network management unit, and the network management unit performs a Q-learning algorithm
(as in step 2), and outputs the actions to BS or UE, instructing on the connections between the BS
and the UE. The result of the actions (pattern of connection) when applied to BS and UE, in turn
affects the current network throughput and the decision on which actions to take in the future, i.e.,
the next time instance.

Figure 7-5: Procedures of the proposed algorithm

The algorithm can be run at the UE side or by the network management unit. In each case, a
training (learning) phase is required before the algorithm can stably output a favourable action.
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Consider the scenario when a new UE enters the network, and the algorithm is running at the
network management unit.
In the learning phase, UEs at different locations try out different connections to BS. Different
from state of art, they do not exhaustively try out all possible connections, nor do they try to make
a ‘best’ selection at this stage. They may simply randomly select one connection (the so-called
‘exploration’ in Q-learning terms). The purpose of the training phase is to allow the network to
have sufficient knowledge to learn (the so-called ‘Exploitation’ in Q-learning terms) between the
inputs (including Locations of the BSs, Locations of the UEs (Randomly distributed), Beam
patterns used for the UEs, Path loss between UE and the BSs, and Channel between UE and the
BSs), and output (network throughput at this time instant). In our example in Figure 7-6, the
learning phase lasts for about 200 runs (plays).
After the learning phase, the network management unit will be able to output actions to UEs that
will maintain a relatively stable (and maximum) average network throughput. In particular, the
management unit will, at a given time:
1. Observe the current inputs from the UEs (for example, location and channel information
of the new UE)
2. Selects and performs an action 𝑎𝑡∗ for this time instant (in terms of which BS to connect
to for the UE)
a. If a randomly generated real valued number < ℰ
Select the action that maximizes the instantaneous network throughput of all
UEs (‘exploitation’)
b. Otherwise
Randomly make a selection (‘exploration’)
3. Receives an immediate ‘reward’ for this time instant 𝑅𝑡 (in our case is the network
throughput due to the selected action)
4. Computes average network throughput for the next time instant 𝑄𝑡+1 , which is used for
determining an action for the next time instant
An example of the above procedure in a network protocol is illustrated in Figure 7-5, where the
UEs update their respective information, report it to the BS, which is in turn provided to the
network management unit for it to perform the learning and further instruct the UE. Note that
such collection of the environment parameters could happen at the UE or the BS, and the
communication of these parameters could be between UE to network management unit, between
BS to network management unit, between UE and the BS, or between UE to UE, then eventually
to BS or network management unit.
In another example where the UEs could share their experience and environment parameters, via,
for example, D2D communications, which can be used in another UE as the samples (inputs) to
the network management unit. In such a case UE1 maybe learning from UE2’s past experience,
as if UE1 has experienced such an environment before. The hardware capabilities of devices may
vary. For example, UE1 may need to collect environment/data information and perform the
learning, whereas UE2 may only be sharing its experience and receiving instructions.
Performance of the proposed algorithm is presented in Figure 7-6, where the average network
throughput over time (plays) are obtained by
1) connecting to one of the BSs randomly;
2) always connecting to the BS that is closest to the UE;
3) always connecting to the BS that provides the highest instantaneous SINR for the
individual UE;
4) always connecting to the BS that provides the highest instantaneous network
throughput for all UEs;
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5) via Q-learning
There a clear advantage in terms of enhanced average network throughput is observed when the
proposed learning algorithm is applied, where the end network throughput using Q learning is
shown to have about 16% increase, compared to that using the conventional highest SINR
criterion. The simulations leading to the result in Figure 7-6 used an example of a network with
four BSs and four UEs, where the locations of BSs are fixed whereas the locations of UEs are
random.

Figure 7-6: Average Network Throughput obtained using Q-learning, compared to that using
greedy connection, for example, always connecting to the BS that yields the highest SINR for the
individual UE.
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7.3 Annex C: Simulation parameters of the massive
access protocols and Performance Results
7.3.1 LTE Baseline simulation parameters
The assumptions used to model the LTE baseline are depicted in Table 7-9.
Table 7-9 - LTE baseline system parameters.

Parameter
Packet size
Allocation size

Value
8 Bytes
1 PRB

Bandwidth
Data PRBs per TTI
PRACH PRBs per
TTI
Number of
preambles
Mean waiting time
after wake-up
Back-off Window
Time until RAR
response
Timer until collision
resolution

10 MHz
44
6

Max. number of
transmissions

54

Further clarification and assumptions
1 ms x 180 kHz
The transmission also includes a unique identifier of the
UE
This corresponds to overall 50 PRBs per TTI
Number of PRBs used for data transmission
Number of PRBs used for service requests / preambles
54 Zadoff-Chu sequences are spread over 6 SR PRBs.

0.5 ms

Average time offset between wake-up of the UE and the
beginning of the next TTI when the SR is sent
[0..20] ms Uniform distribution
10 ms
If no response is received until this timer elapses, the UE
will retransmit after back-off.
40 ms
The UE will retransmit (according with the back-off) in
case of collision, which in worst case will occur after
this timer as elapsed.
10
First transmission and maximal 9 retransmissions.

7.3.2 General Simulation Parameters
The general parameters used to evaluate the proposed massive access protocols in Section 3.2 are
listed in Table 7-10.
Table 7-10: Summary of simulation parameters and further assumptions for the evaluation of
massive access protocols

Parameter
Packet size
Allocation size

Value
8 Bytes
1 PRB

Further clarification and assumptions

1 ms x 180 kHz
The transmission also includes a unique identifier of the UE
10 MHz This corresponds to overall 50 PRBs per TTI
Bandwidth
Number of PRBs used for data transmission
Data PRBs per TTI 38
12
Number of PRBs used for service requests / preambles
SR PRBs per TTI
108 and 54 / 108 sequences are spread over 6 SR PRBs. The value 54
Number of
216
corresponds to LTE PRACH; the value 108 considers
preambles
envisaged improvements of preamble design.
Average time offset between wake-up of the UE and the
Mean waiting time 0.5 ms
beginning of the next TTI when the SR is sent
after wake-up
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3 ms

Random back-off
after NACK
Max. number of
transmissions
Two-stage
parameters:
ACK/NACK
response time

[0 …
10 ms]
4

Random back-off
after NACK
Max. number of
transmissions

[0 …
10 ms]
4

3 ms

Basic assumption: SR and data are always sent in the same
TTI
If joint SR+packet is sent in TTI i, ACK/NACK is received in
TTI i+3, earliest possible retransmission in TTI i+4 (with backoff time 0 ms)
Uniform distribution
First transmission and maximal 3 retransmissions. The forth
NACK is the “Final NACK”
Basic assumption: After NACK reception, the UE always
starts again with SR transmission
If SR or packet is sent in TTI i, respective ACK/NACK is
received in TTI i+3, earliest possible next transmission in TTI
i+4 (with back-off time 0 ms), i.e. data packet transmission
always 4 TTIs after successful SR
Uniform distribution
After 4 NACKs the transaction is failed, regardless whether the
NACK was received after SR or data packet transmission.
Example of failed transaction:
SR->NACK->SR->ACK->Data->NACK->SR->ACK->Data>NACK->SR->Final NACK

7.3.3 CSMUD simulation parameters and methodology
The simulation setup for CSMUD follows the general outline of Table 7-10, but deviates in terms
of the resource grid assumption. The protocol performance is determined using two components:
(i) the physical layer setup determining a success probability for packet decoding and (ii) a
medium access layer model using the success probability as input.

Figure 7-7 CS-MUD simulation setup including data transmission, access/activity detection and
channel estimation.

The physical layer setup uses a CDMA approach instead of the multicarrier resource grid assumed
in other approaches. Still, the available 10 MHz bandwidth and TTI of 1ms are used as base
parameters to provide 64 access opportunities as outlined in Table 7-11. Furthermore, the physical
layer models the access as well as the data transmission within the given resources in an integrated
way. The complete setup is summarized by Figure 7-7 with parameters from Table 7-11. Activity
detection, i.e. detecting the access attempt, and channel estimation are achieved jointly through
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Group Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (GOMP) that effectively performs a Least Squares (LS)
channel estimate for active users. The following data detection uses a LS detector to estimate the
user data, demodulate and decode. Finally, correct decoding is checked to generate the output
function. The output of these simulations is a probability mass function 𝑝(𝑚|𝑛) that describes the
probability that 𝑚 out of 𝑛 users are successfully decoded and serves as an input to the following
MAC simulations as well as system level simulations conducted in WP2. Of course, 𝑝(𝑚|𝑛) is
very dependent on the SNRs. Hence, we consider 0 dB, 5 dB and 10 dB working points to provide
a realistic overview of the detection performance. Note, that these results include activity
detection (access), channel estimation and data estimation which is usually separated in other
simulations into pure protocol performance for user access and pure data performance after access
has been achieved.
Table 7-11 – Summary of CSMUD simulation parameters.

Parameter
Total # of access
opportunities
Arrival rate
Modulation
Coding
Spreading sequence
Channel
# of pilots
Total # chips

Value
64

Further clarification and assumptions
Number of PN sequences

1 ≤ 𝜆 ≤ 45
BPSK
𝑅𝑐 = 0.5
32
6-tap Rayleigh
128
8320

Arrivals per TTI
Terminated [5; 7] convolutional code
PN sequence length
Exponential power delay profile
Random pilots per users
Incl. pilots, data and tail bits

The MAC protocol part of the simulation follows the one-step protocol parameters summarized
in Table 7-10 and requires the input of probability mass function PMF 𝑝(𝑚|𝑛) that is generated
through physical layer simulations. Figure 7-8 shows the methodology how physical layer
simulations and MAC layer protocol are modelled and interacting. The PMF 𝑝(𝑚|𝑛) is employed
to randomly determine how many users are successfully recovered in a slot which is then used as
an input to randomly determine which users are recovered. The unsuccessful users are fed back
to the arrival process that generates the packets per slots using the retransmission and back-off
times given in Table 7-10 using a uniform back-off distribution.
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Figure 7-8 CS-MUD MAC protocol simulation methodology.

7.3.4 Numerical results of the Harmonized Solutions
In the following are presented the performance results of all harmonized solutions. To ensure that
a fair comparison is possible, common system assumptions have been defined and are listed in
Table 7-10.

7.3.4.1 Access Reliability
We start with the SBA scheme, for which the access reliability is depicted in Figure 7-9. The LTE
baseline access scheme collapses when the normalized load is above 0.3, while the SBA scheme
can sustain reliable access for much higher loads. Note that here only a lower bound is provided
for the SBA scheme as the actual performance depends of the signature decoder in place
[PSM+16, PSM+17].
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Figure 7-9: Access Reliability of Signature Based Access with 216 preambles.

For the NOATAFT, the access reliability performance is depicted in Figure 7-10. Since the TA
procedure is discarded, all 50 PRBs are allocated for grant-free data transmission. Given the
assumption of SDMA with four receive antennas on the BS side, the total number of access
opportunities amounts to 200, which offers significantly higher reliability than the LTE baseline.

Figure 7-10 Access reliability of non-orthogonal access with time alignment free transmission (4RX
at BS, 200 random access opportunities)

For CSMUD, the access reliability is depicted in Figure 7-11 using the setup and methodology
outlined in Annex C. The simulations include full physical layer processing including channel
estimation and are therefore depicted for three different SNRs of 0, 5 and 10 dB. For low SNRs
the access reliability is obviously never optimal and thus will decrease the overall protocol
performance. For higher SNRs the reliability is significantly improved and should follow the pure
protocol performance of a one-step protocol which is effectively implemented here by the CSMUD setup.
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Figure 7-11 Access reliability for CS-MUD.

In Figure 7-12 is depicted the achieved reliability for different target SNR values, for the CRPLNC
access scheme. Numerical results are provided for the simulation running over 1000 frames, 10
seconds, hence actual reliability performance as defined as in previous section could not be
measure. In fact, Figure 7-12 measures the number of packets left in the queue (not served) after
the simulation is finished.
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Figure 7-12: Reliability as a function of the system load for different SNR values.

The reliability achieved by the OSTSAP is depicted in Figure 7-13. The provided results show the
pure protocol performance of the one-stage (blue) and two-stage (green) radio access schemes
depending on the normalized arrival rate λ. Pure protocol performance means that radio aspects
are not yet considered, i.e. if two data packets collide on the same resource, they are lost in case
of single-user detection (SUD), otherwise the transmission is always successful. Figure 7-13
further shows the upper bound for multi-user detection (MUD). Here we assume that the receiver
can decode at most two superimposed data packets on the same resource given that the two UEs
have utilized different preamble sequences. If more than two data packets are superimposed, all
of them are lost. For a complete description of the applied model for MUD it is referred to [SC17].
The used parameters and assumptions for this evaluation are summarized in Table 7-10. We see
that the two-stage protocol can support higher arrival rates. The reason is that the intermediate
feedback can avoid collisions on data resources by sending NACKs. Furthermore, the TRP can
assign any free data resource to a UE by sending a grant. In contrast, with the one-stage protocol
the data resource is already pre-determined with the random selection of the preamble sequence.
The larger the set of available preamble sequences, the lower is the collision probability on these
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preambles, and the more flexibility does the TRP must assign data resources with the two-stage
protocol. However, on the other hand, resources utilized for preambles are not available for data
packets anymore. MUD improves the performance for both the one-stage and the two-stage access
protocol because the number of resources is virtually increased. We remark that only cases with
the same ratio of available preambles and data resources can be directly compared, e.g. two-stage
SUD with 108 preambles (solid dark green) and MUD with 216 preambles (dotted light green).

Figure 7-13: Access reliability of the OSTRAP with SUD and MUD depending on the number of
preambles as a function of the normalized arrival rate λ

7.3.4.2 Protocol Throughput
The protocol throughput achieved by the SBA scheme is provided in Figure 7-14. Note that the
result provided is the lower bound throughput, yet for higher loads the throughput will not go
beyond 38 packets per TTI as this corresponds to the maximum available PRBs per TTI.

Figure 7-14 – Protocol throughput for signature based access with 216 preambles.
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Figure 7-15 depicts the achievable packet throughput of NOATAFT as a function of the

normalized arrival rate. Since no resource is allocated for the state-of-art random access
procedure, all 50 PRBs are utilized for data transmission. Given a much higher number of random
access opportunities, the proposed NOATAFT scheme offers significantly higher throughput
especially when the arrival rate is relatively high.

Figure 7-15 Protocol throughput for non-orthogonal access with time alignment free transmission
(4RX at BS, 200 random access opportunities)
Figure 7-16 depicts the protocol throughput of CSMUD according the to the setup and

methodology previously outlined. Due to the full simulation of physical layer processing
including channel estimation, (de)modulation and (de)coding the protocol performance is shown
for different SNRs. In the lower SNR region access reliability is low due to estimation errors and
hence, the protocol throughput also suffers. For higher SNRs of 10 dB and up, the setup
implemented here roughly follows the one-step protocol performance and saturates at 0.5
normalized arrival rate.

Figure 7-16 Protocol throughput for CS-MUD.

In Figure 7-17 the normalized protocol throughput of the CRPLNC is depicted. The results show
the number of correctly received packets per time unit as a function of the system load (i.e. the
number of new packets in the system per time unit, 𝐺 packets per ms); and compares it with the
well-known ideal Slotted ALOHA throughput 𝜂 = 𝐺𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝐺). The benefit from trying to recover
collided packets, as opposed to discard them, is evident, even at relatively low SNR. Note that the
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throughput does not decrease remarkably as the load increases but it remains constant, at least for
the considered traffic load range.
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Figure 7-17: CRPLNC system throughput as a function of the system load for different SNR values.

In Figure 7-18 the achievable packet throughput of the OSTSAP schemes with SUD and MUD
as a function of the normalized arrival rate λ for different large sets of preamble sequences is
depicted. Again, this is the pure protocol performance without radio aspects. The MUD model is
detailed in [SC17]. The used parameters and assumptions for this evaluation are summarized in
Table 7-10. Obviously the two-stage protocol outperforms its counterpart with respect to
throughput. Main reason for this result is again the possibility to avoid collisions and to assign
the available data resources through the intermediate feedback after preamble detection. The
impact of the amount of preamble sequences becomes now even more visible. With a larger set
of preambles, the performance can be significantly improved, especially in high load situations
(normalized arrival rate > 0.6), and motivates further efforts to optimize the preamble sequence
design for 5G. MUD improves the performance for both the one-stage and the two-stage access
protocol because the number of resources is virtually increased. We remark that only cases with
the same ratio of available preambles and data resources can be directly compared, e.g. two-stage
SUD with 108 preambles (solid dark green) and MUD with 216 preambles (dotted light green).

Figure 7-18: Protocol throughput of the OSTRAP with SUD and MUD depending on the number of
preambles as a function of the normalized arrival rate λ
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7.3.4.3 Access Latency
Figure 7-19 provides the upper and lower bounds of the SBA scheme, where it can be observed
that both bounds decrease with the increasing arrival rate. This decrease is due to the signature
length decreasing with the access load, which has a direct impact on the access latency.

Figure 7-19: Access latency of signature based access for 216 preambles.

Figure 7-20 shows the access latency for NOATAFT. Since the timing adjustment procedure is
removed, the proposed one-shot transmission scheme exhibits lower access latency compared to
the baseline approach.

Figure 7-20 Access latency for non-orthogonal access with time alignment free transmission (4RX
at BS, 200 random access opportunities)

Figure 7-21 depicts the access latency for CS-MUD per setup and methodology outlined in
Annex C. The simulated CSMUD setup includes full physical layer processing and is shown for
three different SNRs. The Latency is overall relatively small due to the one-step protocol followed
here. The maximum number of retransmissions is 3, which even in the 0 dB case is not always
occurring. For 10 dB on the other hand retransmission only become relevant for loads greater than
0.25 normalized arrival rate.
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Figure 7-21 Access Latency for CS-MUD.

Figure 7-22 shows the average latency experienced by a device in the CRPLNC scheme. The
packet arrives to the device until it is successfully received. Latency performance is below the
maximum target value of 10 seconds even for low SNRs and high traffic loads (3 packets/ms).
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Figure 7-22: Packet latency as a function of the system load for different SNR values.

Figure 7-23 shows the achievable access latency for the OSTSAP schemes with SUD and MUD.
This is the pure protocol performance without any impact of radio aspects. The MUD model is
detailed in [SC17]. The used parameters and assumptions for this evaluation are summarized in
Table 7-10. Please note that the diagram reflects only the measured latency of successful packets.
We see that the one-stage protocol overall can achieve significantly smaller delays if the traffic
load is very low. A combination with MUD further reduces the access latency. The good result
for very high load may be misleading in this respect because the reliability is close to zero
(compare with Figure 7-13). In the range around λ = 0.5, the two-stage protocol benefits from the
lower collision probability, i.e. smaller retransmission rate. We further see that a larger set of
preambles can also provide some gain regarding access latency and that combination with MUD
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is advantageous as well. We remark that only cases with the same ratio of available preambles
and data resources can be directly compared, e.g. two-stage SUD with 108 preambles (solid dark
green) and MUD with 216 preambles (dotted light green).

Figure 7-23: Access latency of the OSTRAP with SUD and MUD depending on the number of
preambles as a function of the normalized arrival rate λ

7.3.4.4 Protocol overhead
In Figure 7-24 the protocol overhead associated with the SBA scheme is depicted. In comparison
to the baseline, the SBA overhead is very low as there are no signature collisions and therefore
no retransmissions. In the baseline scheme the observed high protocol overhead is caused by the
access retransmissions. The high number is a consequence of the rapidly decreasing access
reliability with increasing access load.

Figure 7-24: Protocol overhead of the signature based access with 216 preambles.
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For NOATAFT, since the TA procedure is removed, no dedicated transmission round is spent for
protocol. For the one-stage access scheme, a UE is entitled to carry out grant-free access until an
acknowledgment is received or the maximum number of trials is reached. Under such
circumstance, the protocol overhead can be interpreted as the average number of trials carried out
for each packet. This performance is shown in Figure 7-25.

Figure 7-25 Protocol overhead in terms of number of transmission of each packet for nonorthogonal access with time alignment free transmission (4RX at BS, 200 random access
opportunities)

For CSMUD, the protocol overhead is depicted in Figure 7-26 per setup and methodology
outlined in Subsection 7.3.3. The results include protocol as well as physical layer performance
with channel estimation at three different SNRs. Clearly, the physical layer setup recovers active
users perfectly at high SNR and low arrival rates without the need for retransmissions. Only for
higher arrival rates and lower SNRs physical layer processing increasingly fails making
retransmissions necessary. This behavior is also reflected in the latency results depicted in Figure
7-21.

Figure 7-26 Protocol overhead for CS-MUD.

Finally, in Figure 7-27, it is shown the average number of retransmissions for the three different
SNR values in the CRPLNC access scheme. This metric relates to the protocol overhead, the
higher is the observed SNR the lower will be the number of retransmissions and therefore the
lower the protocol overhead.
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Figure 7-27: Mean number of retransmissions as a function of the system load for different SNR
values.

Figure 7-28 shows the average number of retransmissions for successful packets in the OSTSAP,
which is a measure for the overhead. Performance for both SUD and MUD is depicted.
Interestingly, at the normalized arrival rate λ of around 0.8 a saturation level is reached, and the
overhead becomes independent of the traffic load. The relatively low overhead of the two-stage
protocol compared to its counterpart can be explained with the high rejection probability of
transmission attempts already after the preamble phase. This means many devices must give up
without one single data packet transmission because they could not be served. In the one-stage
protocol, instead, a data packet is sent in each transmission attempt. A higher number of
preambles provides an additional benefit if applied in the two-stage protocol. The retransmission
rate becomes very low (~0.25) due to the improved efficiency of the intermediate feedback after
preamble detection. We remark that only cases with the same ratio of available preambles and
data resources can be directly compared, e.g. two-stage SUD with 108 preambles (solid dark
green) and MUD with 216 preambles (dotted light green).

Figure 7-28: Protocol overhead (average number of retransmissions) of the OSTRAP with SUD and
MUD depending on the number of preambles as a function of the normalized arrival rate λ
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7.4 Annex D: Coded Random Access with Physical
Layer Network Coding
We refer to the access scheme CRPLNC (Coded Random Access with Physical Layer Network
Coding This solution exploit) as the medium access protocol targeting one-stage protocol and
short packet transmissions. The scheme, introduced in D4. 1, exploits properties of channel coding
to resolve collisions at the PHY layer and MAC protocol layer. Next, we recall its main features
and describe the system configuration for its performance evaluation.
Figure 7-29 illustrates the target scenario for the extreme case where a packet - containing a single
codeword - occupies a single Radio Resource Block (defined as the minimum physical resources
to multiplex data transmission). In one-stage protocols, the UEs attempt access and data
transmission simultaneously over the same resources. In the example, 𝐾𝑐 UEs attempt
transmission of one packet each over the same PRB. The scheme is based on random access
therefore both the number of colliding users and their identity is a-priori unknown. Hence, the
proposed scheme has also considered a practical implementation for user detection and channel
estimation at each access/data-transmission attempt. The main assumption is that channel
coefficients remain constant within the PRB (this is a common assumption employed to specify
PRB dimensions in practical systems, e.g. as it is the case for the baseline PRB from LTE detailed
in Table 7-2).

Figure 7-29: CRPLNC for one-stage massive access protocol.

CRPLNC access scheme combines
a) a PHY layer enabler, namely PLNC advanced decoding which outputs not only
individual user messages but linear message combinations.
b) and a variant of coded random access for frame slotted ALOHA: which applies an
encoding to the user message in the finite field, before channel encoding, and transmits
several replicas of that message at random positions of available PRB resources that form
the frame.
By frame we refer to a finite number of PRBs where each UE attempts transmission and after
which the receiver attempts final decoding. It can either be formed in the frequency axis or the
time axis as illustrated in Figure 7-29, resolved a subset of messages at the slot level, while other
collisions can only be resolved at the end of the frame.
Figure 7-30 shows the transmitter block diagram for the CRPLNC scheme. The system design
consists on selecting the number of replicas 𝑅𝑐 per user, the corresponding finite-field pre-coding
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coefficients {𝛼𝑘,1 , … , 𝛼𝑘,𝑅𝑐 } ∈ 𝐹𝑞=2𝑛 , the frame size 𝐿 in number of slots (a slot being a
frequency/time PRB) and the slot transmission {𝑆𝑘,1 , … , 𝑆𝑘,𝑅𝑐 } ∈ {1,2, … , 𝐿}. Note that although
the precoding is done at higher order finite fields, 𝐹𝑞 with 𝑞 ≥ 2, the channel encoder is a binary
FEC code (e.g. a short LPDC code). So, it is the decoding process at the PHY layer 𝐹2 (for the
standard decoder) or extended 𝐹2 (for the joint decoder).

Figure 7-30: Transmitter block diagram for CRPLNC

The preamble consists of short pilot sequence of 𝑁𝑃 symbols appended to the modulated
codeword, that serves as signature sequence for multiuser detection and pilots for channel
estimation. Note that, under the assumption of low data traffic, only a reduced subset of the totality
of users will be transmitting at the same time. Thus, compressed-sensing based
detection/estimation procedures can be implemented at the receiver that do not require orthogonal
pilot sequences at the users. In other words, the number of pilots per packet can be much lower
than the total number of users in the system, containing the spectral efficiency loss. More
specifically, for user k, let 𝑠𝑘 ∈ 𝑅𝑁𝑃 be the assigned signature sequence and ℎ𝑘,𝑠 the channel
fading coefficients at slot s. Then, received vector at slot s can be written
𝐾𝑐

𝑦𝑠 = ∑ ℎ𝑘,𝑠 𝑥𝑘 + 𝑤𝑠
𝑘=1

where 𝑤𝑠 denotes AWGN and
𝐾𝑐

𝑦𝑠

(𝑝)

= ∑ ℎ𝑘,𝑠 𝑠𝑘 + 𝑤𝑠 (𝑝)
𝑘=1

denotes the received symbols associated to the preamble. The previous equation allows the
following matrix form
𝑦 = 𝑆ℎ + 𝑤
where slot index is dropped for ease of notation, K denotes the total number of active users in the
system, 𝑆 = [𝑠1 𝑠2 ⋯ 𝑠𝐾 ] is the matrix with users signatures, ℎ = [ℎ1 ℎ2 ⋯ ℎ𝐾 ]𝑇 is the channel
coefficients sparse vector (most users are silent and, equivalently, their channel entries are zero)
and 𝑤 contains the AWGN samples. The underdetermined problem (𝑁𝑃 < 𝐾) can be solved
applying compressed sensing techniques by solving the LASSO problem [W09]
1
^ = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛 ‖𝑦 − 𝑆ℎ‖22 + 𝜆‖ℎ‖1 𝜆 > 0
ℎ
ℎ 2
or iterative algorithms like Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) [CW11].
For performance evaluation we assume per user retransmissions and acknowledgements are
implemented at frame level. However, other more flexible schemes could be implemented
allowing for faster feedback, for instance, at slot level as soon as each user message is correctly
decoded.
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For the evaluation of the scheme we present two types of results: full PHY/MAC implementation
and system level simulation results based on L2S interface.
Physical layer parameters are specified in Table 7-12.
For the complete PHY/MAC protocol characterization, the access scheme has been tested for the
asynchronous traffic model, with Poisson arrivals. A retransmission protocol with random
backoff has also been included on top of the frame-slotted random access protocol. More
specifically, in each frame, all users not in backoff state will transmit the first packet of their
output queue, if any. A user enters the backoff state when it does not receive a positive ACK after
transmitting a packet. The duration of the backoff state is uniformly distributed between 0 (the
user transmits the same packet in the very next frame) and 32 frames (corresponding to 320 ms,
LTE Backoff Index 10). A packet is deleted from the queue upon positive ACK from the receiver
or 10 s after its arrival (outage). The total number of new packets generated by the system at each
frame is a Poisson arrival process. These packets are then uniformly distributed among all users.
This is equivalent to generate independent Poisson arrival processes per user.
Table 7-12 – Summary of CRPLNC simulation parameters.

Parameter
Access opportunity
Modulation
Coding
Preamble

Value
1 PRB
BPSK
𝑅𝑐 = 1⁄2
40 symbols

Rayleigh
Channel
10
Frame size
Replicas per user 2
message
MUD and channel OMP
estimation

Further clarification and assumptions
Each user replica is transmitted over a single PRB,
equivalent to 168 symbols.
Binary (64-128) LDPC code [CCSDS]
Random Gaussian sequence. Signature sequence.
Also used as pilots for channel estimation
Constant over PRB, independent between PRBs
10 PRBs or slots
𝛼𝑘,𝑟 = 1 for replicas and users.
Applied independently at each slot. Simpler
implementation. Total number of active users can
affect the performance. Results show that, with 40symbol sequences, the sparse detection/estimation
problem can be solved with acceptable accuracy
for up to ten thousand users. However, due to
simulation constraints, the statistical results
provided for the full PHY/MAC performance
evaluation considers one hundred users.

For system level simulations the project agreed to resort to the capture probability as L2S interface
to approximate the performance enhancement when applying non-orthogonal transmissions, that
is, collisions and their respective solution schemes. The PHY layer advanced decoding can be
characterised by the capture probability 𝑃𝑐𝑎𝑝 = 𝑃(𝐶|𝐾𝑐 )defined as the probability of decoding 𝐶
messages out of 𝐾𝑐 collisions, within a single slot. Whereas the average rank, serves as an upper
bound to characterized the additional information associated to linear combinations that can’t be
resolved within the slot. Let’s illustrate both metrics with the following example: given the
received signal at slot s, with 𝐾𝑐 = 6 colliding users, the standard SIC receiver would recover, for
instance, user messages 𝑚
^ 1, 𝑚
^ 3 and 𝑚
^ 5 . Whereas applying an advanced decoder [D4.1] , the
receiver is also able to correctly decode 𝑚
^5 ⊕ 𝑚
^ 4 and 𝑚
^6 ⊕ 𝑚
^ 2 . Thus, at slot s, 𝑚
^ 4 is also
decoded correctly, by a simple XOR operation. The SIC receiver “captures” 3 messages, the
advanced decoder captures 4, whereas the rank of the advanced decoder is 5. Both metrics can
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be used to evaluate two-stage protocols, as shown in Figure 7-31. In this case, the capture
probability is measured assuming perfect MUD and channel estimation (acquired in the previous
stage) and only measures the capture effect of PLNC decoding. Note that in Figure 7-31 the packet
(= codeword) occupies more than a single PRB. This is to illustrate that advanced decoding with
increased capture probability is also applicable to longer packets, especially when MUD and
channel estimation is not required at the collision stage. Capture probabilities and system level
simulations will be provided in D2.3.

Figure 7-31: CRPLNC PHY layer component applied to two-stage massive access protocol with
multiple simultaneous transmissions over allocated resources.
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7.5 Annex E: Update on Compressive Sensing MultiUser detection
Joint design of CS-MUD and coded random access shows a promising performance on handling
massive access in MMC services, where semi-analytical evaluation and numerical analysis have
been done to get insights of the joint protocol [JSB+14]. In order to further optimize the joint CSMUD and coded random access approach and enable a broader evaluation of any joint PHY/MAC
protocol, some form of performance description of CS-MUD is preferred to allow for system level
evaluation. One promising approach is the so-called Replica method which is able to predict the
performance of any MAP-form estimator under the assumption of large system limit [RFG12].

Figure 7-32: Description of basic idea of replica method for MAP-Form estimator

Figure 7-32 shows the idea of replica analysis, i.e., describing the performance of MAP-form
estimator with the large system limit assumption, i.e., lim 𝑛⁄𝑚(𝑛) = 𝛽 in the CS-MUD context,
𝑛→∞

which significantly saves the simulation complexity [JSB+14] [ZG11]. Basically, the MAP-like
estimator can be given as
1

𝐱̂ map = argmin𝑛 (2𝜎2 ‖𝐲 − 𝐀𝐱‖2 + ∑𝑛𝑗=1 𝑓(𝑥𝑗 )),
𝐱∈𝑅

0

(1)

where all the components of 𝑥 are independent and 𝑓(𝑥𝑗 ) = −log𝑝(𝑥𝑗 ). Solving (1) usually
possess high computation cost depending on the dimensions of 𝐱 and 𝐀. The replica method
decouples the vector-form MUD problem nicely into 𝑛 equivalent Gaussian scalar channel model
2
with so-called effective noise level 𝜎eff
which is identical for the elements of 𝑥 as shown in Figure
7-32. Thus the replica estimator of the equivalent Gaussian scalar channel ends up as
1

𝑥̂ smap = argmin 2𝜆 |𝑧 − 𝑥|2 + 𝑓(𝑥),
𝑥∈𝑅

(2)

2
where 𝜆 is the effective algorithm parameter depending on 𝜎eff
and specific estimator.
Eventually, the performance of any MAP-like estimator can be obtained easily by simple
numerical evaluation, where we take the well-known LASSO estimator as an example to present
the predicted performance of replica estimator on the left hand side in Figure 7-33. Clearly, the
performance of low and moderate SNR is of great interest, which is well approximated by the
performance of replica estimator. To capture the feature of massive number of access in MMC
services, the performance matches even better when going to higher dimension. More
conveniently, the missed detection rate (MDr) and false alarm rate (FAr) can be evaluated as well
as given on the right hand side of Figure 7-33, where MDr plays a more dominate role in the
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overall error rate results and can be further formulated to link-to-system modeling as shown in
Figure 7-34.

Figure 7-33: Performance of LASSO predicted by replica estimator with different dimensions and
system load ratio𝜷; active prob. of each node is 𝒑𝒂 = 𝟎. 𝟏; BPSK symbol

To make the link-to-system modelling feasible, the PHY input such as error rate description of a
specific setup or scheme, e.g., CS-MUD is required. Instead of conducting the highly complex
PHY layer numerical evaluation, replica estimator provides a quite simple way to describe the
performance of certain PHY techniques. Figure 7-34 presents one of any possible idea to show
how to make use of the results above. Specifically, given a system setup such as a certain number
of active nodes out of overall nodes, frame length and coding, the MDr results can be mapped to
the required success rate results serving as the PHY input to initiate system level evaluation.

Figure 7-34: Simple example of applying error rate results predicted by replica estimator as input
from PHY layer for system level evaluation

Overall, the replica analysis shows a potential promising approach to describe the CS-MUD
performance from PHY perspective in order to gain further insights of designing joint CS-MUD
and any suitable MAC protocol, e.g., coded random access or One-Stage/Two-Stages access
scheme, which requires still lots of knowledge from MAC perspective. With proper MAC setup,
all the KPIs, e.g., Latency, Reliability, Protocol Throughput etc, can be evaluated w.r.t. the
proposed solution, which is still an open question.
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7.6 Annex F: Details on Slotted Compute and Forward
The Slotted Compute-and Forward (SCF) approach combines the concept of network
densification with physical-layer network coding and a multicarrier scheme (OFDM). Based on
physical-layer network coding, it enables the network to exploit channel collisions by decoding
linear combinations of the transmitted messages from different transmitters that access the
channel simultaneously.
The scheme assumes a dense network infrastructure with a large number of machine type devices
where all active devices have been successfully detected. The data transmission takes place based
on a two-hop model. Multiple relays receive a superposition of the sent signals, which are
interpreted as linear combinations of the signals transmitted by the active devices. The received
linear combinations are processed, decoded and forwarded to the end receiver. The end receiver
then estimates the transmitted messages based on the processed linear combinations. A simplified
example for the case where two active devices collide is described in Figure 7-35.

Figure 7-35: System model for the simple example where two active users transmit over the same
resources

For the following results we assumed a slotted transmission with perfect synchronization in time
and frequency, no coordination between devices and no channel state information at the
transmitters. All nodes are equipped with a single antenna while all devices transmit at an equal
rate. The messages are encoded using LDPC channel code with a code rate of R=1/4. Each
transmitter transmits complex messages of 128 bits, sending a total number of 256 information
bits. The encoded data is modulated using a QPSK modulation alphabet. The wireless channels
are 4-tap block fading Rayleigh multipath channels. Up to nine active devices can transmit
complex data on the same resource, leading to 18 colliding messages.
The challenge in the Compute-and-Forward approach lies in the possible rank deficiency of the
system of equations at the receiver. By transmitting the same message over several frequency
slots, in this case four, this problem can be reduced. This is what we call the general
Slotted Compute-and-Forward scheme. We have extended it by allowing a cooperation between
relays and end-receiver when the number of colliding devices is small (in this case: four).
The SCF results for the KPIs Access Reliability, Protocol Throughput and Protocol Overhead,
defined in Subsection Error! Reference source not found. are briefly presented below. The
Protocol Overhead is defined as the average number of retransmissions necessary for a successful
message recovery.
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Figure 7-36: Access reliability over the normalized arrival rate for the general SCF scheme.

The access reliability over the normalized arrival rate is depicted for both schemes in Figure 7-36
and Figure 7-37 for several SNR values: 10 dB, 20 dB, 30 dB, 40 dB. As we assume a very dense
network infrastructure, these values are realistic. The extended scheme clearly outperforms the
general scheme.

Figure 7-37: Access reliability over the normalized arrival rate for the extended SCF scheme.

Note that we assumed a successful transmission for the case where no collisions occur. When two
or more packets collide, the packets are not discarded, since the end receiver is still able to decode
some or maybe all packets. If no cooperation is allowed the access reliability does not seem to
improve significantly above 30 dB, especially for the general scheme.
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Figure 7-38: Normalized Throughput over the normalized arrival rate for the general SCF scheme.

Figure 7-38 and Figure 7-39 depict the achievable throughput of the SCF scheme with and without
partial cooperation, as a function of the normalized arrival rate.

Figure 7-39: Normalized Throughput over the normalized arrival rate for the extended SCF
scheme.

Note that the throughput describes the number of successfully decoded users. Both schemes are
able to perform well, since colliding packets can be recovered in most cases.

Figure 7-40 Average number of retransmissions over the normalized arrival rate for the general
SCF scheme.

The average number of retransmissions as a function of the normalized arrival rate is presented
in Figure 7-40 and Figure 7-41. SNR values above 30 dB do not seem to reduce the protocol
overhead any further for normalized arrival rates below 3.6, especially for the general SCF
scheme.
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Figure 7-41: Average number of retransmissions over the normalized arrival rate for the general
SCF scheme.

We can observe significant overall improvements for the extended scheme compared to the
general SCF, even though cooperation is only allowed when the number of collisions is low. Since
for this case the main reason for failing to recover the transmitted messages is the rank deficiency
of the system of equations, and this effect is far more limited for a higher number of collisions,
allowing a very low additional exchange of information between relays and end-receiver can
significantly reduce the average number of necessary retransmissions.
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7.7 Annex G: Details of non-orthogonal transmission
for Broadcast/Multicast.
This Annex provides additional details on the investigated non-orthogonal broadcast/multicast
schemes which exploit the spatial dimension.
The first approach resorts to beamforming techniques to multiplex more than one stream over the
same radio resources. Two variants of the scheme have been evaluated: one that multiplexes
common information (BC stream) and dedicated information (MC stream) within each beam; and
an alternative scheme second one that resorts to beam superposition. These two variants share
similar principles but have implications at the receiver side. Details are provided next. The second
approach applies multi-level coding strategy to MIMO systems. Whereas the former focuses on
beam design and power allocation sharing the MCS for the different streams, the latter aims at
optimizing transmission rates (channel coding rate and constellation mapping).

G.I.

Beam-multiplexing with superposition coding with filtering and SIC

This approach leverages on orthogonal beamforming design to multiplex multicast streams, but
includes superposition coding within the beams to multiplex the broadcast stream. The transmitter
and receiver block diagram are shown in Figure 7-42 and Figure 7-43, respectively.

Figure 7-42: Transmitter block diagram for superposition coding

In this case the number of beams coincides with the number of multicast streams, 𝐿, which are
transmitted over 𝑁𝑡 antenna elements. Hence, the matrix beamforming matrix 𝐵 ∈ 𝐶𝑁𝑡 ×𝐿 . It
targets low mobility, hence the beamforming matrix 𝐵 is assumed known to cell users. Each 𝑙-th
beam transmits
𝑥𝑙 = √𝛼 · 𝑥𝑀𝐶𝑙 + √1 − 𝛼 · 𝑥𝐵𝐶
which is decoded by means of filtering and successive interference cancelation (see Figure 7-43).
For each user within a MC group, the receiver applies a specific filter to each stream (BC 𝑥𝐵𝐶 and
its MC 𝑥𝑀𝐶𝑙 ), namely, first 𝑊𝐵 for the BC data and 𝑊𝑘 for the MC data.
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Figure 7-43: Receiver block diagram for superposition coding for user 𝑚 at MC group 𝑘.

With,
𝐻
𝑊𝐵 = √1 − 𝛼1𝐻 𝐵𝐻 · 𝐻𝑚
(𝜎𝑤2 𝑚 𝐼 +

−1
𝛼
𝐻
𝐻
𝐻𝑚 · 𝐻𝑚
+ (1 − 𝛼)𝐻𝑚 · 𝐵 · 1 · 1𝐻 · 𝐵𝐻 · 𝐻𝑚
)
𝑁𝑡

and
𝐻
𝑊𝑀 = √𝛼𝑏𝑘𝐻 𝐻𝑚
(𝜎𝑤2 𝑚 𝐼 +

−1
𝛼
𝐻
𝐻𝑚 𝐻𝑚
)
𝑁𝑡

where 𝐻𝑚 is the channel matrix for user 𝑚, 𝑏𝑘 is the 𝑘-th column of B, 1 denotes the all-ones
vector, and 𝜎𝑤2 𝑚 is the noise variance.
G.II.

Beam-superposition with joint decoding

This second variant treats the BC stream as an individual beam. Thus, the beamforming matrix
𝐵 ∈ 𝐶𝑁𝑡 ×𝐿+1 has an additional column. This approach (illustrated in Figure 7-44 and Figure 7-45)
allows more flexibility in the design of the BC beam, as well as it only requires a single filter at
the receiver side. Furthermore, decoding of the BC and MC stream can be done separately, in
parallel, reducing implementation requirements. This is the scheme selected for implementation
in the proof-of-concept in WP5 [D5.2].

Figure 7-44: Transmitter block diagram for beam-superposition
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Figure 7-45: Receiver block diagram for beam-superposition

The receiver filter takes the form
−1

𝐻
𝐻
𝐻
𝑊𝐴 = 𝛥𝐵´𝑘𝐻 𝐻𝑚
+ 𝐻𝑚 𝐵´𝑘 𝛥2 𝐵´𝑘𝐻 𝐻𝑚
(𝜎𝑤2 𝑚 𝐼 + 𝛼𝐻𝑚 𝐵ˇ𝑘 𝐵ˇ𝑘𝐻 𝐻𝑚
)

where 𝐵´𝑘 = [𝑏𝑘
multicast group 𝑘.
G.III.

𝛼
𝐵 · 1], 𝛥 = [√
0

0
], and 𝐵ˇ𝑘 denotes the estimated beamformer for
√1 − 𝛼

MLC-MIMO

The second strategy for non-orthogonal transmission considers the generic configuration depicted
in Figure 7-46.

Figure 7-46: Transmitter block diagram for MLC-MIMO

System design requires to select each level channel code rate and the modulation and mapping to
the transmitted antennas. With MLC approach the mapping is very flexible and allows missing
coded stream bits to channel symbol output. In the project, the selected implementation for MLCMIMO is shown in Figure 7-47. This configuration facilitates the mapping from codeword
symbols to channel symbols: at each time instance, a bit from each coded stream is collected to
produce the vector [𝑐1 [𝑛], 𝑐2 [𝑛], 𝑐3 [𝑛], 𝑐4 [𝑛], 𝑐5 [𝑛], 𝑐6 [𝑛]], which labels the constellation point.
In the experiment, the first 3 bits labels one of the 8-PSK constellation symbols to antenna 1,
whereas the last 3 bits labels the other 8-PSK constellation symbol to antenna 2,
𝑥1 [𝑛] = 𝜇([𝑐1 [𝑛], 𝑐2 [𝑛], 𝑐3 [𝑛]])
𝑥2 [𝑛] = 𝜇([𝑐4 [𝑛], 𝑐5 [𝑛], 𝑐6 [𝑛]])
𝑇

with 𝑛 = 1, … , 𝑁 and 𝑥𝑛 = [𝑥1 [𝑛], 𝑥2 [𝑛]] represents one vector channel symbol.
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Figure 7-47: Two layer MLC transmission scheme with separate decoding.

Two different decoding strategies are evaluated: a vector-based soft demapper followed by
separate-decoding (Figure 7-47) and a non-binary demapper followed by a joint decoder (Figure
7-48). The two schemes trade complexity/performance between the demapper and the decoder.

Figure 7-48: Two layer MLC transmission scheme with joint decoding.

Performance results consider a low-mobility scenario, where the channel fading coefficients vary
slowly according to a Rayleigh distribution. They remain constant during the transmission of a
codeword and vary independently among users and codewords.
The main challenge is to optimize rate selection to meet performance requirements (in terms of
throughput and coverage). The rate selection is performed based on the average cell users SNR
distribution dominated by the path loss (shadowing and other large scale effects are not
considered). The numerical results are generated according to the path loss model for urban-macro
cell [D2.1]. The number of users is limited to 10. The empirical cumulative distribution of users
SNR is depicted in Figure 7-49 for two different link budgets, one with minimum SNR = 8 dB,
denoted as scenario-1 and another with minimum SNR = 12.5 dB, denoted scenario-2.
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Figure 7-49:. Empirical CDF of cell users’ SNR.

In the selected implementation, besides varying the code rate, rate adaptation can be achieved
varying the bit-stream association to each layer and the modulation and mapping of the bit streams
to the transmit antennas.
The base station configures its transmission mode based on
𝛾´ = {𝛾´1 , 𝛾´2, … , 𝛾´𝑘 , … 𝛾´𝐾 }
where 𝛾´𝑘 denotes the average SNR for user k.
Since one of the scenarios where non-orthogonal transmissions are known to achieve higher gains
with respect to orthogonal strategies like TDMA, is the case of rate asymmetry between users, we
focus on how to improve the spectral efficiency of broadcasting services when one stream has
higher priority.
Under this framework, a sub-optimal strategy that aims to favour the high priority stream QoS
(e.g. FER, BER) and to increase the sum rate, is evaluated.
The algorithm is implemented as follows:
In the baseline scheme the transmitter (Figure 7-50)
1. Determines minimum SNR from cell users’ distribution,
𝛾0 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝛾´1 , 𝛾´2, … , 𝛾´𝑘 , … 𝛾´𝐾 }
𝛾

2. From the BICM capacity curve (Figure 7-51) we find the equivalent channel code rate
that satisfies that the system rate is below channel capacity,
𝑅𝑐 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥 {6𝑅𝑐 ≤ 𝐶𝐵𝐼𝐶𝑀 (𝛾0 )}
𝑅𝑐

For the non-orthogonal 2MLC-MIMO scheme, the criterion is similar,
1. Determines minimum SNR from cell users’ distribution,
𝛾0 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝛾´1 , 𝛾´2, … , 𝛾´𝑘 , … 𝛾´𝐾 }
𝛾

2. From the high-priority stream capacity curve ( 𝐶𝐵𝐼𝐶𝑀,𝐻 in Figure 7-51 for separate
decoding and 𝐶𝐶𝑀,𝐻 in Figure 7-52 for joint decoding) we find the equivalent channel
code rate that satisfies that the layer rate 𝑅𝐻 = 2𝑅𝑐 is below channel capacity,
𝑅𝑐 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥 {2𝑅𝑐 ≤ 𝐶𝐵𝐼𝐶𝑀,𝐻 (𝛾0 )}
𝑅𝑐

𝑅𝑐 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥 {2𝑅𝑐 ≤ 𝐶𝐶𝑀,𝐻 (𝛾0 )}
𝑅𝑐

3. The low priority rate is then given by design 𝑅𝐿 = 4𝑅𝑐 .
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Figure 7-51 depicts the BICM channel capacity (solid line), and the sub-layer capacities (high
priority stream represented by solid markers, low priority stream by empty markers). The square
yellow markers show the finite set of sub-layer rates that can be achieved when the specific
channel code is employed. Shown for reference is the capacity of the MIMO channel with
Gaussian input. Likewise, Figure 7-52 shows the capacity achieved with coded modulation, which
is the reference performance curve for the non-binary receiver. The dotted green circle indicates
the selected rate when the SNR metric 𝛾0 takes the value indicated by the green dotted line.
Applying the algorithm to scenario-1 the baseline strategy selects 𝑅𝑐 = 4/9. Whereas for the
2MLC-MIMO strategy the selected code rate is higher 𝑅𝑐 = 3/5. For scenario-2 with higher SNR
values, the selection determines a code rate 𝑅𝑐 = 7/9 for the baseline and 𝑅𝑐 = 37/45 for the
2MLC-MIMO scheme.
Simulation results consider the same input 𝛾´ for the different trials, such that the different MonteCarlo realizations share the same cell user’s distribution, but experience independent fading and
noise. The statistics are obtained for 100 and 1000 block transmissions, for scenario-1 and
scenario-2, respectively.

Figure 7-50: Baseline scheme: single layer MIMO transmission
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Figure 7-51: BICM channel capacity for 2x2 MIMO and 8-PSK modulation
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Figure 7-52: CM channel capacity for 2x2 MIMO and 8-PSK modulation.
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7.8 Annex H: Broadcast/multicast performance results
The first experiment evaluates the beamforming strategy for the simultaneous transmission of
broadcast and multicast services in low mobility scenarios. The experiment evaluates a single cell
scenario, configured with four beams with selected precoders 5, 6, 7 and 8 [36.211]) to convey
four multicast streams and one broadcast message. Simulation parameters are specified in Table
7-13Error! Reference source not found., which take as reference legacy system physical layer
parameters.
Table 7-13: Simulation parameters for BC/MC simultaneous transmission

Parameter description

Value

Bandwidth

5 MHz

Number of resource blocks

25

Resource block

12 subcarriers, 15kHZ subcarrier bandwidth

Occupied Resource Elements

100%

Antennas at Base Station

4

Antennas at User Equipment

4

Number of users

100

Carrier Frequency

1.9 GHz

Cell Radius

500 m

Coding Rate

1/3

Antenna Correlation

Low

𝑵𝟎

-174 dBm/ Hz

Path Loss Model

Macro cell urban

Channel Model

ITU Pedestrian B

Max. Doppler Frequency

0 Hz

Outage Probability

10−2

MCS

1 to 24 [36.211]

Power allocation between streaams, 𝜶

0≤ 𝛼 ≤ 1

For each of the allocated sub-frames for broadcast, transmission occupies the entire available
bandwidth of 5 MHz. Numerical results also consider that the same modulation and coding
scheme is selected for all information layersor streams. The performance metric is measured in
terms of users’ coverage to include constraints on individual streams QoS. In particular, coverage
is defined in terms of users’ outage, that is
𝐶𝑝 = 1 −

𝐾𝑝,𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝐾𝑝

where 𝐾𝑝,𝑜𝑢𝑡 denotes the number of users served by 𝑝-th beam that are in outage (e.g. FER>0.01)
and 𝐾𝑝 is the number of users served by 𝑝-th beam.
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Figure 7-53 shows the results for four MC stream and 1 BC, according to solution G.I for
1, 1,
⁄
⁄√2 ,
(1
+
𝑗)
,
(−
1
+
𝑗)
√2
1
𝐁=2
𝑗, −𝑗,
[ (−1 + 𝑗)⁄√2, (1 + 𝑗)⁄√2 ,

1, 1
(−1 − 𝑗)⁄√2 ,
𝑗, −𝑗

(1 − 𝑗)⁄√2

.

(1 − 𝑗)⁄√2 , (− 1 − 𝑗)⁄√2 ]

Likewise, Figure 7-54 shows the results for the same configuration but implementing solution
G.II. In this case with beamforming matrix 𝐁′ = [𝐁, 𝟏] . The images show the combined
representation of the multicast and broadcast coverage. From them one can identify the required
MCS scheme and power allocation that satisfy coverage requirements for both streams.

Figure 7-53: Percentage of user cover age (MC&BC) as a function of MCS and power allocation 𝜶
for multicast group 1 to 4, for F.I
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Figure 7-54: Percentage of user cover age (MC&BC) as a function of MCS and power allocation 𝜶
for multicast group 1 to 4, for G.II

Results from both implementation lead to the conclusion that low complexity non-orthogonal
beamforming can convey several streams within the same resources. For the evaluated scenario
slightly better performance is observed for scheme G.I (superposition coding). This is better
appreciated if we examine the coverage for a particular cut, e.g. α=0.3, in Figure 7-55. By properly
selecting power splitting 𝛼 between streams and 𝐵 the scheme allows optimization of
performance trade-off.

Figure 7-55: Coverage G.I (solid) and G.II (dotted) for 𝜶 = 𝟎. 𝟑.

The second experiment demonstrates that a sub-optimal rate adaptation algorithm with MLCMIMO can increase the spectral efficiency for BC/MC services even with limited feedback. By
limited feedback we mean that the BS has updated channel state information (e.g. cell users SNRs)
on a large time scale basis (larger than a frame duration). Hence, adaptation is performed less
frequently than for unicast transmissions.
In general, the non-orthogonal scheme allows for reconfiguration of the number of sub-layers, bit
assignment per sub-layer and its transmission rate per frame. One possible implementation of the
multi-layer MIMO transmission is the one depicted in Figure 7-47 (Annex G). This configuration
is suitable if for instance the selected channel code has a fixed codeword size 𝑁 and variable input
message size 𝐾, which facilitates the mapping from codeword symbols to channel symbols.
Details are provided in Annex G. Note that the actual mapping does not modify the total coded
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modulation capacity. However, it has an impact on the sublayers capacity. In the selected
implementation, besides varying the code rate, rate adaptation can be achieved varying the bitstream association to each layer and the modulation and mapping of the bit streams to the transmit
antennas.
The selected channel codes for performance evaluation are the family of LDPC codes used in
DVB-T2. The reason for selecting this family of codes does not impose any special constraint to
the analysis of the MIMO-MLC scheme for BC/MC. Given that LDPC codes are being discussed
as channel code candidates for 5G, the implemented scheme is a representative example for the
evaluation of the multi-resolution broadcast proposal. Furthermore, LPDC allows for non-binary
decoders based on Belief-Propagation, for which low complexity implementations are available.
Note that the non-binary decoding is an alternative decoding scheme even though the channel
encoding is binary. The implementation of non-binary decoders demonstrates that for the same
transmission scheme advanced receivers can bring additional gains. Table 7-14 shows the
available set of channel code rates for the family of binary LPDC codes from DVB-T2 with
codeword length of 𝑁 =16200 code symbols. The table also includes the transmission rates of
each transmitted sub-layer (stream) for the schemes under comparison. Namely, the multi-layer
MIMO-MLC and the baseline single layer MIMO scheme. The former (Figure 7-47) consist of a
2 layer (high priority and low priority stream) non-orthogonal transmission across a 2x2 MIMO
system with the same mapping applied to at each of the antennas (8-PSK with natural mapping).
The latter (Figure 7-50) represents the legacy scheme where a single stream is multiplexed to the
2 transmit antennas, with the same mapping 8-PSK applied to each antenna symbol.
The scenario assumes all user receivers are equipped with two antennas. That is, the cell scenario
is homogeneous with a 2x2 MIMO channel characterizing each user link.
Table 7-14: Available finite set of channel code rates (LPDC) and equivalent sub-layer transmission
rates for a 2x2 MIMO and 8-PSK modulation.

LDPC code rate, 𝑅𝑐 =

𝐾 ⁄𝑁

High

𝑁 = 16200

Single

2 layer MIMO MLC
priority

layer

MIMO,

𝑅0 = 6𝑅𝑐

stream, Low

priority

𝑅𝐻 = 2𝑅𝑐

𝑅𝐿 = 4𝑅𝑐

stream,

1/5

= 0.2000

0.4000

0.8000

1.2000

4/9

= 0.4444

0.8889

1.7778

2.6667

3/5

= 0.6000

1.2000

2.4000

3.6000

2/3

= 0.6667

1.3333

2.6667

4.0000

11/15

= 0.7333

1.4667

2.9333

4.4000

7/9

= 0.7778

1.5556

3.1111

4.6667

37/45

= 0.8222

1.6444

3.2889

4.9333

Simulation results consider the same average SNR distribution for the different trials, such that
the different Monte-Carlo realizations share the same cell user’s distribution, but experience
independent fading and noise. The statistics are obtained for 100 and 1000 block transmissions,
for scenario-1 and scenario-2, respectively.
The total sum rate achieved in scenario-1 is shown in Figure 7-56 for three configurations: the
baseline (in blue), the non-orthogonal 2MLC-MIMO strategy with separate decoding (in lightblue) and the non-orthogonal 2MLC-MIMO scheme with the advanced receiver (in yellow). The
total throughput, which takes into account the high priority and the low priority stream, is shown
for each of the individual users in the cell. The results show a clear increment in the spectral
efficiency when the non-orthogonal scheme is implemented. The improvement is present across
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users in the cell, although -as expected- users with higher channel quality experienced the highest
increase. The gains observed using standard binary demappers and binary belief-propagation
LDPC decoders are considerably increased if more advanced receivers are available.
If we analyze the BER performance, we observed that for some users the high priority stream
may exceed the BER threshold and that can experience a slightly higher BER compared to the
baseline stream. This result is not a contradiction. The selection is made according to a slow
feedback update. Hence, the actual SNR may fall below the reference value 𝛾0 for some
codewords. The algorithm does not formally guarantee that the high priority stream satisfied
BER<threshold for all users. The multi-layer approach can enable more or less aggressive policies
in terms of achievable spectral efficiency and priority service outage trade-offs. But finding the
optimal scheduler is a challenging task. One interesting observation is that a sub-optimal
scheduling algorithm like the previous one can be combined with the proposed retransmission
protocol detailed next. The MLC-MIMO can be used in the broadcast phase and then resort to
unicast retransmissions.
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Figure 7-56: Throughput performance for scenario-1, sum rate per user.
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Figure 7-57. BER per user for the high priority stream in scenario-1. Baseline scheme (blue)
compared to 2MLC-MIMO (light-blue) (a) with separate decoding, (b) with joint decoding.
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Figure 7-58: Throughput performance for scenario-2, sum rate per user.
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Figure 7-59: BER per user for the high priority stream in scenario-2. Baseline scheme (blue)
compared to 2MLC-MIMO (light-blue (a) with separate decoding, (b) with joint decoding.

Table 7-15. Total sum rate.
Scenario

Baseline

2MLC-MIMO, sep dec.

2MLC-MIMO, joint dec.

scenario-1

22.1 bpcu

27.4 bpcu

44.5 bpcu

scenario-2

38.0 bpcu

40.0 bpcu

62.5 bpcu

The third set of experiments analyses in more detail the proposed combined broadcast/unicast
protocol. In order to analyze the total time needed for the content delivery using the two step
protocol, we consider a single cell system where users are randomly located inside the cell. The
fading suffered by each user is composed of two components: a slow fading component related
to the attenuation (pathloss and shadowing) due to the mobile location and shadowing and a fast
fading component, due to the multipath selective channel experienced by each mobile. The slow
fading parameters are given in Table 7-16.
Table 7-16. Slow Fading Parameters

Parameter

Value

Number of subcarriers

2048

Pathloss propagation model

Macro cell: Urban Area [10]
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Shadowing standard deviation

8

eNB Power

1 Watt

Cell Radius

1000m

Min distance of UE from eNB

50m

Subcarrier spacing

15KHz

Thermal Noise

-173 dBm

We use the ‘Pedestrian B’ channel for the fast fading component with the following delay profile
(Table 7-17):
Table 7-17: delay profile

Relative Delay (ns)

0

200

800

1200

2300

3700

Power (dB)

0

-0.9

-4.9

-8.0

-7.8

-23.9

We aim to assess the total time needed for the delivery of 1 bit/Hz and study the best MCS scheme
to be utilized during the broadcast step. Furthermore, we aim to find the best compromise allowing
us to minimize the overall transmission time (the sum of the broadcast and unicast times).

Figure 7-60: Spectral Efficiency of ATSC3.0. BICM chain.

We see from Figure 7-60 that the spectral efficiencies of some MCSs are overlapping. We
simplify the study by considering only Coding Rate 6/15, 7/15, 8/15, 9/15, 10/15, 11/15, 12/15,
13/15 for modulation sizes 16QAM, 64QAM, 256 QAM, 1KQAM and 4KQAM. For the low
modulation (QPSK) we also consider the low code rates including 2/15, 3/15, 4/15 and 5/15
because these codes are the only ones that give a very low spectral efficiency. Our study covers
52 MCSs ranging from (QPSK, CR2/15) to (4KQAM, CR13/15).
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We start by considering a 15 users cell suffering fading as explained above. The broadcast time,
the unicast time and the total time are plotted in Figure 7-61.

Figure 7-61: Time per Hz to deliver 1 bit to all users in a cell with 15 users.

We see from Figure 7-61 that the total time is composed of two components: the broadcast time
and unicast time. The broadcast time decreases with the MCS because the data rate increases with
the MCS, and thus the time needed to transmit a certain amount of information decreases. On the
other hand, as the MCS (of the broadcast phase) increases, the unicast step sees time increase.
This is due to the fact that more and more users are requesting NACKS and thus the total time
taken to service these increases. The interesting conclusion resides in the total time minimum. We
see from the figure that the MCS of 9 (QPSK with coding rate 10/15) guarantees the minimum
transmission time. For the unicast phase, the scheduler selects the best available carrier and uses
the best MCS that guarantees an error free transmission (BLER curve waterfall below the carrier
SNR).
We extend the study by evaluating the best MCS and the percentage of NACK transmitting users
in order to draw conclusions on which strategy to use depending on the cell load. The results are
given in Figure 7-62.
The optimal MCS decreases as the number of users increases. This is due to the necessity to use
a more conservative approach when covering a higher number of users. The same thing is
observed from the NACK percentage (the number of users that require retransmissions) that
decreases with the MCS. For lower number of users, a more aggressive approach is more optimal
as it delivers the broadcast message in a very short time using a high MCS. Users that do not
receive the message will be addressed by unicast. The percentage of users is high, but since the
total number of users in the cell is low, the number of users to be addressed by unicast also remains
low. This guarantees the total sum (broadcast + unicast) subsequently remains low.
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Figure 7-62: Optimal MCS scheme and Percentage of NACK users.

7.9 Annex I: Uplink power control in multi-cell networks
In this annex, we present an uplink power control scheme in the multi-cell network in eMBB,
where the network topology is depicted in Figure 7-63. Note that all UEs are assumed to be
sharing the same frequency.

desired signal
interference
UE2

BS1

w11
UE1

BS2

w12

w13
UE3

BS3

Figure 7-63: A graphical illustration of the uplink power control problem in the communication
network
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The uplink transmission rate of UE 𝑘 in a given transmission block is given by the following
equation:
𝑟𝑘 (𝒑) = log (1 +

𝜎𝑘2

𝑤𝑘𝑘 𝑝𝑘
),
+ 𝜙𝑘 𝑝𝑘 + ∑𝑗≠𝑘 𝑤𝑘𝑗 𝑝𝑗

where:






𝑤𝑘𝑘 denotes the effective channel from UE 𝑘 to its serving BS 𝑘. Note that the BS may
have multiple antennas, and in this case, 𝑤𝑘𝑘 depends on the actual channel coefficient
from UE 𝑘 to BS 𝑘 and the receive beamforming at BS 𝑘.
𝒑 ≜ (𝑝𝑘 )𝐾
𝑘=1 and 𝑝𝑘 is the uplink transmission power of UE 𝑘;
𝑤𝑘𝑗 denotes the effective channel from UE 𝑗 to the BS 𝑘, and ∑𝐾
𝑗=1,𝑗≠𝑘 𝑤𝑘𝑗 𝑝𝑗 is the
interference experienced by UE 𝑘;
𝜎𝑘2 denotes the noise covariance at BS 𝑘;
𝜙𝑘 denotes the self-interference that arises due to imperfect hardware, and 𝜙𝑘 = 0 if selfinterference does not exist.

The proposed power control scheme maximizes the energy efficiency defined as the sum
transmission rate of all users divided by the total consumed power (with a unit of bits/Joule), as
specified in the following equation:
∑𝐾
𝑘=1 𝛼𝑘 𝑟𝑘 (𝒑)
,
𝑝𝑐 + ∑𝐾
𝑘=1 𝑝𝑘
where 𝑝𝑐 denotes the power that is statically dissipated in the circuit, 𝛼𝑘 denotes the weight of
UE 𝑘, and the UE 𝑘 can be assigned a higher weight if, for example:
𝐸𝐸(𝒑) ≜





UE 𝑘 pays a larger subscription fee;
UE 𝑘 has a higher priority;
To compensate the bad channel conditions experienced by UE 𝑘.

Note that the network deployment scenario is reflected by the channel coefficients 𝑤𝑘𝑗 . For
example:




The UE 𝑘 is close to the base station in a small cell, then 𝑤𝑘𝑘 has a large value;
The UE 𝑘 is far away from the BS in a macro cell, then 𝑤𝑘𝑘 has a small value;
The UE 𝑘 is at the edge of cell 𝑘 and cell 𝑗, then 𝑤𝑘𝑘 and 𝑤𝑗𝑘 will be approximately the
same.

The transmission power of UE 𝑘, namely, 𝑝𝑘 , may be subject to a (given) lower bound 𝑝𝑘 and an
upper bound 𝑝𝑘 specifying the minimum and maximum allowable transmission power,
respectively:



If there is no lower bound, then 𝑝𝑘 = 0;
If there is no upper bound, then 𝑝𝑘 = +∞.

The proposed UL power control scheme scheme that finds the optimal power allocation strategy
𝒑⋆ in the sense that it maximizes the energy efficiency function 𝐸𝐸(𝒑) while satisfying the power
constraint 𝒑 ≤ 𝒑⋆ ≤ 𝒑.
The proposed scheme is an iterative procedure, and each iteration consists of two steps: power
update and stepsize selection. While details are reported in two related publications
[YP16][YP17], we remark that the proposed iterative scheme finds the optimal power allocation
𝒑⋆ very quickly, and this is illustrated numerically by Matlab in Figure 7-64Error! Reference
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source not found., where the achieved energy efficiency with respect to the number of iterations
and the CPU time is plotted in the upper plot and lower plot, respectively. A network with 50
cells is considered and the uplink channel from each user to the BS is assumed to follow the
Rayleigh distribution. It is obvious from the lower plot in Figure 7-64 that the optimal power
allocation strategy achieving the maximum energy efficiency is found in less than 2ms, as
indicated by the red curve, ~1000 times faster than the state-of-the-art scheme [ASBJ+2016], as
indicated by the black curve. Note that 2ms is the CPU time in Matlab, which doesn’t reflect in
any sense the actual implementation time in DSP. In practice, the implementation time would be
even reduced to the order of microsecond because all operations have an analytical expression
based on linear algebra. When implemented inside a digital signal processing hardware, the
proposed algorithm is almost instantly finished.

Figure 7-64 Numerical comparison of the proposed scheme and state-of-the-art scheme

The proposed algorithm could be implemented by a central unit which has the knowledge of the
channel state information of direct-link and cross-link channels, namely, (𝑤𝑘𝑗 )𝑗,𝑘 . In practical
system, this central unit could be embedded in the centralized radio access network (CRAN): each
BS k measures the direct-link channel 𝑤𝑘𝑘 and cross-link channels (𝑤𝑘𝑗 )𝑗≠𝑘 and send the
channel state information (𝑤𝑘𝑗 )𝑗 to the central unit in the CRAN. Then the central unit invokes
the proposed and informs each BS k the optimal UL transmit power. The incurred latency is
mainly due to the signalling exchange between the central unit and the BSs, and the execution of
the proposed algorithm. However, information exchange among BSs is though reliable
communications, so a low latency assumption is justifiable. Thanks to the proposed algorithm's
low complexity, neither the central unit nor the BSs are required to have a strong computational
capability.
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